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Abstract
Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) are free-swimming underwater robots capable
of navigating on its own by means of the various sensors it carriesonboard. AUVsare

rapidly emerging as an important tool in ocean exploration. Designers of AUVs rely
increasingly on hydrodynamic models as a design tool particularly for the initial phases of

vehicle development. These models allow the designer a means for detennining the
inherent motion behaviourofa proposed vehicle even before its construction and testing.
The research work addressed in Lhisthesis is aimed at evaluating the perfonnanceofa
hydrodynamic motion simulation model developed based on the component build-up
method for torpedo-shaped underwater vehicles. The model is derived ina form that only

requires the specification oflhe vehicle's geometry, and the lift, drag and moment
characteristics of its constituent elements: thc hull,control surfaces, propulsion system

ctc.Thetotal hydrodynamic load acting on the vehicle is obtained bysumrning up the
loads from each of these components. Such a model,developed by previous researchers 8t
Memorial University of Newfoundland (MUN) for a streamlined AUV was available for
use in this research. However. this model was never validatcd against e xperimentaldata.
In order to validate the model and establish thepcrformance envelope itwas necessary to

test the simulation model against all possible mission scenarios that a typical AUV would
encounter. This required an extensive set of manoeuvring data from real vehicles that
resembled a wide range of mission scenarios.
The availability of a new Explorer class AUV at Memorial University (the MUN
Explorer) facilitated the perforrningofa series of free-running manoeuvring triais at sea

This included straight-line tests. tuming circles. zigzags in horizontal and vcrtical planes
and helix manoeuvres. The responses of the vehicle to different manoeuvres are reported

in detail in this thesis and formed a major portion of this research. This fonned a

database, which encompass a range of mission scenarios, against which the simulated
response of the vehicle could be compared. Apart from providing a dataset for validation

purpose,thesemanoeuvringtrialsalsoprovidedvaluableinformat ion on the performance
and capabilities of the Explorer, which belongs to the class of a large commercial AUV,
and is one of the only seven Explorers operational around the world to dateo

In order to simulate the above manoeuvres, it was necessary to modify the existing
hydrodynamic model to one lhal can capture the specific features of the new AUV - the

MUN Explorer. A second model of the MUN Explorer, with a different tail plane

configuration from the original,was also developed to study and compare the control
plane actions between the two configurations. The ease with which the model was
adapted from one vehicle to another as well as the ease with which the model can be
reconfigured exemplifies the overriding advantage of using the component build-up
melhod and the generic nature of the hydrodynamic model as well.

A select number of manoeuvres were simulated using one of the models. Preliminary
results from the simulation of steady stale manoeuvres show reasonable-lo-good
agreement with the measured data. The vehicle responses to manoeuvring trials,
simulation of a few of these manoeuvres and their comparisons and validation are
considered to be some of the main contributions made in this research wo rk
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) are selr-propclled robotic platrorms that
can perform a predefined mission complelely unmanned while spendi ngallorpartof
their duty cycie(s) submerged. Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) are one or
the two categories of vehicles that belong to a generic group called Unmanned
Underwater Vehicles (UUVs), the other being RcmotelyOperated Vehicles (ROVs)
While an AUV perfonns a mission without being constantly monitored or supervised
bya human operator, an ROV requires continuous instructions from a human operator

1.1

Applications of Autonomous Underwater Vehicles

The commercial potential ofUUVswasnotrecognizcd until the discQveryofofTshore
oil and gas supplies in the North Sea. Since then, ROVshave been extensivelyused
throughout lhe offshore industry, whereas in both mititaryandcom mercialseClors,the

usageorAUVswaslimited.l-lowever,theneedtooperateandexploreextremedepths
in hostile environments, prompted by the offshore industry and the quest for deep

oceans research has heightened the development of AUV technology. Further, the
scientific demand for high-resolution spatial and temporal ocean observation data is

increasing. A number of oceanographic problems require quality data acquisition
withoutdislUrbingtheoceanenvironmenLShip-bomemethodscan introduce errors in
measurements due to the disturbance caused by towed instrument packages, samplers
or by the ship itself. The potential of AU V technology in undersea surveys and the

significant improvement in the quality of data acquired using these platfonns,
compared to the traditional ocean observation platforms like ships and buoys, is
gradually being recognized asa replacement for conventional sh ip-bomemethods.

Autonomous Underwater Vehicle technology is an area of rapid development and the

capabilities of these vehicles increased significantly over the past two decades.
Operational ranges have gone up to hundreds of kilometres and depth ranges have
extended to 6000 m, making most of the ocean depths (about 97%) accessible
worldwide [MacNaughton, 2005]. In the case of certain AUVs belonging to the class
of gliders the operational ranges have exceeded 3000km [Griffiths ela/, 2007]. The
development of AUVs has potential application in scientific, industrial and military

sectors, thus taking humans out of water [Griffiths, 2003]. The potential applications
ofAUVsrangefromhydrographicandsub-bottomsurveys,environmen tal monitoring,
iceberg profiling, mine reconnaissance, cable laying, cable/pipeline inspection. to
name a few. The OCean research done well with AUVs today are mid-water transects,
geophysical surveys and physical oceanographic missions in the upper water column
[Sibenac ef ai, 2004]. In hostile weather conditions where surface operations are
unsafe; in regions covered by ice where deployment of manned sub mersiblesarerisky

and tethered vehicles are of limited use, AUVs hold the best promise for freely

working on the seafloor and collecting spatial datasets. AUVs have already been used
for under ice applications such as laying cables [Butler & Hertog(1993), Ferguson
(2003)] and surveying the underside of ice [Yeo, 2008]. Theseus was thelargestAUV
built and held the record for the longest AUV mission - 440 km, all of which was
under-ice. It was deployed in the Arctic in 1995 and 1996 for laying fibre-optic cables
up to 220 km [Ferguson, 1998J. In Lhe recent years, Lhe capability of doing
unsupervisedAUVmissioninice-coveredareashasadvancedsignificantly[Ferguson.

2009]. Creeselal, (2010) reports the successful deployment of National Resources
Canada's (NRCan) ArClic Explorer in LheCanadian high Arctic (-79'N, 115'W)in
March/April 2010. The AUV spent 10 days completely under ice before being
successfully recovered. During this period. the AUV accomplished close to 1000km
ofunder-icesurveywhiletransitingatanaveragespeedofl.5m/sa tan altitude of 130

m above the seabed and reachingdepthsofover3160m. This was reported as a major
technologicalfeatastheArcticExplorerconductedthelonges t ever completely under-

iceAUV mission in such a challenging environment [Tametal. (201 I)]

Mission requirements dictate the assembly of an array of components - sensor

packages, navigation units. batteries. payloads, to be carried on-board the AUV. which
in tum determine the size of the envelope while the energy storage requirementsand
ease of construction define its shape.

1.2

Classification of Autonomous Underwater Vehicles

Autonomous underwater vehicles are now being developed by a wide range of
organizations for an almost wider range of tasks. According to the information

published in Jane's Undenvater Technology (Fennel. 2007). there were over 200
differentlypes ofvehieles built 10 dale lhen. It will be difficult loelassifylhem into
distinctly difTerent groups as severaJ of them have overlapping features. However, a
broadclassific3tion based on their role and shapes are as follo\Ys:

The most apt method of classification is that based on the three distinct but
overlapping roles for AUVs·

lI) ResellrchAUVs

b) IlldllslrilllAUVslllld
c) MiI;llI/yAUVs

It is likely that some AUVs conceived and designed for one role will beusedinothcr
roles. For these AUVs, their classification maybcconsidcredas'dynamic'. Aspcrthe

"Recommended Code of Practice" [Brown et ai, 2000]. published by the Society of
Unden1'llterTechnology.thethreedifferentclasseshavesignifi cantly difTerent access
righlS in the legally recognised range of maritime boundaries.

1.2.2 Classification based on shape
The hydrodynamic form of the AUV determines the propulsion energy required, as
well as stability and manoeuvrability at various operating speeds. The most common
shapes among them are:
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drag shaped vehicle, while constraints like fixed shape, requirement for a docking

fabrication ofa cylindrical section and feasibility of modular interchange outweigh the
demerits like increased drag, structural weight and greaterrad ius-of-tumforatorpedoshaped vehicle. The scope of this thesis is centred onlorpedo-shapedvehicles which

arecharacterizedbyaparallelmid-bodysectionhavingasemi-elIipsoidalnosesection

1.3

Methods of Modelling Vehicle Dynamics

Simulation of subsea vehicles in the time domain has been used for manyyearsasa
way to predict motions of these vehicles in advance of prototype trials. The
development started in the 1940s with the need to predict the motions of naval
submarines in the design phase [Kalske, 1992].lmportanl faclors to bc studied were
operating limits, the establishment of valid control strategies, and the ability to
perform prescribed manoeuvres as effectively as possible. The design of motion
controllers, the training of vehicle operators and even aspects of mission planning and
the development of tactics all rely upon realistic simulation 0 ftheunderwatervehicle

A dynamics model based on theory and empirical data is often builttocharacterisclhe
behaviourofa vehicle, which in turn provides an efficient platform fo r vehicle control
system development. The standard submarine equations of motion derived by Gertler

& Hagen (1967) and lalerrevisedby Humphreys (J976) and Feldman (1979) offer a
general framework for the development of the vehicle equations of motion. The
dynamics of the vehicle are represented by six equ3tions, one fo reach degree of

freedom. Hydrodynamic coefficients are commonly used to characterize the vehicle
response. These are coefficients that quantify the forces on theveh icleasafunctionof
its attitude and motion. The use of hydrodynamic coefficients in a simulation can
provide very realistic resuhs, as long as the coefficients are accuratelydetennined

The hydrodynamic forces and moments that enter into the equations of motion for an
underwatervehicleascoefficientsareusuallyc]assifiedintothree general categories·
static, rotary and acceleration [Gertler, 1972]. The slatic coefficients are due to the
componentsoflinearvelocityofthebodyrelativetothefluid;therolarycoefficients
are due to components ofangularveJocity. The static and rotary coemcientsare
primarily due to viscous flow and these velocity-dependent tenns can be treated as
dampingeffecls. The acceleration coefficients, on the other hand,are due to either
linearorangularaccelcration components and can be interpreted as the added mass of
the vehicle. Within limited ranges, the coefficients may vary linearly with respectto
the appropriate variable, and thus may be utilized as static, rotary and acceleration
derivatives in linearized equations or motion for the purpose of establishing the
stability of the vehicle.

The uncertainty involved in the detennination of hydrodynamic coefficientsofagiven

available for the detenninalionofthe hydrodynamic coefficients and Goheen (1991)
gives an overview of some of these. They tend to fall into one of the following two
broad categories:

Conventional Captive Model Testing

is that the persistence of the wake produces a non-quiescent flow

loads, often referred to as "added-mass" and "added-inenia" effects,itispreferableto

b) Free-Swimming Tesf Approach
One of the possibilities for evaluating the manoeuvringcapabil ityofa subsea vehicle
is to perform model tests with a self-propelled physical scale-model ina water tank.
This will focus on making a preliminary characterization of the vehicle'smanoeuvring
performance. System Identification (51) methods can be used for modelling the
dynamic performance from the experimental data. In system identification problems or
inverse problems, the fundamental properties of the system are to bedeterminedfrom
observed behaviour of that systcm, obtained using a free-swimming (self-propelled)
physical model. Some experiments are performed on the system; a mathematical
model is then fitted to the recorded motion data by assigning suitable numerical values
to its parameters

SI modelling trials arc reasonably accurate compared to other modell ing mcthods and
require less effort at the experimental stage, as they dispense with the Ileed for a
towing tank and PMM. However, an overriding disadvantage of the test-based
methods is that they require a scale model of the vehicle to be buih

vehicle is still in its design stages, or when costs prohibit a full-scale or model-scale
testing program. Predictive methods are most likely to yield goodresuhswhenapplied
to

streamlined vehiclessinc.e their behaviour can perhaps be more easily predicted

vehicle dynamics model with a different tail plane configuration was also developed
This second model with '+' tail planes were used to simulate some manoeuvres
perfonnedbytheoriginalvehiciewith'X'tailplanes,inanaticmptto study if there is
a possible way of mapping the 'X' tailplanesactionto'+'tail pianesaction

1.5

Organization of the Thesis

The research work reported in this thesis is organized into chapters that describe each
important portion of the work in detail - hydrodynamics model of the AUV,
experimental set-up and vehicle features, manoeuvring trials and data analysis,
development and modification of hydrodynamics model, simulation results and the
general conclusions. Further, each chapter consists ofa brief introduction to the main
body of its content and finishes with a summary of its content

Chapter 2 describes the mathematical model developed using the component build-up
mcthod. It also gives a review of literature on some of the work done on AUVsusing
the described method. It ends with a summary highlighting the need for experimental
data from real vehicles for validation of the hydrodynamic model

Chapter J describes the experimental vehicle and the experimental set-up used for this
research work. It introduces the MUN Explorer AUV and describes its features and the
various methods and measurcs adopted to accomplish the task of perfonning the

Chapter 4 presents a detailed analysis of all the different types of manoeuvres that
were performed at sea using the MUN Explorer AUV. The different manoeuvres that

were pcrfonned include straight-line tests or acceleration-deceleration tests, turning
circles, horizontal and venical zigzags and helix manoeuvres. Resuits and observations
from data analysis of all these manoeuvres are prcsented inthischapter,whichfonnsa
majorponion of this thesis and is considered tobea majorcontribution of the thesis.

Chapter 5 describes the simulation model modified specifically to capture the

geometric features of the MUN Explorer AUV. It focuses on sections of the
hydrodynamic model that have undergone major changes, panicularly to accommodate
thegeometricandincnialparamctersandthedynamicsofthecontrolplanes arranged
inan'X'tailconfiguration

CJUlpter 6 presents a set of simulations that were perfonned and compares the

simulation results with the measured results from experiments in an effort to evaluate
the perfonnaneeofthe hydrodynamiemodel. Only a small subsel of the aelual tests
has been simulated and presented in this thesis

Chapter 7 highlights the conclusions arrived at frol11 the above research work,

emphasizing the major contributions of this thesis and at the same time laying out

A ponion of the work contained in this thesis has already been peer-reviewed and
published in open literature, the list of which is prescntcd at the endofBibliography

Chapter 2

The Vehicle Dynamics Model
The design and development of an Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV)isavery
complex and expensive task. ThedesignersofAUVs,lherefore, increasingly rely on
computer models as a design 1001 to develop lhe vehicle geometry and controllers. A

reliable model is one that can predict or simulate the behaviour of a vehicle
realistically and slich a model WQuid greatly reduccthe need for an often expensive,
lengthyandriskyprocessofprototypetestingandthereforebeparticularly

advantageous during the initial phases of vehicle design and development. However,
onc of the major challenges in creating such a computer model is that the vehicle
dynamics must be accurately represented

The vehicle dynamics model constitutes only one of a number of elements that makes
up a typical AUV simulation environment; some others being a controller, a mission
planner, a collision detection module etc [Brutzmanetal., 1992]. The function of the
vehicle dynamics model isto represent the vehicle's intcraction with the surrounding
fluid in which it operates. The dynamics model described throughout this chaptcr is

based on the component build-up method that was originally developed by Nahon
(1996) for the ARCS AUVand later adapted to the Canadian Self-ContainedOff-the-

AUV designed and built by the graduate students at Memorial University of
Newfoundland and work tenn students employed by the National Research Council's

Institute for Ocean Technology (fonnerly known as the Institute for Marine
Dynamics). Details regarding the design, construction and preli minarytesting of the CSCOUT AUV can be found in Curtis el al (2000), Curtis (200Ia) and Curtis el al
(2001 b)

Inordertocharacterisethemotionofthephysicalvehicle,adynamicsmodelbasedon
the campanenl blliid-lip or the bady blliid-lip method ofNahon (1996) was developed
by Perrault (2002) and Evans (2003) using MATLAB'" and SIMULlNKTM. This

Simulink model is a modular, non-linear model based on the Newton-Euler equations
of motion. Conventionally, the forcing functions in the Newton-Euler equations of

motion are written as a Taylor Series Expansion. This requires the physical model
testing of the vehicle in order to detennine the coefficients of the Ta ylorSeries
Expansion, otherwise known as the hydrodynamic derivatives. The model developed
forC-SCOUTby Perrault (2002) and Evans (2003) and deseribedthrou ghthisehapter
is also based on the Newton-Euler equations of motion but the forci ngfunction,inthis

case, is constructed from lift, drag and moments acting on various components of the
vehicle derived from analytical and semi-empirical (ASE) relations that only require

specification of vehicle geometry. The lift and drag forces are then applied to the
centreofpressureofeachcomponentandtheoverallforceisobtainedbysummingup

the individual contributions; hence the name componem build-up method. The
advantage of this method is that the forces acting on the components can. for the most
pan, bcdetermined from semi-empirical expressions. However, this approach needs to
be verified and validated against full-scale test results. Another advantage of this

hydrodynamic model is that it can be easily adapted to vehicles of similar shape
(streamlined axisymmetric) as will be seen in later chapters where this model was
modified to simulate the manoeuvres performed by a similar (axisymmetric) but
different (in size) vehicle -the MUN Explorer AUV. The scope of this research was to

validate this simulation model against experimental results obtained from full-scale
manoeuvring trials
This chapter is aimed at describing the dynamics and hydrodynamicsthat underlies the
motion simulation model of an axisymmetric streamlined underwater vehicle that is
buill based on a component build-up method. A review of literature on the
hydrodynamic modelling ofunderwmcr vehicles using the component build-up method
is also presellted at the end of this chaptcr

2.1 Dynamics and Hydrodynamics
One of the imponant aspects of modelling vehicle dynamics is to prcdict the trajectory
of the vehicle in space: the position and orientation of the vehiclewith respect to time.
An underwater vehicle moving in 3D space has six degrees of freedom (OOF) and
therefore six independent coordinates are necessary lOdeterminc the position and
oricntation of the vehicle. The first threc coordinatcS,'lI=[X".,y""zEf,and their time
derivatives describe the positioll 31ld translational motion alongx,yandz-axes, while

the last three coordinates. 112=[¢.e,lfIi and their time derivatives describe the
orientation and rotational motion of the vehicle. The six degrees of motion, for a
marine vehicle, are defined as: surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch and yaw (see Fig. 2.1).

The motionofa body in space subjected to external forces isgovemedbyNewton's
Second Law of Motion. However, Newton's laws are valid only in a non-accelerating
frame of reference, often called a Newtonian or inertial frame. What constitutes an
inertial frame depends on the physical and temporal scale of the problem being
addressed. The only way to define an inertial frame is that it isa frame of reference
attached to one or more physical bodiesofa scale much largerthanthe problem under
study, and such that the Second Law of Motion applies to an acceptable degree of
accuracy formation ofa body with respect to this frame [McGheeet. 0/,2000]

A commonly used inertial coordinate system is the local "nat Earth" system with an
arbitrarily selected point on the surface of the Earth as itsorigin. This is a good
approximation since the motion of the Earth hardly affects low speed undersea
vehicles and so the acceleration ofa point on the surface of the Earthisusually
neglected. Therefore, as long as the vehicle speed relative to the Earth is far below
orbital velocity, an Earth-fixed reference frame can be considered to be inertial.
Nonnally, the inertial frame has its coordinate axesX£, Y£andZ£directedinthelocal
north,castand down directions respectively.

In modem physics, the very concept of motion cannot be defined except as the
"relative displacement" of one body with respect to another. Therefore, in order to
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lIl[li-vr+wq-xG(q'+r')+YG(pq-f)+zG(pr+q)]=X
lIl[v-wp+ur-YG(r'+p')+zG(qr-p)+xG(qp+f)]=Y
lIl[,v-uq+vp- zG(P'+q')+xG(rp-q)+Ya(rq+p)]=Z
IxP+(I,-I,#r-(f+pq)IQ+(r'-q'Y,.+(pr-q)I"'=K
+lIl[YG(,v-uq+vp)-zG(v-wp+ur)]
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+lIl[zG(Ii-vr+wq)-xG(,v-uq+vp)]
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The equations of motion are usually expressed in the body-fixed reference frame since
the inertial properties of the vehicle are constant in that frame as long as no ballast
material is ingested or ejected. UsingSNAME (1950) notations, the equations (2.10)
and (2.11) can be expanded in its component form (2.12) as consisting of six
equations; one for each degree of freedom. The firsllhreeequations representlhe
equilibrium of forces in the x,y and z body-fixed directions while the last three

equations represent the equilibrium of moments about each of the body-fixedaxes,x,y

andz. A detailed derivation of the rigid body equations of motion can be found in
Abkowitz (1969),Fossen (1994) or any standard textbooks of Engineering Mechanics,
e.g., Hibbeler(1995)

2.3

External Forces

The external forces and moments which act on the body, however, by their nature are
uncertain.Theseforcesandmomentscanbebrokendownintosixforcingfunctions-
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Environmental Forces (FE)
These are external forces that are induced

by

environmental efTects such as ocean

waves and ocean currents. At present these forces are assumed to bezeroalthou ghthe
simulation model is capable of handling crosscurrents. The effect of waves can be

safely discarded considering the facl that in most cases AUVsspend much of their
operational time in thcdeep waters.

Hydrostatic Forces (Fs)-Weighland Buoyancy
The hydrostatic forces of buoyancy and weight always act in thez-direction of the
Earth fixed axes. The resultant of the buoyancy and weight veclor is given by W-B
as these forcesacl in opposite direction, and are usually represented by a system o[
forces and moments in the body fixed axes.

Wacts at the CG (xG,YG,zG) of the vehicle while B actsal IheCB (XB,YB,ZB) of the
vehicle. The magnitude of the resultant force is W-B and its components along the
body axes X.Y. z. are given below:

FSJ=-(W-B)sinB
Fs.y=(W-B)cosBsin~
Fs.,=(W-B)cosBcos~

ThemomcnlS produced by these forces are given by lhecross producl

(2.14)

where, r, is the position vector describing the locationofcentreofbuoyancy, CB, with
respecl 10 the centre of gravity, CG, oflhevehicle. The moments described by the
above equalion can berepresenled incomponenl form as shown in Equalion(2.15).
These moments are calculated about the axesofan arbitrary frame oriented the same
as the body frame, but not necessarily coincident with it.
Gs~ = (YGW - y.B)cos;cosl1-(zGW -z.B)sinpcosl1

Gs,,=(zGW-z.B)sinl1-(xGW-x.B)cos;cosl1

(2.15)

Gs., = (xGW -x.B)sin;cosl1+(YGW - y.B)sinl1
Theoretically, an autonomous underwater vehicle could be neutrallybuoyantthoughin
praclice lhese vehicles are designed 10 beslighllyposilivelybuoyanl.This is a safety
feature built-in to the vehicles, which enables the vehicle to surfaceincaseofasystem
error. If the vehicle is neutrally buoyanl,lhen the weighl isequaltothebuoyantforce,
and there is no nethydrost3tic force, i.e., the force equ3tions (2. 14) reduce to zero.
However, the moment equations (2.15)do not reduce to zero.

For an AUV with symmetry aboul the vertical plane through the longiludinal
centreline (n-plane) Yo :=YB:=O. Further, the origin of the body-fixed reference
frame is typically fixed at the centre of gravity in which case, xa=Ya=za=O.

Undertheseconditions,equations(2.15)reduceslO

GS.,r=z"Bsin¢cosO
Gs"=z"BsinO+x,,Bcos;cosO
Gs"=-x.Bsin;cosl1

(2.16)

2.4

Determination of Hydrodynamic Loads

The hydrodynamic forces arc Iypically expressed as fUllctionsoft he body geometry,
density of the fluid,the relative velocity of the body to the flow and the hydrodynamic

coefficients. For example, the lift and drag forcesc8n beexpressedas

(2.17)

(2.18)

where C/, and CD are the lift and drag coefficients of the components - hull,
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In order to express the lift and drag forces acting on the various componenlS ill the
body frame,variolls frames and their corresponding rOl8tion matrices are required. In
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is the cross-seclional area of the hull at the slationxo, where the radius of the hull

iSTx(J.

The olher parameters in Iheequation (2.31) are: Ap Ihe plan-form area, ApOlhe plan-

fonn area up to stationxo and xplJis the distance from the nose to the centroid 0 fthe
planformareaApO.

Perrault'smodel,whichusesHopkins' fonnulation, had the limitation that it was only
good for small angles of attack (say up to 20'). In an attempt to make the simulation
applicableforlargeanglesofattaek,Evans(2003),inhisMaster'sthesis, upgraded the
work done by Perrault (2002) by adopting Jorgensen's formulation,whieh iseapable
ofprcdictingthc hydrodynamic characteristics at higher angles 0 fattack.Jorgensen's
equation

(2.29) does not include the added mass factor in the potential terms

Excludingthistcnn had an insignificant efTect on the results. as the bodies considered

by Jorgensen were mostly high fineness rilliobodies. for which thist'crm works 0 utto

a value close to onc. Since this is not always the case with AUVs, Evans modified
Jorgen.sen's equations by including the added mass term:
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Once the velocity components at the centre of effort are known, the angle of attack at
thehull,A,andtherollangle,<I>,canbeeasilydeterminedbymakinguse of the set of
equations (2.21).

tanA=(~)

l

(2.39)

U CE

(2.40)

Based on equation (2.39),theangle,A,will lie between 0° and 180°. The 180° to 360°
rangeisaccountedforbytherotationangle,~,whichspecifiesthevelocity vector

in

the J'Z-planeofthe body-fixed frame

The lift and drag forces in the lift-drag plane can be transformed into the body-fixed
frame by the following rotation operation, as described in Perraul t(2002)
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If,insteadofliftanddragforces,thenonnalandaxialforcesareestimated,aswiththe
case while using Jorgensen's equ3tions, the above equ3tion (2.4 I) reduces to the fonn
below, as described in Evans (2003)
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"hen: rco is the posicion >=lQr<k$<:ribina the local;"" of the cenlte Of.fTor1 of.
componrntwithmpcdlOlhtoenlre"fmassoflheYe!li<:1e
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(2002) used these fonnulations, in his thesis, for estimating the lift and drag
coemcientsofthecontrol planes but cautioned that at higher angles ofattack,there

was a need for further data. Evans (2003), however, desired a simulation that was
capable of the full 360° range of angles. Only few researchers, such as Riegels(1958),
Critzos et. al. (1955) etc., have looked at wide range of angles ofanack. This is
becauseofthelimitedusefulnessofanglesofanackbeyondstallinaircraft operations.
Evans (2003) used the2D lift and drag coefficient data from Critzosetal., (1955) for
the C-SCOUT simulation in order to account for the full 360° range of angles of
attack. In order to modify the 2D lift and drag coefficient data to make it apply for 3-D
wing, methods presented in McConnick (1995) were utilized:

(2.44)

(2.45)
where C, and Cd are the 2-D lift and drag coefficients respectively and feD is a scale
factor from Figure 4.JJ of McConnick (1995), used by Evans. Note that equation
(2.44) is intended for linear angle ofanack range before stall, but Evansassumeditto

be applicable
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the nonlinear range as well. The efTective

aspeCl

ratio of the control

plane at was defined as:

(2.46)
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2.6

Nonlinear Model ofaSlreamlilled AUV:
Implenl('nll1liou

The nonlineor model of tho "",.mlin«! C·SOCUT AUV, dc"eloped by PemlUl,

(2002) and late, modincd by EvOM

Thc procedufe, im'ohTd in

(2003~

impkmen'",~

,,'OS In'plemontcd in MATLAS"" ond

the """I,,,,,ar n><><kl c.n be ,ummari,ed

2. TI>cEonh.n,cd,·c1""i'yvcc'Of,1.i't",,,,f,,,,ncd,ntothobody.n..d,·clo<i'y

3. The vcl""ityat the ",fcronocpoint (ocn'fOofpr""'"I<,CCnlfcofcfforl)ofcaoh
rompo""n"'olcmcnt

i,calcul"cd",in~the",'''i""shipf", Vin

(2.3S).(2.SI)

4. The onglcsofattaek .nd.id..l" Orc <:.Ieulotru fmm ,he knowledge of the
"c1""j'yc"""pot'lonts",o.. hfefcn:ncepoint>u'In~.pprop'''toeq
...tjon,

5. The lift coefficients for each component are calculated using appropriate
equations.
6. The drag coefficients for each component are calculated using appropriate

equations.
7. Dimensionalizethe lift and drag forces for each component using the ve locity
at the centre of pressure/effort of each component according to equations for
Lift (2.17) and Drag (2.18).
8. The resulting lift and drag fo=s are transfonned to the body-axis through the
angles of attack and sideslip.

9. The forces and moments acting on various components of the vehicle are
summed and applied to the left hand side of equation (2.64). This enabIcsthc

body-lixedaccelerationvectorvtobecalculated
10. The aeceleration vector,'; is then integrated to yield the body-fixed velocity

II.The velocity vector, v is transformed into the Earth-lixed reference frame to
yieldthevelocityvector,it,usinglherelation;'=Tv.
12. The Earth-fixed velocity vector,it. is integrated to yield the position and

orienmtionvector.t!.
13. If the trajectory in the Eanh-fixed coordinate system is not complete, q and
qareloopedbacktostep2.

2.7

Review of Related Literature

The lack of accurate methods for predicting vehicle hydrodynamic characteristics,

given the external geometric configuration of a typical AUV, has been a recurring
problem and an uncenain process in the design of underwater vehicles. Currently,

semi-empirical methods represent the state-of-the-art predictiontechnique and provide
a viable means for analyzing many geometric variations during the initial stages of
underwater vehicle development. This is because semi-empirical methods arealgebraic

in ronn and therefore computationally rapid and inexpensive. The hean ofa semiempirical method is the body build-up technique in which the hydrodynamic

coefficients for isolated components are detennined, interference effects between
componenlSare predicted and conlributionssummed up to the give the hydrodyn amic

coefficients of the complete vehicle. These coefficients are then utilized in the
equ31ions of motion to evaluate vehicle stability and perfonnance asa function of the
vehicle mass characteristics and external shape. Humphrey and Watkinson (1978)
report that thcy have applied these techniques to the design and ana lysis of

approximately 60 underwater vehicles. However, to the best of the author's
knowledge, only very few literature exist in the public domain that used thecomponem
build-up or body build-up method as a means to modelling the behaviour of

underwater vehicles. A literature review on the hydrodynamic modelling of
underwater vehicles using the componem build-up method (CBM) is presented below.

In 1973, the Hydromechanics Division at

aval Coastal Systems Center (NCSC)

initiated a systematic approach for analytically detcrmining the hydrodynamic
coefficients of submersibles. The initial phase of this efTort involved theadaptationof

semi-empirical methods developed by the aerospace community for subsonic aircrafts
such as Stability and Control DATCOM, to underwater vehicles. This new method
devised

by esc

for submersibles was to overcome the deficiencies inherent in

applying the methods used for subsonic aircraft analysis to underwater vehicles; in
panicular, the inability to account for the hydrodynamic characteristics of low aspect
ratio fins. Thus, NCSC generated a database by systematically testing a wide range of

typical submersibleconfiguralions. Using data obtained from the wind tunnel tests.
CSC developed a new semi-empirieal method capable of predicting the

hydrodynamic coefficienlSofboth a complete vehicle configuration and individual
vehicle components [Summey and Smith, (1981)]. Summey and Smith (1981) also
predicted the hydrodynamic coefficients for three different submersibles using
NCSC's new method and reponed the findings to be bel1erthan the predictions from
three 2 01hermethods. However, no details regarding this model orit 5 derivation. which

is based on lhe body build-up lcchnique, were available from the Ii teraturc.
An overriding advantage of using the component build-up method is that the
hydrodynamic forces and moments acting on the vehicle are derived from empirical
relations that require only specification of vehicle's geometry. Each compo nentofthe
vehicle such as hull,control planes, thruslersetc, are modelled separately usingsi mple
hydrodynamic relations. The forces and moments acting on each of these compo nents

are summed up to give the external forces and moments acting on the complete

~~;FDATCOMmethods.,HYdroballistiCHandbookmelhods.AnalyticalmethodSbYAbkOwitz&

While reviewing the literature related to modelling underwater vehicles using the
component build·up method, it became apparent that there existed two Slreams of

researchers who applied the same method but in difTerent ways. Both groups used the

component build-up method to estimate the external load acting on the complete
vehicle. One group of researchers used the extemalload estimates to derive the
hydrodynamic derivatives, typical of the Taylor series expansion me thod,andutilized

those coefficients in the equations of motion to simulate vehicle motions.

ahon

(1993),Prestero(2ool), Hwang (2003), Ridelyelal. (2003), Havard (2004), de BalTOs

elal., (2oo8a; 2oo8b) are some of those researchers who used this indirecl method.
The hydrodynamic coefficient estimates thus obtained were often compared or
validated with corresponding results from tow tank and PMM tests', CFD analysis etc.

On the other hand, the second slream of researchers, instead of calculating the
hydrodynamic derivatives from theextemal forces acting on the vehicle,computedthe

accelerations of the vehicle directly from the external forces and moments and
integrated those estimates twice to predict the trajectory and orien tationofthevehicle.

The current work described through this thesis falls into the second category.
Researchers who used this direct method in modelling underwater vehicle dynamics
were Nahon (1996; 2006), Perrault (2002), Evans (2003), Evans &

ahon (2004),

Buckham (2003), Lambert (2003) etc. However, validation of this approach was

limited by extremely few experimental data from manoeuvring trials. Some salient
features of the works of above researchers belonging to both categories are brieny

1 Rcsis13nce test. S13tic yaw and pitch test, pure sway tesl,pure heave test, arc-of-a.c ircletestetc.

ahon (1993) used the USAF DATCOM to predicllhe hydrodynamic coefficients
necessary for the simu)ation of the ARCS vehicle-an autonomous underwate rvehicle
developed by the lntemational Submarine Engineering (ISE) and used as a testbedfor
evalualing AUV technologies. The USAF DATCOM [Hoal< & Finck, 1978) is

intended to evaluate aircraft stability characteristics strictly from the aircraft's
geometric shape parameters. The hydrodynamic derivatives lhus determined for the
ARCS AUV were compared with experimental results fmm full-scale vehicle tests
reported in Hopkin and den Hertog(I993).

Prestero(2ool), Ridleyelal. (2003) derived hydrodynamic coefficients necessary for

their dynamics models from first principles and semi-empirical relations. Prestero
(2001) describes the development and verification ofa6-DOF nonlinear simulation
model for the REMUS AUV while Ridley el al. (2003) describes the development of a
nonlinear model fora torpedo shaped AUV developed at the Queensland Universilyof
Technology. Australia. Theextemal forces and mOlllcnts acting on the vehicles were

all defined in tenns of vehicle hydrodynamic coefficienls. The simulatedoutputsfrom
Prestero's (2001) model for step changes in rudder and horizontal stem plane

deflections were verified wilh vehicle response to corresponding conditions 31 sea in
the horizontal and vertical planes respectively. Ridleyelal. (2oo3),ontheOlherhand,
does not verify the predicted coefficients bUl uses the coefficienlS in hismodello
simulalelheAUVresponseunderlheaClionofvariousaClualorinpulS.

Hwang (2003) also used the component build-up approach to predictlhe linear and
nonlinearhydrodynamiccoeflicientsoftheLongTennMineReconnaissanceSystcm

(LMRS) autonomous unmanned underwalervehicle. Here the hydrodynamic model

was validated against the results of hydrodynamic coemcients detennined from the
PMM tests conducted on a full-scale model. The comparisons were reported to have
good agreement.

Further, since the bodybuild-up technique predicts the overall hydrodynamic loadson
the vehicle from the vehicle geometric components, any interferenceeffect from lhe
hull on a control plane is not properly modelled. On the otherhand,thehydrodynamic

derivativesdetenninedfrommodeltestingwillhavethisinherenteffeCl included. his
well known that there exists some mutual interference between the components ina
wing-bodycombinationsuchthatthetotalliftonthecombinationisdiffe rent than the

sumoftheliftonthewingandbodyalone[Hoemer,(196S)].Thismutualinterference
effect between the lifting surface and the body may be significant, particularlyinthe
caseofanAUV,wheretheliftingsurfaceistypicallysmallinrelationtothe body size.
It is therefore expected to be important to include the fin-body combination as units

Havard (2004),de Barroseta/.(2008a;2008b)aresomeresearcherswhoalongwith
using component build-up approach also considered the interactionefTectsbetweenthe
components while modelling their AUVs. Havard (2004) makes use of the empirical
methods from USAF DATCOM to derive the hydrodynamic derivatives for fin-body
combinations. necessary for describing the hydrodynamic loadsaclingon the vchicle.
The theory developed was successfully used to develop a hydrodynamic estimation

motions in the vertical plane. Since there were noexperimenlal data available from

other very similar AUVs: the REMUS and another torpedo shaped AUV developed by
the Queensland University of Teehnology, Australia [Ridley el al. (2003)]. The results
from a few selected simulations of the REMUS and the other AUV were compared
with corresponding experimental data reponed in Prestero (2001) and Ridleyelal.
(2003) respectively. Havard's (2004) model does not take into account thruster
dynamics and duct-body interactions and also repo(lS that much of the theory
developed is adapted from the work of de Barroselal. (2004). In a later study, de
Barros el al. (2oo8a) successfully applied the component build-up method for

predicting AUV derivatives. The nonnal force and moment coefficients predicted for
the bare-hull were found to be in good agreement with the results obtained from CFD

hydrodynamic derivatives of the MAYA AUV. The hydrodynamic derivatives thus
obtained were used in the expression given by Lewis (1989) to calculate the radius

during a steady turning manoeuvre which in tum was compared with the turning
diameter of the vehicle obtained from sea trials. The same author,inyetanothcrstudy

[de Barros, 2008b], investigated the validity of the normal force and moment
coefficients at nonlinear range of angles of attack. The normal force and moment

coefficient estimates from analytical and CFD methods were compared with
experimental results from the tank tests. The CFD method provided results that were in
very good agreement with the experimental results and based on this observation the
analytical expressions used for calculating the nonnal force and moment coe fficients

were modified. The modified expressions were shown to have improved the
predictions considerably.

Apart from AUVs, the component build-up method has also been used for modelling
other vehicles such as missiles. lowed underwater bodies. gliders etc. Lesieutre el ai,
(1996;2002) reports the development of an efficient aerodynamic prediction program
for missiles using a component build-up method. However. no details regarding the
derivation of the model were presented in any of the abovc literature. The co mponent
build-up method has also been used for modelling towed underwater vehicle systems.
Buckhamelal.• (2003)developedadynamicsmodelbasedonthecomponentbuild-up
method for a towed underwater vehicle system. This model is composed of a semi-

submersible towing vehicle (DOLPHIN) connected to an active towlish (AURORA)
bya discretized lumped-mass cable model. Here, the dynamics of both the towing
vehicle and the towed vehicle are considered important because of their comparable
masses. The validation of this model was reponed in Lamben el 01., (2003). Overall, a

good match between their simulation and sea trials was reported and any observed
differences were attributed to simple discrepancies between the model and control
gains. The model was further used to evaluate difTcrent tums inord ertoimprovethc
perfonnanee of the system duringU-tums. Stanteetal. (2007) applied thecomponent
build-up method to model the SLOCUM ocean glider. The simulated results from the
model were validated against available experimental data and the agreement between

the two was reported to be reasonable.

Perrault (2002) developed a hydrodynamic model for the BaselineConfigurationofthe
C-SCOUTAUV, based on the simplified dynamies model developed by

ahon(1996)

used this sirnulation to study the sensitivity of moLion response to vari aliens in the

geometric and hydrodynamic parameters. He also looked at the vehicle behaviour in
the event of control plane faults such as jamming or loss of control planesd uring

operation.
A major drawback to the simulations presented by the above researchers, who
implemented the component build-up method, is a limitation to small angles of attack
on the hull and control planes. Further, very few experimental data from AUVs were
available to validate and establish a perfonnanceenvelope to such model s.

Evans (2003) desired a model that is capable of handling higher angles of altackand
modified Perrault's work by incorporating fonnulations that can handle the full 360·
angle of attack range. He argues that al low velocities or in cases ofa crosscurrent,the
vehicle can experience an angle ofattackof90·on the hull and conrrol planes andthus
should be capable of handling such scenarios. Inaddilion, Evansal soincorporatedlhe
through-body thrusler models, based on lhe work of Saunders (2003),tofullydescribe
the Fully-Actuated Configuration of the C-SCOUT. The simulation was lhen used lo

evaluate and compare the stability and tumingdiamclers of both configurations at
various vehicle speeds and control planedenections. In addition, a ser iesof

oceanographic sampling missions were also simulated to detennine circumstances
where one configuration ofC·SCOUT would be beneficial over the other. However,
Evans could not validale the C-SCOUT model against experimental data instead he
adapledhissimulationtothelSEARCSvehicieandvalidateditusingfielddatafrom

ARCS vehicle. The ARCS simulation results were reported to be very close to those
measured. However, the experimental results were limited to a couple or turning

The hydrodynamic simulation model for the Baseline Configuration ofC- COUT
AUV, developed by Perrault (2002) and Evans (2003), lays the foundation for this

research work, in which the primary focus was to validate the model against
experimental data. With the exception of a few field test data from axisymmetric
vehicles such as REMUS AUV, ARCS etc, there hardly seems to exist sufficient

manoeuvring data from real vehicles to validate the mathematical models. Further, it
remains to be seen up to what degree of accuracy can these fonnulations, derived

based on the geometry of the vehicle, could predict the hydrodynamic characteristics
of an AUV and thereby establish the limitations or performance bounds of these

2.8

Conclusions

A nonlinear hydrodynamic model for a slreamlined underwatcr vehicle was described
through lhis chapter. This model is based on the componenl build-upor body build-up
method in which the hydrodynamic loads acting on the vehicle 3rc derived from
empirical relations that require only the description of the vehicle geometry. Each

component is modelled separately and the forces and moments from individual
components are summed up to provide the total hydrodynamic load acting on the
vehicle. The model described here was originally developed for the C-SCOUT
autonomous underwater vehicle and was never validated against experimentaldata.

Of the vast literature that are available on the hydrodynamic modelling of AUVs, it
was found that very few researchers have used lhecomponentblliid-llpmethodand

even fewer had sufficient experimental data available from AUVs to satisfactorily

validate their model. Given the simplicity and ease with which a model of this kind
can be developed, it would prove to be a quick and efficient means to modelling
srreamlinedunderwatervehicles if the perfonnance bounds of such a model can be

prediction methods, bener control approaches can be devised to deal with the

manoeuvringexperimenlS was proposed as pan of this research work such that theda fa
obtained could be used to establish the perfonnance bounds ofa hydrodynamic
simulation model developed using the body build-up approach.

In the absence of experimental data from C-SCOUT AUV, the data necessary for
validating the model was obtained from manoeuvring trials perfonned at sea usi ngthe
new AUV that was available at the Memorial University of Newfoundland - the MUN

Explorer, described in Chapter 3. As a result, a major portion of this research was
dedicated to obtaining sufficient experimental data from full-scale testing of all
axisymmetric streamlined AUV - the MUN Explorer, and the details of these

experiments and data analyses are presented in Chapter 4. Consequently, the
hydrodynamic model had to be adapted to that of MUN Explorer AUV and the
changes that were necessary to make this modific3tion will be described in Chaplcr5.

Chapter 3

The MUN Explorer AUV: Vehicle Features
and Experimental Setup

In June 2006, Memorial University of Newfoundland acquired a survey-class
Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV), the MUN Explorer, built by International
Submarine Engineering Ltd., (ISE)in PortCoquitlam, British Columbia. This vehicle
was fundcd by the Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agcncy (ACOA) through thc
Atlantic Innovation Fund (AIF). The MUN Explorer is a multi-user AUV primarily for

research purposes in Newfoundland l and other parts of Canada and serves as a
researchpiatfonnforundeIW3tersensortechnoiogiessuchasunderwaterimagingand

w3terqualitysampling. Other potential areas of research for which the veh iclewillbe

utilized

are

offshore

environmental

monitoring.

seabed

reconnaissance and characterization and vehicle dynamics tesling.

Ihttp://www.mun.calcreaitIMERLIN/auv.php

imaging,

iceberg

The availability of an Explorer at Memorial University facilitated theperfonningofa
series of manoeuvring tests, required for this thesis work,duringAugust/September

of2006. The entire test was carried out at Holyrood harbour situated 28 miie ssouthwestofSt.John's,Newfoundland.Atopographicalmapofthelocati on is shown later
in this chapter (see Figure 3.5). The discussions that follow consist primarily of two
sections: the first section gives an account of the structural and functional features of

the AUV - MUN Explorer and the second section gives a description of the
experimental setup, methods and measures adopted to perform the manoeuvring trials.

3.1 The MUN Explorer AUV
The MUN Explorer is a streamlined survey-class AUV and functions mainly as a
sensorplatfonn for undersea survey and offshore environmental monitoring purposes.
The AUV is 4.5 m in length with a maximum mid-body diameter of 0.69 m and is
designed togo as deep as 3000 m. It is propelled by a twin-bladepropellerandean
reach cruising speeds between 0.5 t02.5 mJs.Manoeuvringoftheveh iclein3-Dspace
is facilitated by six control-planes: four aft planes arranged in 'X I configuration and
two dive planes on the forward payload section. To the aft of the vehi cleisa

retractable communications mast that can be raised to approximately 1.0 m above the
body surface of the vehicle. The vehicle has a dry weight of 630 kg and can carry

approximately 150 kg of scientific payload without having to add extra buoyancy in
the form of syntactic foam. Figure 3.1 shows the MUN Explorer AUV before launch
from a wharf at Holyrood, Newfoundland
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Thefree-floodingaftpayIoadsectionmadeofGRPistotherearofthepressurehull
and it has a tapered end to connect to the tail cone section. Some navigation sensors
and devices, such as the Doppler Velocity Log (DVL) and retractabIe communication
mast are located in this section. There is also room for some add it ional wet payload in
this section. The aft control planes are attached to the exterior of this section. Aft trim
ballast is also located here. The tail cone is like a torpedo tail, and is designed to
reduce the drag caused by the pressure drop at the end of the vehicle body. The
propeller and the drive motor and gearbox are iocated in this sectio n.Figure3.2shows

The Vehicle Control Computer (VCC) is the "brain" of the AUV that provides
guidance and control using both sensors and actuators. It isan ind ustrialrackmounted
InovaCompactPCI computer with built-in expansion capability. It acquires data from
allonboard instruments and sends this data to the Surface Control ConsoIe(SCC).lt
also receives commands from the surface oronboard control systems and generates
commands to its actuators (eg. thrusters, planes). The VCC runs the QNX 4.25

A network of computers on the surface, collectively called as the Surface Control
Console (SCC),provide AUV with mission planning, monitoring and access to certain

positioning sensors. It transmits all pilot commands to the vehicle and generates
graphicstextanddiagnosticsdisplaystoprovideinformationt a the operator through a
custom designed graphic user interface (GUI). The SCC isa standard 2U industrial

style 19" rack-mount PC affixed to 19" rack-mount hardware inside the frame. The

SCC also runs the QNX 4.25 operating system. The SCC aUI displays the current
state of most vehicle feedback infonnation and accepts commands for actuators and

c. Communication Systems
Although an AUV is capable of autonomous operations, it is often advantageous to
mainlain a contact with the vehicle from the surface. This enables the ope ratortohave

occasional health checks and also ensures lhat the AUV sensors are logging useful
information. The communication between the AUV (VCC) and surface console (SCC)

is established by three different techniques. These systems are radio telemetry,
underwateracQustictelemetryandhardwiredeckcable.

i. DalaRadioTelemelryLink

DataRadiosystemconsistsofaDataLincRadio,a4WattRFamplifier,drycoax,coax
underwater connector, wet coax and antenna. The radio and amplifier are mounted aft
on lhe electronic payload tray inside the pressure hull. The RF antenna is mounted on
top of the telescoping mast; the wet coax exitslhe payload hull throughapcnetrator
and runs through the telescoping mast cable management pulleys to th eRFantenna.

The operator can select the radio telemetry link as the active telemetry link between
the VCC and the SCC. The radio telemetry system is capable of high-speed

communication, two wireless Ethernet Datalinc SRM6210E 900 MHz radio modems
are used; one installed in the vehicle and the other on the surface consol e.Theacoustic
system is not functional at this time because the top-mounted transponder is out of the

water. Power demand is not a concern since the system is switched off when the AUV
is submerged. At the end of a mission, radio link is valuable to pilot the AUV to a safe
recovery position and shut it down.

ii. Underwater Acoustic Telemetry
The underwater acoustic system consists of the LinkQuest™, electronic transducer
mounted in the forward payload section. The LinkQuest system is used to transmit
data between the AUV and its support ship when the AUV is underwater. It can be
enabled from theSCC-GUI by the operator.

A high-speed hardwired 100Mb industrial Ethernet cable with a RJ45 connector at the
console end and a subcom 8-pin underwater connector at the vehicle end is used for

working with the vehicle, when on the deck (wharf). This connection is meant for ondeck/onshore operations such as uploading mission plans, retriev ing data after a day's
mission as well as fornonnal pre and post-dive checks.

d. Navigation and Positioning
The navigation system of the vehicle consists of several differen tsensorstolocateand

orient the vehicle in 3-D space. A pressure sensor (Paroscientific - RS232 200Hz)
located in the forward payload section measures the depth ofvehicIe below the water

surface, while bottom avoidance and altitude are provided using a forward looking
altimeter [Kongsberg Acoustic Altimeter (KSMI007)] located in the nose of the

vehicle. The geographical coordinates of the position are obtained by mea nsofaRDI

velocity sensor (RDI 300 kHz DVL) when the vehicle is submerged. The Doppler
Velocity Log (DVL) is an Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP), which has four

acoustic beams that measure velocity perpendicular to the four beams. The DVL uses
this velocity and heading data to estimate the position. However, it needs to be
initialized or reset intermittently by position fixes from others ourcessuchasaGPS

when at the surface. The MUN Explorer uses a Sound Ocean Systems OGPS mounted
on the retractable communications mast that determines precise positions
(geographical coordinates) while the AUV is on the surface. Further, the vehicle uses
an Attitude Heading and Reference System (Watson AHRS E304) to sense the vehicle
attitudes(roll,pitchand heading) and angular rates (roll rate, pitchrateandyawrate).

c. PropulsionandManocuvring
The AUV is propelled by a 0.65 m diameter high efficiency twin-bladed propeller
driven bya Hathaway 48 VDC brush less motorcoupledtoa3:1 planetary gear. The
vehicle can achieve a maximum speed of2.5 m/s. The propeller is bIen dedintothetail
cone to maintain attached flow for better hydrodynamics.

Manoeuvring of the vehicle in 3-D space is facilitated by six controlplanes-fouraft
planes arranged in "X" configuration (see Figure 3.3) and two hydroplanes or dive

planes which assist with precise depth and roll control. Byaltering thedenection angle
of each aftplane,thevehicleyaw,pitchandrollcanbe controlled independently.
Further, with proper control of the vehicle pitch, the vehicle depth can also be
controlled using only the aft planes. The optional twin foreplanes are not always

needed, but they can be useful if there is a need for independent depth and pitch
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to manage its output. There is room for 12 such modules and these are housed inside
the pressure hull. At the time of test, the MUN Explorer used two sets of batteries
while the remaining vacant space was occupied by lead blocksofequivalent weight as
that of the battery module. The vehicle operates on abusvoltageof48 VDC.

g. Emergency Systems
Generally, AUVs are equipped with devices that make the task of locating it simple.

This is necessary at the end ora mission, during bad weather or darkness when the
vehicle has to be recovered by the support ship (or other platforms). A GPS receiver

can locate the exact position of the vehicle while the AUV is on the surface. In
addition, the vehicle is equipped with a xenon flasher (Novatech ST-400-AR) and a
radio beacon (Novatech RF-700Al) built by Novatech Design Ltd., as emergency
devices (see Figure 3.3). They are independently powered by the irownbatteries.The
strobe-light automatically tums itself on when the illumination is poor or at night and
indicates to the surrounding area of the presence of the AUV; in good light the strobe

light is off. The radio beacon is also self-powered and automaticallytums itself on
when the vehicle is on the surface, so that the vehicle can be found by using the
corresponding radio direction finder when in range. The GPSantenna, radiotelemetry

antenna, RF beacon and strobe light are all mounted on top of the retractable
communications mast. On diving, the mast automatically retracts into the hull and
remains flush to the hull. When radio communication isneededora GPS position fix
is necessary, the vehicle can climb near the surface at low speed and the mast can be
extended approximately l.Om above the vehicle body to reach out of the water. To

locate the AUV when it is submerged an acoustic device must be relied upon. MUN
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IFREMER operates two Explorer class AUVs particularly for seabed survey missions
[Rigaud el 01., 2004]. Eagle Ray' is another Explorer class AUV owned by the
National Institute for Undersea Science and Technology at the Un iversityofSouthern

Mississippi. The National Undersea Research Centre at the University of North
Carolina, Wilmington, has operated the same vehicle for high-resolution habitat
mapping of deep offshore areas4. The Centre for Marine Environmental Sciences
(MARUM) at the University of Bremen (Gennany) also operates an Explorer class
AUV calJed SEAL, mainly used for generating high-resolution maps of the seanoor'.
Lately, in 2009, ISE built two 5000 m rated Explorer AUVs for Natural Resources

Canada (NRCan) to conduct long distance surveys under Arctic ice in support of
Canada's claim under Article 76 of the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea [Tam et

01.,2011].
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3.2.2 MissionPlanningandExecution
Theoperationscontrolstationonthesurface(SCC)washousedinacontainerlocated
onthewharf,whichconsistedoftwo PCs in a network: the operator console and the
other a mission planning workstation (MPW). Theoperatorconsol edisplaysvehicle

infonnationingraphicalandtcxtfonnsandalsoacceptscommandsfo r actuators and
instruments. The operator console runs on a QNX 4.25 Operating System. The mission
planning console runs the graphical chart display and mission supervision software

"FleetManager". It aids in preparing the mission plans and is run on a Windows XP
platform.

The "FleeIManager" is a software developed by the company AdvancedConceptand
System Architecture' (ACSA), France and is dedicated to supervision of multiple

vehiciesandmissionplanning."FleetManager"isusedformissionplanning,vehicle's
mission file generation, and real-time supervision. The system is based on C-Map

AUV missions are defined as ASCII text files. The "FleetManager" contains tools and
features allowing one to create missions with both drawing tools and a text editor that

understands the AUV mission tile syntax. It contains mission task verbs, built-in
keywords and comments. For instance, entry label and goto are two built-in keywords
which are used for looping and jumping within a mission. The task verbs fall into two
categories: geographic tasks and other. The geographic tasks are relatedtoa
geographical position (lalitude and 10ngilUde) and are generatedgraphically. The list of
6
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geographic task verbs includes largel,lineJollow, circle and cirele_current.Each
geographic task has a configurable vertical mode (depth or altitude); a vertical
setpoint, a speed mode and a speed setpoint. Samples of few of the task verbs and their
syntax as used in a typical mission plan file are shown inAppendix-A. The other
types of tasks include the ability to tum equipment on or off for a specific part ofa

FleetManager permits the user to create manual and automatic routes. By using a
seriesofgeographictaskverbs,amanualroutecanbedefinedasaseriesofwaypoints
Bychangingdepthoraltitudesetpointsateachpoint,itispossible to create virtually
any trajectory in 3D-space. A built-in editor enables the user to improve the routes,
specific geographic parameters such as vertical mode, speed etc. The mission files
after creation are saved with the extension '.mis'. Since the mission plans are simple
text files, any text editor can be used to create and modify them

The mission plan files generated using the mission planning console was later
transferred to the operator console which in turn was downloaded to the

vee

by

means of one of the communication links discussed in previous section. In order to
overcome the time delay in loading the missions one at a time over data radio
telemetry link, it was decided to use the hardwire Ethernet link whereby the whole
missions for the day can be downloaded to the VCCquickly, before the launch of the
vehicle. As a result several missions consisting of similar manoeuvres were collected
together and compiled into a single large mission file with each mission demarcated by
an unique label number (entry_label). The missions were also designed in such away
that after the completion of each mission (manoeuvre) the vehicl e comes to the surface

before starting the next mission. This infonned the operator on the surface about the
completion of a manoeuvre. The data from all instruments were logged on to the

vee

during the entire operating period. All data were collected at a sampl ingfrequencyof
10 Hz. The log files were later uploaded to the SCC forfurtheranalys is using the same
hardwireEthemetlink,onceafterthevehiciewasrecoveredontothe wharf.

3.3 Conclusion

ExplorerAUV that was used for the free-running tests. The experimental set-up and
procedures adopted for perfanning the sea trials were also discussed. A series of
standard

manoeuvres

were

planned.

These

included

straight-line

test

(accelerationldeceieration).tumingcircles, horizontal and vertical zigzags and a helix.
The horizontal plane manoeuvres were performed at a depth of approximately 3 m
below the surface so as to avoid any surface disturbance. The depth changing
manoeuvres were performed between 3 m and 15 m depth of water. Finally. in order to
exciteaIl6degrees-of-freedom of the vehicle a helix manoeuvre was alsoperfonned.
The results and observations from the data analysis of these manoeuvring trials are
presented in Chapter 4. A summary of the entire content of this chapter. describing the
vehicle features, experimental set-up while including samples of vehicle responses
from each of the different kinds of manoeuvres were published in Issac el a/(2007a).

Chapter 4

Manoeuvring Experiments Using the MUN
Explorer AUV: Data Analysis, Observations

Manoeuvring, in naval architectural tenns, can be defined as the controlledchangein
the direction of motion ofa marine vehicle. Manoeuvring characteristics can be
obtained by changing or maintaining a pre-defined CQurse and speed ofthevehicleina
systematic manner by means of working controls. The controls, in the case of an

autonomOllS underwater vehicle, are control planes and propellers, wh ichenable the
vehicle to be manoeuvred in a3-Dspaceorin all sixdegrees-of-freedom(DOF).

During a mission, an AUV may undergo different manoeuvring scenarios such as a
complete 1800 turn('U' tum) at the end ofasurvey line or circling arou ndanobjector
some geophysical features, sllch as a hydrothennal vent etc., as in times of monitoring
Yet another time it may need to execute a severe tum during obstacIe avoidance or
frequent depth changes while following a rugged seabed terrain. Further, when AUVs
aredeployedtoobserveobjectsorfeaturesthatarelOOOsofmetersdeep,itislikelyto
spiral down in circles to such depths rather than dive along an inclinedpath,asthis

latter requires the AUV to be launched far away from the desired location. All these
different scenarios demand a high degree of manoeuvrability in order to achieve
reasonable position and attitude control

Traditionally, naval architects have adopted certain standard manoeuvresinorderto
assess the path-keeping (stability) and path-changing (control) abilitiesofa marine
vehicle. These manoeuvres, some of which may correspond to the above-mentioned
scenarios, excite one or more degrees-of-freedom of a vehicle during a typical
manoeuvre. The most common manoeuvres often adopted are spiral manoeuvres,
zigzag manoeuvres and turning manoeuvres. While spiral manoeuvres and zigzag
manoeuvres detennine the stability and control characteristics of the vehicle
respectively, the turning manoeuvres detennine the turning abilities ofa vehicle.
Keeping the above scenarios in mind, manoeuvring trials were designed to be
performed using the MUN Explorer AUV; the primary object of which was to obtain
data for the validation of the motion simulation model, describedinChapter2,andat
the same time assess the behaviour of the vehicle. Hence, different types of
manoeuvres wereperfonned which included astraight-linetesti nvolvingaccelerationdeceleration, tumingcircles, zigzag tests in horizontal and vertical planes as well asa

This chapter is dedicated to describing the results and observations from the analysis
of experimental data obtained from manoeuvring trails perfonned using an
axisymmetric streamlined AUV - the MUN Explorer. It also highlights practical
difficulties and limitations that were met while carrying out a particular type of

4.1

Preliminary Steps in Post-Processing the Data

During a typical mission, the AUV records a host of parameters measured by the

parameters that are logged on to the Vehicle Control Computer (VCC) hard drive
during a typical mission is presented in Section-I of Appendix-A. These parameters
include information on vehicle position, attitude, heading,speed. propeller rpm. depth,
altitude, control planedeOections, power input to various sensors,actuatorstonamea
few. Since the focus of these manoeuvring trails were to study the vehicle dynamics
and not to use the AUV as a sensor platform, only a subset of the dataset, which
pertained to the vehicle kinematics, was necessary for data analysis. The kinematic
parameters are parameters that refer to the position, velocity and acceleration of the
vehicle. However, some of these parameters cannot be used direct Iy as obtained from
the

vee,

but required some corrections or modifications while post-processing. For

example.incertaincases,suchasinthecaseofpositioninfonnation. a transfonnation
of coordinates was necessary to the position data while incertai n other cases, such as
in the case of control planedeOections, a modification in defining the parameters were
necessary so as to explain the results. These issues are addressed in the following

4.1.1 Control Plane Det1ections and Sign Conventions
Manoeuvring in 3-D space, in the case of the MUN Explorer AUV, is facilitated by six
control planes-two dive planes fitted forward oftheC.G ofthevehic1e and four tail
planes fitted on the aft faired tail portion of the vehicle in an 'X'configurationas
shown in Figure 4.1 (see also Fig. 3.3).

A vehicle with X-tail configuration uses all four fins to produce the necessary control
forces to manoeuvre in the horizontal or vertical plane, unliketh ecrucifonn'+'shape

which uses a pair of fins for pitch and an orthogonal pair for yaw control. In the
discussions that follow, the control plane deflections playa crucial role in
understanding the behaviour of the vehicle during a manoeuvre. Hence, it is useful to
have a brief explanation of the sign conventions used by the vehi clemanufacturerand

the consequent changes they bring about in the vehicle motion. This is explained
through the following sketches.

'ur'
mJlt'.rn
Fig.4.ISketchesshowingthepositivesignconventionsforcontro I plane deflection: Arrows show
the direction in which the trailing edge is deflected

(View: Looking from Rear)

The sketch above (Figure4.Ja) shows the sign convention adopted by the vehicle
manufacturer. The arrows show the positive direction ofdenection of the trailing edge
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The dive planes also engage in assisting pitch and roll motions of the vehicle and their
combined effect can he expressed as:

OPO=-'\+02andORo=-O'2-02

(4.4)

This representation was found to be useful for presenting the results and discussions

4.1.2 Data Acquisition and Coordinate Transformation
The vehicle is equipped with a navigation and positioning system that consists of

several different sensors to locate and orient the vehicle in 3-D space.lnordertolocatc
thepositionofanobjeclin3-Dspace,firstofall,anEarthfixedorinertialreference

system X£. fE. Z£has to be defined and to locate an object in such a Cartesian
coordinate system, at least three coordinates (x,y,z) are necessary. These position

coordinates are supplied by the ditTerent sensors that are onboardthevehicle.The
horizontal position coordinates were obtained as latitudes and longitudes from

instruments like the GPS as well as the Doppler Veloeity Log (DVL), which are
located in the aft payload section of the vehicle. The GPS receivercan locate the exact
position' (Lal., Lang.) of the vehicle when theAUV is on the surface. The DVLuses
position fixes from the GPSto initialize its position. Estimates are then made of
position by the process of deduced reckoning (DR), when the vehicle is submerged

These position fixes obtained, as geographical coordinates(Lat itudesandLongitudes),

have to be converted to Cartesian coordinates (x,y). The z coordinate or the depth

informationisobtainedfromthepressuresensormountedinsidetheforwardpayload
section. Thus the three position coordinates (x,y,z) locatesthe vehicle in 3-D space.
However, they do not represent the C.G of the vehicle as the sensors, which measure

these readings, are mounted at different locations inside the vehicle. Knowing the
offsets of the sensors with respect to the C.Gofthe vehicle and taking into account the
roll (¢),pitch (8) and yaw(!fI) motions of the vehicle, the coordinatesofthe C.G can
be easily computed

The location of the vehicle (C.G) does not necessarily give any info rmationaboutthe

orientation or attitude of the vehicle. The primary source of this information is the
Watson Attitude Heading and Reference System (Watson AHRS E304) mounted in the
pressure hull, which provides roll, pitch and heading attitude as well as the angular
rates (roll ratep, pitch rate q.and yaw rater) of the vehicle. The Watson AHRS
consists of three solid-state angular rate sensors, which measure the angular rates, and

thesesignalsarecoordinatetransformedandthenintegratedtoproduceattitudeand
heading outputs. A second set of independent measurements oftheattitudes, heading
(!fI), pitch (8) and roll (¢) feedback are available from the DVL as well. In order to

know the orientation of the vehicle, a new reference frame X, Y, Zfixed to the body
has to be defined. With its origin chosen as the C.Gofthe vehicle (seeFigure4.2),the

positivedirectionsoftheX-axispointsforwardalongthelongi tudinal axis, the Y-axis
is to the starboard side and the Z-axis is pointed downwards and is perpendicular to
bothXandY,respectively.

~------'YE

x

¢,p
Q,q

y

The origin Gofthe local earth fixed coordinate systemXE. YE. ZE, was arbitrarily

chosen to be a point on the wharf, projected to the water surface, from which the AUV
was launched and whose geographical coordinates (Long. = -53.135 and Lat. =
47.388) were known from the GPS records. The positive direction oftheX..axis

aligned with the true North direction while the Ye-axis pointed towards the East. Thex
andy coordinates of the vehicle in Cartesian system was estimated with respect to the

origin

o for all missions that proceeded from sQuth-to-northdirect ion.

However,there

wereexceptionstothisconventionwhenmissionswererunintheopposiledirectionsLe., from north to south, as it was with the case of vertical zigzags, where the origin 0
wasshiftedtothestartingpointatthenorthemend.lna!lcases,thepositivedirection
ofZEaxis pointed vertically down.

All data logging by the vee rellects the GPS referenced time in UTe at a
configurable desired rate. The list ofparamctcrs to be logged are modified on the

Surface Control Console (SCC) and archived with the mission plan files for future
reference. All data was acquired at a sampling frequency of 10 Hz and was saved to
the VCC hard drive as Comma Separated Variable (CSV) logfiles throughout the

4.1.2.1 Convert Geographical Coordinates to Rectangular Coordinates
The DVL is the primary source of speed information when the AUV iss ubmergedand
also provides backup altitude, heading, pitch and roll attitudes2. The altitude is

measured by acoustic echo sounding. The DVL uses four acoustic beams to send
sound pulses to the seafloor and listens for their echo. It then ca Iculates the height

speed of the vehicle over the ground based on the measurement of the Doppler
Frequency Shift of the waves retumingtothe DVL3.

In the absence of an Inertial Navigation System (INS), the most basic navigation
system in an AUV utilizes position estimates by mathematically integrating the
heading and speed overtime, referred to as deduced Reckoning. The compasses are

digital, offering AUVs a reasonably accurate heading estimates while the position
estimates are obtained in metric units. However, to estimate th ecurrentpositionofthe

AUV, the DVL needs to be initialized by position fixes from other instruments such as
a GPS. Once the initial position is known, the current position of the vehicle can be

estimated by a simple algorithm, which converts the X and Y position in rectangular
coordinates (in metric units) to an absolute position in geographic coordinates-

latitude and longitude. This conversion algorithm used by the manufacturer is
described in the Technical Manuat and is reproduced in Section-2 of Appendix-A.

As mentioned above, the AUV position information estimated by the DVL and
obtained from the log files, are in geographical coordinates. To convert the
geographical coordinates to Cartesian coordinates, the above algorithm is simply

This is one of the primary steps involved in post-processing of the mission data, which
eventually provides the position coordinates (x, y, z) of the C.G of the vehicle. Once

thepositionestimateoftheC.Gofthevehicleisobtained,other kinematic parameters

4.1.2.2 Estimation of Earth and Body fixed Translational Velocities
The position vector (Ill) and orientation vector ('12) of the veh icle, according to the
notations used in Fossen (1994),aredescribed relative to the inertial reference frame
or the earth fixed frame while the translational and angular velocities of the vehicle
should be expressed in the body-fixed frame of reference. The knowledge of body
fixed translational and angular velocities are essential todesc ribingthevehicle
behaviour during different manoeuvres. The vehicle attitude and headinginfonnation
('12) as well as the angular rates (P, q, r) measured by the Watson AHRS are both

available from the mission data. The only parameters that are not directly available
fromthedataarethebodyfixedtranslationalvelocities(u, v, w).These quantities are
derived from lheposition estimates.
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4.2

Acceleration and Deceleration Tests - Data Analysis

An acceleration test isperfonned by increasing the speed of the vehicle from restor
from a particular ahead speed to a higher ahead speed while a deceleration test is
perfonned by decreasing the speed ofa vehicle from a particular speed to a lower
value or allowing the vehicle to coast to rest (Lewis, 1989). However, this was not
always possible with this underwater vehicle for the following reasons. In order to
avoid any surface disturbance, the test was performed ata depth 0 fapproximately3m
below the surface. To make the vehicle dive to a specified depth,thevehicle has to be
moving at a considerable speed such that the control planes are effective in making it
dive to the command depth. Once it has reached the command depth, it is difficult to
maintain the vehicle at rest. Theoretically, an AUV is a neutrally buoyant vehicle.
However, for practical reasons, an AUV is often designed to be slightly positively
buoyant and therefore it becomes difficult or impossible to maintai n the vehicle at rest
at any depth except on the surface because the vehicle slowly tends to rise to the
surface.Owingtotheabovedifficulties,thetestsweredoneinalittle different manner

The acceleration-deceleration or straight-line test was perfonned by changing the
speed at regular intervals while the vehicle followed a straight-line path at
approximately 3 m depth. The vehicle was programmed to start from the surface at a
speed of I.S mis, which enabled the vehicle to dive to 3 m depth. Allowing enough
time to reach the prescribed depth and to level off, the actual mission started by
changing the speed at regular intervals. Figure 4.3 shows the trajectory of the vehicle
from a particular acceleration-deceleration test. The vehicle headednorthinastraight

line starting with a ll1aximum set-specdof2.5 m/sand reduced it in steps of 0.5 mis

deceleration phase. The vchicle took a tum to starboard at the end of the line and
started theaeeeleration phase by heading south in a straight line. Here it starled with a
minill1ull1set-specdoflm/sandincreaseditinstepsofO.5m/store3cha 1l13ximum
of2.5 mistowards the south end of the line. Each specd was maintained fora lengthof-travel of 100 m and at

110

time during the mission did the vehicle come to a

complete slOp

I
)('3'300

ThcsegmcntsA, B,C, D,etc.,dcnotcdthelength-of-travel for which a particularselspeed was maintained constanl. Thcvchiclctargctsthewaypoints picked

011

thc map

denoted by the start and end points of each segment, which lie inastraightlineinthe
north-south direction. The test was repeated once more.

The drift or offset of the vehicle from the predefined straight linewas estimated from
lheknowledgeoflhegeographicalcoordinatesoflhewaypoinls.The two parallel lines
were spaced 40m apart with the abscissa of the deceleration phase Ii necorresponding
to a straight line passing through 187.5 m from the chosen origin while the
acceleration phase line ran through 227.5 m. Any deviation of the vehicle coordinates
(Y,g) from these values indicated adrift of the vehicle from lheactuaIslraighlcourse.

The offset of the vehicle was calculated separately for the deceleration and
acceleration phase. It was found from both the tests that during the de celerationphase,
the vehicle drifted by about 0.17% and 0.3% laterally of the lotal di stance traveled and
almost all of this happened during the slow-speed regime denoted by segment D. This

mayhavebeenduetothepresenceofacrosscurrent.Thislateraldriftinthecaseof
acceleration phase was found to beslighlly higher (0.55%) at segmentEaslhevehicle

turned around and started from a slow speed of lOlls. Except for these two slow speed
segmentsDandE,thevehiclemaintaineditscoursethroughouttherest of its path.
Figure 4.4 shows the time series of forward speed and corresponding propellerRPM.
The first-half of Figure 4.4 corresponds to the deceleration phase of the run and the
latter half corresponds to the acceleration phase of the run. A closer look at the figure
reveals that the propeller RPM forlheacceleration phase is slightly lowerlhan the
propeller RPM for the deceleration phase and this difference is seen predominan tat
slower speeds. This discrepancy along with the previous observation of lateral drift
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steady speed. Asa result the vehicle actually travelled a portion ofthe original 100m
long transect during this transition period and hence never really traveled the entire
100m long segment at a particular set-speed. The time taken for the vehicle to reach
the steady speed and the distance traveled during this transition time wereestim ated
from the data. These are shown in the plots, Figure4.7a and 4.7b.

In Figure4.7aand Figure 4.7b, the change in speed and the distance traveled during
the transition period are expressed in non-dimensional fonn. The change in speed is
shown as a ratio of the actual speed to the initial approach speed, Vo. Thex·axis

represents the time in seconds taken by the vehicle to reach the steady speed. In all
cases, the vehicle overshoots (undershoots) the command speed an dlaterstabilizesto
it.Thedistancetraveledbythevehicleduringthisperiodisexpressed in non-

dimensional fonn as the number of vehicle lengths traveled.

Figure4.7a shows the time taken and the distance traveled during the deceleration

periods from both tests (I & 2). The results from the first test are shown by markers of
different shape, denoted by VI and DI, while the results from the second tests are

shown by bold (D2) and dashed (V2) lines. The V and D here represent the velocity
anddistancetravelledbythevehiclerespectively.ltcanbeseenfrom the tigure that
the distance travelled by the vehicle during transition from one test almost exactly

matched that obtained from the second test, except in the case of deceleration from 2.5
mls to 2.0 mls of the second test. Since this segment fell at the beginning of the
mission, it so happened in the second test that the vehicle reached the start point

coordinates of segment A before it had dived to the command depth. Hence, for this
particular transition it is more reliable to depend on the results from the lirsttest
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Figure 4.7b shows the time and distance travelled by the vehicle during the
acceleration periods from bOlh tesls (I & 2). From both the deceleration and the
acceleration tests, the vehicle travelled the maximum distance during the transition

between 2.0 and 2.5 m/s;the higher speed regimes. The vehicle trave lied a distance of
aboul30 m (- 6.5 LOA) as it decelerated from 2.5 mls to a steady speed of2.0 m/s and
it travelled a distance of about 50 m (- II LOA) when it accelerated from 2.0 mls to a
steady speed of 2.5 mls. However, the time taken to reach steady speed was a
maximum when the vehicle decelerated from 1.5 to 1.0 mis, i.e., in segment D. Note
that this segment was also influenced by water currents as discussedearlier.

Stopping Distance
Stopping distance is primarily of interest from the point of view of emergency
manoeuvres such as avoiding collision, ramming etc. The results from the deceleration
time and distance, shown in Figure4.7a, could have been exploited to estimate the

stopping distance, had the propeller stopped spinning during the deceierationperiods
This was not the case though. However, a closer analysis of the time series of the

propeller RPM revealed that the propeller actually stopped spinning (RPM =0) fora
short span of time (-9 s). which occurred when the vehicle deceleratedfrom 1.5 to 1.0
m/s. This region of zero propeller RPM. denoted by PI in Figure 4.4, happened in both
the tests at the same region, thus making it no accident. Therefore,this region of zero
propeller RPM was exploited to make a rough estimate of the stoppin gdistance.Since
propeller RPM was zero during this period of9 s, the scenario repres entedthecaseof
a vehicie coasting to resl.
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Figure 4.8 shows that portion of the time series, from both tests, during which the
propeller RPM was recorded zero, which happened when the vehicle decelerated from
1.5 to I.Omls. The distance traveled during this period of zero RPM is also plotted
along with the deceleration curve. One of the two key factors affecting the stopping
distance is the approach speed of the vehicle; the other being the inertialeffectofthe
vehicle's mass and longitudinal added mass [Lewis, 1989]. The vehicle approach

speed measured was 1.45 mIs, which was very close to the optimum operational speed
(= 3 knots) of most AUVs including the MUN Explorer. The vehicle traveled a
distance of about 10 m during this 9 s before the propeller started sp inning again.

ThestoppingdistanceoftheAUVfromthisoperationalspeedofl.45m1s was roughly

estimated by extrapolating the curves shown in Figure 4.8. By extrapolating the
deceleration curve, the time taken by the vehicle to come to a complete stop (V =0)

can be detennined. The time to reach zero speed thus estimated was around 17 s.
Knowing this time, the stopping distance of the vehicle can be calculated from the
expressions shown in the figure. This was estimated to be around 15m

4.2.2 Control Plane Angles for Straight Line Tests
Thecontrolplanedeflectionscorrespondingtoeachforwardspeedfrom both tests are
shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. In an ideal straight-line test the con trolplanedeflections

that the deflections are significant at slower speeds. Thetenns 01 ,02, 03, etc., are the
measured control plane angles from the test and the numbering corresponds to the
plane numbers shown in Figure 4.1. The effective individual contro I plane deflections

OP,OY,oR,oPoand oRo were calculated using expressions (4.1) through (4.4). For
instance, oP for the case of I rnIs in thedeceleralion phase can becalculatedas

oP= 03+0.~O,-o.

4.82+6.36-(~6.18)-(-4.66)

5.51"

A positive value ofoP or oY or oR implies that the given combination of plane
deOectionswill tend to produce a posiliveanitude. Forinstance.apositivevalueofSY

implieSlhat the combination of control plane deOeclion WQuid havea tendency to rurn
the vehicle to starboard. Further. the dive planes are effective in maintaining pitch and
roll control as well. Their combined efTects are given by the values oPoand oRo. The
Tables also show the measured pitch and roll attitudes of the vehicle at each speed

during the mission
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Tables 4.1 and4.2showthatslowerspeeds(lm/s)requiredlargerplanedefleclions,in
order to maintain level flight at constant fOr\-vard speed. The combinedeffectofthese
plane deflections resulted in larger values of liP and liPo. From IheTables, it is also
seen that the roll attitudes of the vehicle were negligible while the pitch attitudes at
slow speeds were significant. Furtherl the significantly high and positivevaluesofoPo
and

oP fors!owspeed runs indicatethatallsixcontro! planeswereworkingtowards

pitching the nose up. Despite all six control planes working hardto bring the vehicle
nose-up, the pitch attitude of the vehicle was negative. This could be explained by the
fact that the vehicle is nonnally trimmed nose down and with starboard roll. Nose
down(Le.taii up) trim is to ensure that the antennas mounted on thecommunications
mast come up out of the water in a failsafe condition. Starboard roll is maintained to
compensate for the effect of propeller torque. As the speed decreases. the amount of
force generated by each control plane is decreased until a point is reached where the
net forces are not enough to overcome the vehicle's buoyancy and trim. This explains
the reason fora negative pitch attitude despite positive plane de flectionsduringslow

speed, whereas at higher speeds the planes generate sumcient lift forcetooverco me

4.2.3 Estimation ofTbrust from Test and Propeller Data
The acceleration-deceleration tests have provided data from which a relationship
between the propeller RPM and vehicle forward speed was established. This was
shown in Figure 4.5. Also, if the thrust developed by the propeller to push the vehicle
at a ccrtain speed can beestimated,thisadditional and useful information could be
incorporated in the hydrodynarnic mOlion simulation model. The infonnationobtained
from the test data (Figure 4.5) was not sumcient to estimate the thrust developedby
the propeller.

The thrust Tand torque Qdeveloped by a propeller are usually expressed as fu nctions
of propeller RPM nand are given by:

ThruSlcoefficient, K r = P"~D;

Torquecoemcient,

KQ=pn~D;

(4.8)

(4.9)

where Dp is the diameter of the propeller and p is the density of the w3ter.

The propelleropen-w3terefficiency is derived from the thrust and torque coeffic ients:

(4.10)
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changed,so-called four-quadrant diagrams are used. Since we intend to estimate the
thrust and torque during the steady straight-ahead motion of the vehicle,thepropeller

characteristics shown in Figure 4.9 were utilized. Knowing Kr and KQ values from the
Figure 4.9, equations (4.8) and (4.9) were used to estimate the thrust and torque
developed by the propeller

The propeller thrust and torque thus determined were corrected for hull-propeller
interactionetTects by using appropriate correction factors such as Taylor's wakefraction. ro, and thrust-deduction coefficient t. The wake-fraction accounts for the

energy lost in the flow behind the vehicle before it enters the propeller while the
thrust-deduction coefficient accounts for the increase in thrust required due to the low
pressure area ahead of the propeller, which acts on the hull. Both the thrust deduction
and wake fraction terms can be accurately determined through model tests but in the
absence of such data, they could be approximated as a function of propeller to hull
diameter ratio. For instance, see Figure 40 of Allmendinger (1990)

Burcher and Rydill (1994), in addition to the ratio of propeller to maximum hull
diameter, also considered the effect of hull tail-cone included angle in calculating the

these coefficients ro and

t.

Figure 4.10 shows the wake fraction as a function of

propeller-to-hull diameter ratio and the tail-cone included angle while Figure 4.11

figures were sourced from Burcher and Rydill (1994).
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The MUNExplorerhad apropeller-to-hull diameter ratio of 0.94 and the tail-cone
included angle was estimated to be 44.8°. Cleariy, this ratio of 0.94 falls outside the
range of the charts shown in Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11. Nevertheless,extrapolation
of the charts provided an approximate idea about the values of wandtto he used for
calculation purposes. In the calculations that follow, these coeffici entswerecalculated

Thrustvs.SpeedRelationship
The relationship between forward speed and the corresponding propelle rRPMduring
steady straight-ahead motion of the vehicle was alreadyestablished through Figure 4.5.
The thrust developed by the propeller corresponding to each forward speed was
estimated by the method discussed above. This is shown in Table 4.3. A curve-fit

showing this relationship between forward speed and propeJlerthrust is also shown in
Figure 4.12.
T,
KT

294.6
272.5

~

2.00
1.50

4.910
4.542
3.648

0.126
0.127
0.134

0.015
0.015

140.9
257.6

2.655
3.568
0.130
0.136

2.00
1.50
125.4
108.8

\1

~
2.00

TINI
512.0
426.7
278.0

210.7

2.090
1.813
2.595
3.511

0.017
0.015
0.120

0.015

107.2
68.1
129.8
243.3

This relationship between forward speed and thrusl was used as a

100 k-uptableinthe

hydrodynamic simulation model for modelling a simple propulsion module.

Bare Hull Drag Coefficient, COBO
The hydrodynamic motion simulalion model,described through Chapter 2. which is

based on the componenlbuild-upmelhod,calculates the hydrodynamic loadsoneach
componentseparately.lnordertocalculatethedragonthebarehull,itwasnecessary
to know the bare hull dragcoefficienl,

Coso. Normally, this coefficient is obtained

from lank testing of a scale model of the vehicle. Here, an attempt was made to deduce
this drag coefficient data roughly from the resistance of the vehicle.

When the vehicle travels straight-ahead at a constant speed,the drag (resistance)
experienced by the vehicle is equal to the thrust, T, developed bythepropeller,

provided,T,ismodifiedforthrustdeduction,t.Thisisgivenbythe relation:
R=T(I-t)

(4.12)

On the other hand, the resistance ofa body to motion through a fluid is generally
expressed by the relation:
(4.13)

wherepisthedensityofthefluid,Ar(jisthereferenceareaofthebody, Vis the flow
speed and CD is the drag coefficient related to the shape of the body. Equation (4.12)
represents the total resistance of the body, which includes all the appendages added to
the hull; six control planes in the case of the MUNExplorer. Deducting the drag
contribution of control planes from the total drag provides a rough estimate of the bare
hull drag

(4.14)

planes. Note that the total resistance,R,incorporateswithin it the interaction effects
between the hull and the appendages since this quantity was calcul atedfromthethrust,
T,required to push the whole vehicle. A plot similar to Figure 4. l2can be generated to

fit the bare bull resistance data to the forward speed and is shown in Figure 4.13.
However, the hull drag coefficient thus estimated will contain some errors due to the
interactions from appendages.

As the density of the fluid,rcference area and drag coefficient of the body remains a
constant, the general expression for resistance (4.13) can beexpressedasa function of
forward speed in the form

(4.15)

where K =

~ pCDBoA,.,!

in which Are/was the wetted surface area. The value of K was

estimated through a basic regression analysis and is shown in Figure 4.13. From the
expression for K the drag coefficient for the bare hull, CDBO, was estimated, knowing
the reference area of the hull 2 , Aref

2SeeAppe"dix-Sfortheca1culationofwelledsurfaceareaoftheMUNExplorerhull

C DBO =-f;}:;=O.OI43

4.2.4 Summary of Straight-line Tests
The straight-line tests provided information about some of the steady-state and

3.

It was observed that the propeller RPM, and consequently the thrust; necessary
to maintain a certain speed in one direction (deceleration phase)w3sdifferent
from that necessary to maintain the same speed in the opposite direction
(acceleration phase) indicating the presenceofa current.

b.

The in-line current velocity was estimated to be around 0.2 mls in the south
direction and this explained the reason for the increase in propeller RPM
observed during the deceleration phase when the vehicle was heading north
The vehicle adjusted its propeller RPM so as to maintain a constant speed-overground.Thisisbecausethevehiclewasoperatedinaconstantspeedmode. Ina
vehicle dynamics study where vehicle response is of importance, such as this
thesis,itismoreappropriatetousetheconstantpropellerRPMratherthanthe
constant speed mode. This would help capture the vehicle response to

c.

The time to accelerate (decelerate) from one speed to another and the distance
travelled during this transition period was estimated. As expected, the higher
speed regime (transition between 2 mfs and 2.5 mfs) required the maximum
distance, with the distance covered during acceleration phase greaterthanthe
deceleration phase

d. The time taken by the vehicle during transition from one speed to another was a
maximum when the vehicle decelerated from I.S mls to 1.0 mls (- 23 s) while
the distance travelled during this transition (-S LOA) was almost equal to the
distance travelled by the vehicle during its acceleration from I .Omlstol.5m/s

e. From control plane denections, it was observed that larger dive plane
denectionswereneeded at slower speeds so as to counteract the inherentnosedown attitude of the vehicle and to maintain a level flight.

f.

A relationship between thrust versus forward speed was established, which
could be used to develop a simple propulsion module for the hydrodynamic

g. A rough estimate of the bare huJl resistance was calculated from the knowledge
ofthelhrustdevelopedduringsteady-statespeed,bydeductingthe resistance

due to the appendages from the thrust. An attempt was also made to estimate
thedragcoefficient,CDBo,ofthe bare hull based on wetted surface are a.

A subset of the results from the data analysis of straight-line tests has already been
published in Issac el al (2007b).

4.3

Turning Circles Data Analysis

The tumingcircle is a steady-st3te manoeuvre in which lhevehicle ente rs a steady tum
3t

a constant speed. Traditionally, a turning circle is perfonned bydeflectinglhe

rudders to a predefined angle and holding them fixed resuiting in the vehicleenteringa
circularpalh. The tumingcircle manoeuvres assess thetuming abi lityofavehicleand
also provides information on the effectiveness of the rudder. This may bcthe case of

when it circles around a station of interest such as a hydrothermal vent or other

geo~

physical features. According to the International Towing Tank Conference (ITIC)
recommended procedures (IITC, 2005),the tuming circle tests should beperfonmedto
both port and starboard side at approach speed with maximum rudder angle and is
necessary to maintain the steady tum for at least 540 degrees todetennine the main
parameters of this trial

Theoriginat plan according to the proposed research was to obtainmanoeuvringdata

for mild, moderate and extreme cases of manoeuvres. This is defined as circles, which
are the outcome of mild, moderate, and extreme or maximum allowable rudder
deflections at different forward speeds. However, this was not possible with the MUN
Explorer as the vehicle controller program only allowed the user to set a radiusofturn
and forward speed as the input parameters, contrary to rudder angle and forwards peed
as in the conventional case. The criteria then were to perform circles of different
turning radii at a certain speed starting from the leastpossibleradius(IOm)specified
bythemanufacturer.Thelistofturningcirclesthatwereperfonnedis shown in Table
4.4, along with some of the steady-state parameters that were estimated from the

manoeuvring data. All turns were perfonned to the starboard side. Although one
turning mission in each set was planned to be executed to the port side,theoutcomeof
those experiments turned out to be unsuccessful with the vehicle turning to the
starboard instead. In addition, it was not possible to complete the entire series of
circlesat2 rn/s speed due 10 shortageoftesl time and baltery life.

The turning circle missions were generated using the task verb circle of the
"FleetManager" software. This demands that the geographical coordinates of the
centre of the circle be specified about which the vehicle goes around in a circle of
command radius at the command speed. Given the command radius and speed, the
control plane deflections necessary for achieving a circle havingthe command radius
are automaticallydetennined and set by the vehicle control systemduringthemission
execution. All circles were perfonned at a depth of approximately 3 m.lnorderto
account for any possible drift in the trajectory due to currents or other disturbances,all
missions were planned to execute 2.5 revolutions. In nonnalcases, the mission plan
file created at the surface console is loaded on to the VCC via radiotelemetryandthe
AUV is allowed to perfonn one mission at a time. However. to overcome the
difficulties encountered in loading the mission files to the vehicle computeroneata
time. the entire circle missions were compiled on to a single large mission plan file
with each mission demarcated by a unique label number (enlryjabef). This single
large mission file was uploaded to the vehicle computer through hard-wire connection
beforethevehiciewasdeployed.Thismethodwassuccessfulinenablingthevehicle
to do several missions consecutively on a given day.
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depth. As evident from the figures the vehicle starts the tumingmiss ion even before it
has reached the command depth which implies that the approach distance all ottedin
the mission plan was not sufficient to take the vehicle down to the command depth

before it actually started the turning mission. As a result, the common parameters of
interest in the transient phase ofa tuming manoeuvre such as, the transfer, ad vance
etc., cannot be properly estimated. Hence in the discussions that follow, only the
steadytumingportion is analyzed and the steady-state parameters are presented in

II also appears from figures 4.17 and 4.18 that there isajump in the position data al
certain points and this is prominent at the points that are encircled a ndanenlarged

view is shown in the inset. The position of the vehicle is estimated by DVL using
velocity and heading infonnation. lntennittently this position estimate is corrected by
position fixes from other instruments such as the DGPS. while the GPS signals are
slillavailable.WhenthevehicieiscomplelelysubmergedlheDGPSceases 10 provide
this infonnation and the jump in the position data corresponds to the point where the
last DGPS posilion fix was available. Beyondthispoinl,lheDGPSaidednavigalion
switches completely to the DVLdcad reckoning and hence the traj ectoryisasmooth

curve as there are no more position fixes available from the DGPS to correct the
position estimate until the vehicle has surfaced again.
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Analysis of Steady-State Turn
A tuming manoeuvre can be divided into two portions: an initial transienlportion

where surge, sway and yaw accelerations {li,v and r) are significant and aSleady
tumingportion where the rate of tum and forward speed are essentially constantwhile
the vehicle maintains a circular path. The transient phase of the manoeuvrestarts at
the instant when the control planes begin to deflect and the vehicle starts responding
to the control plane forces and moments. This produces accelerations V and l' of the
vehicle. which exist in isolation only momenlarily, for they quicklygive riscto adrift

anglep, and rotation r, of the vehicle. As the vehicle starts

(0

tum accelerations

coexist with velocities resulting in the build-up or creation of hydrodynamic force
acting towards the centre of the tum. The magnitude of this force acting inwards (to
slarboard)soonbalanceslhecentrifugalforceaclingoutwards(lopol1) causing lhe
acceleration

v to cease to grow and eventually be reduced to zero. Thetransientphase

ends with the establishment of the final equilibrium of forces. When the equilibrium is
reached, the vehicle settles down to a tum of conSlant radius thus beginni ngthesteady
tumingphase.Here,theaccelerationsvandrarezerobutthevelocitiesvand r have
non-zero values, [Lewis, 1969].

The sketch in Figure 4.19 shows a schematic diagram of an axisymmetric vehicle
undergoing a steady starboard tum. The origin of the bodycoordinate system is fixed
at lhe cenler of gravity of the vehicle. The sketch shows the velocity components and
the angle of inclination of the vehicle to the incomingflo\V. R denotes the turning
radius with which the body rotates around a center point Cwith an angular velocityr

about the positive z·direction. The linear velocity components [u, v. w] and !.he

angular veloeity eomponents [p,q,r] are relative to the body lixedaxis

In order to generate a radial force of sufficient magnitude. to tum the vehicle. the hull
should be held at an angle relative to the flow. Theeontrol plane forces should be
capable of holding the vehicle at this angle ofattaek,called lhed riftangle,p. This is
defined as the angle between the centerline of the vehicle and the tangent to the path at
the point concerned; in this case. the C.G of the vehicle.

Theangleofallack aand the drift angle pare related to the velocity components by

the following relation:

tana=~ and sinp=y where V 2 =,,2 +v 2 +w 2

(4.16)

The angle of attack a is measured with respect to the incoming flow. The incoming

plane. A comparison of the angle of attack a estimated with respect to the horizontal

incoming flow and the pitch angle Bmeasured by the vehicle with respect to the

horizontal shows a very close match (see Table 4.4). However, the estimated drift
anglepdo not show a good match particularly when the set of tests done 0 ndifferent
days are compared. There is an abrupt change in the valuesofpobse rvedforthetests
performed on Day-3.

Table 4.4 shows a list of steady-state parameters that were measured, such as control
planedeflections,depth,propellerrpm,radiusoftum,angulardisplacements,angular
rates etc., as well as estimated parameters such asangleofattack,driftangleandlinear
velocity components, from the turning circle missions.

The set of figures that follow shows the time-series of parameters correspondingtothe
tests of turning circles shown in Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18. These param eterswere
measured by the various instruments onboard the vehicle. Figure4.20shows the timeseries for depth profile of the vehicle during a complete mission. The region between
points A. B. C & 0 denotes each phase of the turning manoeuvre. As shown in figures

4.17 and 4.18, AS is the diving phase of the manoeuvre followed by the transient
phase BC,which eventually ends up in a steady state of tum, denoted by the region
CD. The mean depth was estimated for the steady state range of CD.
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Theplotsoflinearvelocitycomponenls[u,v,wlforthefourteslsareshown in Figure
4.22. As described in Seclion4.J.2, the rate of change of position [x,y, z] of the
vehicle

e.G

in 3-D space gives the global velocity components[t. .Y.il. The linear

velocity components were derived from the global velocity components bya simple
coordinate lransfonnation knowing the vehicle attitudes [¢.,

~

¥IJ-theEulerangles.

The surge velocity, lI,thusderived from position estimate, shown in Figure 4.22, is
almost equivalent to the command speed V and remains fairly constantthroughoutthe
tumingmanoeuvre further indicating that there was little or no loss of speed during

As mentioned before, the vehicle anitudeand heading infonnation aremeasuredby
means of the Watson Attitude Heading Reference System (AHRS) mounted within
the pressure hull. This system integrates the angular rates 10 produce the attitude and
heading information. Hence, the angular displacements [¢,8,\fIl and angular
velocities[p. q,rl are both available from the mission data. Figure 4.23 and Figure
4.24 shows the time series of these parameters respectively for the entire mission.

It is observed from Figure 4.23 that at speeds of I mis, the vehicle has a nose-down

attitude averaging a pitch value of around 8=-5°,whileathigherspeedsofI.5m1s

the pitch angle is around 8 = _2°. This pattern was similar to what was observed in the
straight-line tests where a nose-down attitude was observed for the slow speed
regime. As explained in the previous section, this happens as a result of slow
manoeuvringspeedwherelheconlrol planes are lessetTectiveingen eratingenough

force to counter the inherent nose-down attitude set by weight and buoyancy
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AJI the steady-state parameters estimated for the fourexampless hown in figures 4.20
through 4.24, are the mean values estimated avera time range between C and D
shown in Table 4.5. The actual numerical values of the various parametersforallthe
turning manoeuvres, including the four examples presented above, were provided in

[~~J

~mi i;~
16

26.6
21.5

[s]

[s]

100
160
100
100

,:

190

The steady state angle ofallack (a) and the drift angle (/J) for the four tests were
estimated at every instant using the relation given in equation (4.16)andplotsoftheir
time-series are shown in Figure 4.25. The steady-state angies of attack (a)estirnated
from the plot are found to closely match the steady-state values of pitch (f!)measured

by the vehicle sensors.
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plane deflections can produce a turning circle of specified radiusata given forward
speed? This is presented as a chart in Figure 4.28 for two different speeds: I.Om/s

and 1.5 mls. In another sense, the knowledge of the radius of turn and the
corresponding tail plane deflections to produce it may be used to val idatesimulators
developed for similar vehicle configurations.

From Figure4.28aand Figure4.28b,itwasseenthatcontrolplanes 3 and 6 have the

maximum influence on a starboard tum. If only these planes were to act during a tum
(04~

0,

~O),

their effect would produce a oYexactlyequal to oP, according to the

expressions given by equations 4.1 and 4.2. This means that the vehicle may dive or

climb as it executes a tum. In other words, the vehicle will be turning on an oblique
plane instead ofa horizontal plane. The effect of planes 4 and 5 in a starboard turn is
to counteract any unwanted pitch and roll motions that may accornpany a steady tum
in the horizontal plane.

A decrease in the deflection angles of control planes 3 and 6 produces tums of larger
radii at both speeds. However,trend in the deflections of planes 4 and 5 during slow
speed (I rnls) is differenl frorn the trend in their deflections at high speed ( 1.5m/s).

Atslowspeedofl mis, deflection of planes 4 and 5 have an increasing or diverging
trend. At this speed thevehiclehada large nose-down attitude and this was countered
by the collective effort of the lail planes, apart frorn the dive planes,which produced
an effective pitch angle oP (see Table 4.6). As the radius of turn increases, the
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increase in deflections of planes 4 and 5 are to complement the drop in the other two
plane deflections in providing an effective pitch deflection angle OP.lnotherwords,
for large radiusoftums, smaller deflections of planes 3and6arenecessary while at
thesametimetocounterthenose-downattitude,largerdeflectionsofplanes4 and 5
are needed. This accounts for the diverging trend of plane angleS04 and Os seen in
Figure4.28a. However, at the higher speed ofl.5 m/s, planes 4 and Shaveadifferent
trend; their deflection decreases or converges to zero as the radiu softumincreases
While executing circles of large radius of tum at this speed. the contributions of
planes 4 and 5 are hardly needed to generate lift, as the dive planes become more
effective. As a result. atthisspeed,the nose-down attitude was much less than that
observed at slow speeds. So the plausible reason why the planes 4 and 5 seem to
show a higher deflection at lower radius of tum. in Figure4.28b,istocounterany
unwanted roll motions. In other words, when the vehicle executes smaller radius of
turns at higher speeds, the apparent efTectofplanes 4 and 5 is to bring about roll

4.3.2 Radius of Turn, R. and Rudder Angles oY
Conventionally, the radii of turns are plotted against the rudder angle in order to
understand the effectiveness of the rudder in turning the vehicle ataparticularspeed
Since all the four control planes are involved in a turning manoeuvre here, their
combined effect was represented by an individual control plane deflection angle
given by the expression (4.1) foroy. The sign taken by these values indieatethe
tendency of the combination to produce a positive or negative attitude in yaw. On
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inferred that turning rate increases as the plane angle OV increases or is

r=O.OOOI8R;-O.OI6R,+0.47

(4.18)

An attempt was made to perform turns to the port side for a particular command
radius of

~-18

m at each forward speed. However. this turned out to be

unsuccessful. The mission for port turn was coupled with the mission for the
starboard tum at command radius, Rc-18 m, in a single mission plan file. In that way,
the vehicle after perfonning a normal starboard tum was expected toperfonn a port
turn, instead of performing the tums independently, thereby save some battery-life
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4.3.3

Summary of Turning Circle Manoeuvres

A set of22 turning circle manoeuvres were perfonned using the MUN Explorer AUV
at difTerent speeds of I, 1.5 and 2 m1sand the results and observations from these
were presented through the previous sections. A subset of turning manoeuvres as well
asa subset of straight-I ine test results was published in Issacela/(2007b). These tests
provided insight into the steady·state behaviour of the vehicleduringatum.Someof

a) The actual radius of tum Ra estimated from the data. from all the tests, were
largerthanthecommandedrndius Rc.The large difTerence belWeen the actual
and commanded radius is expected to have occurred due to improper
calibration of the control planes. In order to obtain circles of smaller radiusof
tum, the control planes have to be deflected to their maximum allowable
deOeetion angles (25j. The maximum deOections observed during the tum
were roughly half the allowable deflection. Therefore, it is necessary to
investigate and modify that portion or the vehicle control software, which

conlrols the control plane deflection. Analtemativeoption, in an anemptto
perfonnacircleofsmallerradius, is to command the vehicle to perfonn a
radius of tum smaller than the manufacturer specified minimum radius (10 m).
b) The speed of the vehicle in the steady turning phase was same as the
command speed in all tests and this occurred without any considerable change
in the propeJler rpm. TheoreticaJly, it should not be possible to have the same
speed during a tum as that of the approach speed without aCluaJly changing
the propeller rpm, but this pattern was consistent with all the tests. It is

reasoned that since the radii of turns obtained were too large. with a diameterto-length (D/LOA) ratio of 10 or more, the drift angle experienced by the
AUV may generate drag not much different from that experienced on a
straight course. This would explain the reason for not observing a
considerable change in propeller rpm during the steady turning phase.
c) The vehicle exhibited negligible roll motion even during the turn and this was
consistentwithallthetests.Thus,theabilityofthecontrolsystem to maintain
a command speed throughout the tum with negligible roll motion ensures
steady sampling of data during a mission. This is an essential qualityofa
sensorplatfonn
d)

Slower speed turning manoeuvres showed a large nose-down attitude. This
pattem was the same as that observed during the straight-line tests.

e) From the series of tests, a chart was developed for each ofthetwodifferenl
speeds that relate the tail plane deflections necessary to produceaspecified
radius of tum. This inforrnationoncontrol plane angles oand forwa rdspeedV
estimated from the turning circle mission are useful as inputs for the
hydrodynamic motion simulation model.
f) The results from the turning circles show that from a vehicle perfonnanceor

application point of view, it is appropriate to operate the vehicle at constant

speed mode. However, from a vehicle dynamics point of view, as it was the
intent of this study. it would be more appropriate t? operate the vehicleata

constantpropel/errpmmode. Using constant propeller rpm helps to capture
the vehicle response such as loss of speed during tum, if any.
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when the vehicle was submerged. Hence conventional method of executing a zigzag
was not possible and alternative methods had to be devised.

Using the drawing tools and text editors in "FleetManager",the missions were created
by defining a route by means ofa series of waypoints. Thiswasaccomplishedbyusing
some geographical task verbs such as target and lineJollow. Thezigzagsmissions
were designed for both horizontal and vertical planes and were planned as follows
Both, the horizontal and vertical zigzags were planned by picking points at regular
intervals on either side ofa straight course in the horizontal plane as well as in the
vertical plane, respectively. These missions were executed in such a way that the
vehicle on its way North performed a horizontal zigzag and on itswayback(South),it
performed a vertical zigzag, as shown in Figure 4.35. In this way the availableenergy
storage in the batteries was used as efficiently as possible. The folio wing sub-sections
present the results and observations from the horizontal zigzag manoeuvres while the
resultsfromtheverticalzigzagmanoeuvreswillbeaddressedinthenext section.

4.4.1 Patterns of Horizontal Zigzag
The horizontal zigzags, designed as shown in Figure 435, were performedbyallowing
the AUV to follow a predefined path at a preset speed. Two different speeds were
chosen: 1.5 and 2.0 m/s. A total of six horizontal zigzags were performed during the
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I
J.5
10
160
1
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160
1
3
J.5
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160
1
4
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1
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J.5
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80
2
J.5
20.
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2
6
.

The numbers shown in Table 4.7 were arrived at after having seen the perfonnanceof
the vehicle in surface trials (see Figure 4.36 & Figure 4.37). Two sarnpletrajecloriesof

the AUV during surface trials of horizontal zigzags are shown in Figure 4.363 &
4.36b. The red lines show the defined palh while the green lines are the vehicle
trajectory as seen on the "FleetManger" chart in real-time. The real-time trajectory of
the vehicle can be tracked when the vehicle was on the surface, as radiotelemetry
connections could be established then. Once the vehicle is submerged this radio
telemetry communication cannot be established and hence the trajectory cannot be

tracked. One test (Figure 4.36a) used the task verb largel and the ather used the task
verb IineJollow (Figure 4.36b). Thesurfacetrialshadamplilude(Yo)ofIOmanda
cycle length (Lc) of 40 m. Amplitudes (Yo) and cycle lengths (Lc) are defined as

shown in Figure 4.38. From surface trials, it was found that the path defined was
extrcmelytight for the vehicle to manoeuvre. Further, the smoothness of the trajectory
in Figure4.36a was an indication to use the task verb target over lineJollowforthe

entire horizontal zigzag tests. Note that when the vehicle was manoeuvring on the
surface, the lail control planes-port upper(Plane-3)and the starboard upper(plane5), protrude out of the water and so were not fullyeITective in generating control
forces (see Figure 4.37). It was reasoned therefore that when the vehicle issubmerged
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4.4.2 TrajI'ClllryandHeading
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Figur<U&.now.lbc:p;athdefirJ«lf<>rltehol'izootaIZ·'OSlr<presentodbytestoJand
4ofToMe4,7. ",'hith had

ompliludeof~O

m and 0 cycle length of!6/) m. Poin" P,.

P,.P'C1C .. on:lbc: ....l')lOinlSpickedond•• electronitchonof ..FIeetM.....g<f·,Whcn
lhemi..ion..-uexecuted.lbc:AUVfoliowed''''''l<:<lc:fintclbylhe"''''oYp<>in,, ..in.ll
lhe 'arg€lcommand,Thtlasl< verblargeJ wu used.., os "",ro l""anycornlnintS 011
'hefree'""'ionoflbc:vchiclewhilcil ... ·,ipledthroughandbe1"~"',oyroints,A,.
resul1.lhtdefintcl p;alh in figur<4.3S;"&picted ... <moolhcurvein figu= 4.39 and

The results of the zigzag manoeuvre are speed dependent. In general, the time to reach

thesuccessivewaypointsdecreaseswithincreasingspeedwhilethe overshoot width of
pathandovershootyawangleincreasewithincreasingspeed[Lewis, 1989), [Lopezel
aI., 2004). The responses of the AUV for two different speeds, 1.5 mlsand 2.0 mis,

and two different amplitudes or width-of-path (Yo

~

10 m & 20 m), that had the same

cycle lengths (Lc 160 m), are shown in figures 4.39 and 4040, respectively. All
horizontal zigzags were perfonned at a depth of approximately 3 mandthereforethe

position estimates was obtained from DVL, which uses dead reckoning.
From the trajectory of the vehicle shown in figures 4.39 and 4040 itcanbeseenthatthe
vehicle passes exactly through the defined waypoints but overshootsthepointbefore
tuming. The tuming occurs only after the vehicle had passed through th ewaypoint

Thus, there is an overshoot in bothxandydirections from the coordinates of the

The overshoot iny-direction (t.y) for the case ofYo-IO & Lc-160 wasestimatedtohe
1.2 m (0.27 LOA) and 1.5 m (0.33 LOA) while in the x-direction (t.x) this offset was
estimated to he 5.5 m (1.2 LOA) and 6.3 m (104 LOA) at speeds of 1.5 and 2.0 mls
respectively. In these tests (Tests I & 2), after hitting the waypoint, the vehicle
changed its heading by approximately 28° while following the defined path. Figure
4041 shows the vehicle's trajectory and heading corresponding to both the speeds.
Similarly, the overshoot in they-direction (t.y) for the case of Yo-20& Lc-160was
estimated to be 3.0 m (0.7 LOA) and 3.9 m (0.9 LOA) while in the x-direction (t.x)
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this offset was estimated to be 8.5 m (1.9 LOA) and 10 m (2.2 LOA) for speeds 1.5
m/s and 2.0 m/s respectively. Here, after hitting the waypointthe vehicle changed ils
heading by approximalely 53'. Figure 4.42 shows the vehicle'slrajectoryandheading
corresponding to both Ihe speeds. It appears from both figures 4.41 and 4.42 that there
are periods of constant heading. These periods of constant head ingcorrespond to the

portion of the trajectory between two waypoints where the vehicle travels for a
considerable distance (14 to 16 LOA) in a straight line. This is not the case in a

conventional zigzag manoeuvre where the heading changes continuously and thus
forms a sinusoidal pattem. On account of this observation obtainedfromthefirstfour
tests performed on Day I,itwas reasoned that further experiments should be refined
byadjustingthewidth-of-pathiamplitude(Yo)and/orcyclelength (Lc),such that the
straight line portion of the run between successivewaypointswas red ucedtogivea

more realistic zigzag manoeuvre. The latter two experiments (tests 5 & 6) on Day 2
wereperfonnedasanattempttomakethischangebyreducingthecyclelengthtohalf
while maintaining the same path widths (10 and 20 m).

TheresponseoftheAUVtotests5&6arepresentedinfigures4.43and4.44. It is
apparent from figures 4.43 and 4.44 that the modifications in cycle-length (Lc)did

indeed produce trajectories that were much closer to a conventional zigzag. This is
further evident from Figure 4.45, which depicts the trajectory and heading of the
vehicle where the overshoot has increased considerably when compared to the first
four trials although the heading still does not resemble a sinusoi dalpattem.

As the vehicle travelled a distance of 14 to 16 LOA in a straight line between each

waypoint, it was reasoned that the overshoot measures would remain the same

regardlessofthenumberofvehicle-Iengths-of-travel.lnthisscenario,itmaybemore
appropriate to look at the time taken by the vehicle to change its cQurse from a positive

heading direction to a negative heading direction or vice-versa. From tests t &2the
estimated overshoots(ih,

~y)happened while

the vehicle heading changed from the

initialcQursebyapproximately28°andfromtrials3&4theestimated overshoots (Ax,
~y)

happened while the vehicle heading changed from its initial course by

approximately 53°. Table 4.8 below shows a comparison of the values of overshoot
width of path (in both x andy directions). average turning time at each waypoint,

vehicle-Iengths-of-travelduringtheperiodsofconstantheadi ngand the magnitude of
heading change. Any change in the observed valuesof6:x• .6.y,tumingt ime,between
tests I &2 was caused by the change in speed of the vehicle by 0.5 mis, assuming
constant conditions. Similarly, any change in the observed valuesofLix,6.y,tuming
time, between tests 3 &4 resulted from a change in speed ofthevehic1ebyO.5m/sas
well. In contrast, tests 5 & 6 differed only in their width of path while both tests were
performedatthesamespeedofl.5m/sandmaintainedareducedcyclelengthof80m.

In test 5, the change in heading of the vehicle is the same as that forthetests3&4(53") but the overshoot observed was larger than that for tests 3 & 4. The only

difference between test 3 and testS is in the straight-line portion of the trajectory
betweentwowaypoints.lntestS,thestraight-lineportion is considerably reduced to

5.8 LOA from an estimated value of 16.4 LOA in test 3, while the vehicle performed
the above

tWQ

zigzags at the same speed and experienced a change in heading through

almost the same angle, 53'. Therefore, reducing the cycle length to half, thereby
makingthetumstighter,hadtheeffectofincreasingtheovershoo t and consequently

the turning time. In test 6 the vehicle turned through an angle ofaround90 0 butatthe
expense of an increase in turning time and overshoot.

An increase in vehicle speed always increased the overshoot distances for the same
defined paths. An increase in the degree or sharpness of tum increased the overshoot
width of path and consequently the turning time as well. This is evident from
comparing the pair of tests I & 2 with the pair 3 & 4. One can also arrive at the same
inference by considering tests 5 &6,wherean increase inovershootandtumingtime
was observed with an increase in sharpness of tum.

An explanation for the cause of increased turning time at regions of sharp turns may be

due to: the time to cover the large overshoot distances produced asaresultoftight
turns and the loss of speed of the vehicle at regions of sharp turns. Thus the large
overshoot combined with the loss of speed in a turn can considerably increase the
turning time of the vehicle.
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this feedback nature of the propeller, to maintain the command speed,results in the
vehicle speed shooting over and above command speed. This contributes to an

the vehicle were to negotiate the tum at a constant rpm. Therefore, thelossofspeedat
turns is not the significant factor, which contributes to the observed increase in turning
time but the overshoot distance. This emphasizes the need to perform similar
manoeuvring tests using constant propeller rpm as the control input rather than
constant speed

4.4.3 AttitudeaodCootrolPlaoeAogles
The vehicle uses all four tail control planes to perform the horizontaI zigzag
manoeuvre at a constant depth. In general, these four control planes are used for
manoeuvringofthevehicie in any given plane-horizontal,verticaI or oblique. This is
typical of how an IX' tail configuration works. The deflections of the four planes can
generate pitch,roll and yaw motions of the vehicle. In other words, there is always a
coupling between motions in the case of an IX' tail configuration. Therefore, it
becomes necessary to define the combined deflections of the four pianesingenerating
each of these motions, byasimple representation. The value

oY

was taken as the

effective single plane deflection. which represented or was assumed to capture the
combined effect of all the four planes' deflection in producing a yaw motion of the
vchicle.Similarly,oPandORarelheefTectivesingleplanedeflection,whichreprescnt
thc combincd effect of all the four plane deflections in producing pilCh and roll

motions respectively
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Fig. 4.51 Vehicle heading and effeetive tail planedenectionoY forZ-TestYo 10,L80& Yo20,Lc80
atspeedorl.5m/s

Figure 4.49 showslhe heading and efTectivecontrol planedenecti onoY,inproducing
yaw motion when the vehicle followed the zigzag path Yo-I 0 and Lc-160 at speeds 1.5
and 2.0 m/s (Tests I &2). Similarly, Figure 4.50 shows the heading and effective
control plane deflection when the vehicle followed the zigzag path Yo-2 o and Lc-160
at speeds 1.5 and 2.0 mls (Tests 3 &4). From these figures it is seen that the tail
planes are not in action for long periods of time. This indicates the region where the
vehicle was traveling in a straight line (constant heading). Note that in all cases. the
combined effect of four control plane angles, represcntcd by, oY, takes a value close to
20°. This value is more than double the efTective deflection angle, oY.c ncounteredin
all the tumingcircle tests. That indicates the vehiclc is capable of performing lighter

tums of smaller radii. Figure 4.51 shows the same heading and effective control plane
deflection angle data from tests 5 &6. However, in Figure 4.51, where the cycle length

wasreducedtohalf,thecontrolplanesweredeflectedandheldinposition for longer
periods of time to achieve the required change in course than the initial four cases. The

averagetumingtimeforeachtestwaspresentedinTable4.8.
An overall picture of the horizontal zigzag manoeuvres in 3D space can be viewed in
figures 4.52a through 4.58a. Note that the scales on the three axes are distorted for
convenience. A close observation of the figures 4.52a, 4.53a, 4.54a, 4.55a,4.57a and
4.58a indicate that the vehicle experiences a "wobble" motion at regions of tum. This
is categorized by a sudden rise from level flight followed byadipfrom the steady path
upon changing the course. This effect is found to be larger when the vehicle makes a
tum to starboard than foratum to port.

Figures 4.52b through 4.58b consist of two subplots. The first subplot depicts the
depth profile and the effective control plane deflection

oY

ofthc vehicle while

performing the zigzag manoeuvre at a certain command speed. Although, the values of

oV

do not apply much to motions in vertical plane or depth changes, they were

includedinthesubplottoidentifytheregionswherethevehiclei s negotiating a tum
The second subplot shows the time-series of pitch altitude (9) ofthe vehicle and the
effective control plane deflections in producing pitch: SP D and oP.
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It is apparent from the subp!ot for depth and IiY in figures 4.52b and 4.53b that in the
periods when thevehic!e undergoes a turn (oY is executed) a sudden changeindepth
also occurs. However, the change in depth is seen to be largerduri ngstarboardtums
than forporttums. Ln the subplot.

3

starboard tum is identified by regions where a

positive spike in the value ofoY is seen. This tendency can be seen in all the 3-D plots
shown in figures4.52a through 4.58a. When observing the subplots for vehicle pitch
attitudes (8), it is seen that the vehicle maintains a steady pitch attitude of
approximately-t.5°(nose.down)ataforwardspeedofI.5m/sandmaintainsalevel
or near zero attitude at a forward speed of2 m/s. As the control planesareresponsible
for causing these changes in attitude of the vehicle, analysingthe control plane
deflectionsmayexplainthereasonsforthechangeindepthobservedattums.

At the speed of 1.5 mis, the effective dive plane deflection O?o was zero for most
parts oflhe test (see Fig. 4.52b) except at certain pointscorrespondi ngtotheregions
of turn. At regions of starboard tum OPo had a maximum value of _3.3° and during

port turns OP o had a maximum value of _2°. On the other hand, the oP value was
around +3.3° for most parts of the manoeuvre except at turns when the tail planes
were deflected for producing the turns. The positive value ofoP indicates that the
combined effect of tail planes had a tendency to pitch the nose up wh ile the dive plane
deflections, oP o, having a near zero value, do not contribute muchto the pitch attitude
of the vehicle. The combined action of both the tail planes and dive planes is what
holds the vehicle at a steady pitch attitude of-1.5°. A similar tendency can be
observed at the speed of2.0mls as well (see Fig. 4.53b). In lhis case, Ihe effective tail
plane deflection oP is about +2° and the effective dive planedeflectionso?o,unlike

the previous case, is about-2° except at regions of tum. These an glesindicatcthatthe
effective tail plane deflections (5p have a tendency to pitch the noseupwhilethedive
plane deflections oPo, having a value of-2°, tend to pitch the nose down. The
combined actions of these two setsofpJaneshold thevehicleata level or near zero
attitude as seen in Figure4.53b. At regions of starboard turn the efTective dive planes

deflection

oP o has a maximum value of _5°,

porttums,

oP

D

from the steady value of _2°, while at

has a maximum value of-3°

Figure 4.54 and Figure 4.55 shows the zigzag manoeuvres Yo

~

20 m, Lc

~

160 m

performed by the vehicle at 1.5 m/s and 2.0 mls respectively. The pattemissimilarto
lhalobserved in test Yo
speed of 1.5

~IO

m, Lc = 160 m, shown in figures 4.52 and 4.53. At a

mis, the vehicle maintains a steady pitch attitude of-I.SO for most parts

of the run except at turns (see Figure 4.52), where a steady oP value of 3.2' was
maintained during the entire run except at turns. The dive plane deflections oPoare
nearly zero for most parts of the manoeuvre exceptattums. Atregio nsofstarboard
turn, oP o has a maximum deflectionofabout-6°and at regions of port t urns oPo has

a maximum deflection of about _3.5°. The combined action of

oP

and

oP o is

what

holds the vehicle at a-1.5° pitch attitude. When the vehicle followst hesamepathata
speed of2.0 rnIs, the pitch attitude of the vehicle is seen to be leve I or near zero for
most parts of the run except for the occasional disturbancehappcni ng at regions of
turn (see Fig4.55b). In Figure 4.55b, the effective tail planedenection oPand the
dive plane deflection, oPo, had non-zero values and also theywerenotsteadywhen
compared to Figure4.54b. The average tail planedenection, OP, was around 2.3'and

However, at regions of

The change in depth duringtums was larger for starboard tumsthan for turns to port
This also explains the reason for observing higher oPo values at regiansofstarboard
turn than at regions ofturns to port.

It is also possible that the presence ofa current in the direction closer to that shown in

Figure 4.56 infiuencedthestarboard tum at point P, while at the same time pushing
lhe vehicle beyond the line P,P, such that the vehicle struggles to get backon palh
P,P,byadjuslingitsheading. Thisadjuslmenlinheadingcouldbethecauseforthe
slight inclination in the heading observed in figures 4.49 and 4.50,insteadofa
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In test 6, [Yo 20, Le80] (see Figure4.58),the vehiele maintained an average piteh
attitudeof-I.5°with an average tail plane deflection 8P of 3.4° whi Ie the dive planes

deflection,

or D had

near zero values. At regions of turn, the maximum dive plane

deflections were around-5 0 in order to bring the vehicle backona Ievelpathfroman
estimateddepthchangeofO.2toO.3m,whileturningthecoursethrough about 90'.

In the last lWo tests (S & 6),the tail planes were deflected (liY) fora longer period of
time(-9sintest#Sand-14sintest#6)thaninalitheinitialfourtests(-Ss).This
happened as a result ofredueing the eyele lengths thereby makingtheturnstighter.

4.4.4 Analysis of Turning Parameters
The different turning parameters of interest during an unsteady tum in a horizontal
plane manoeuvre are the tuming rate,r, drift angle,pand the sway velocity, v.ln

particular,parametersuchastumingrate,r,wouldbeusefulindicatorsofhowfastor

variation of these parameters with each other as well as with the control plane

deflections, 8Y, during an unsteady tum like a zigzag in horizontal plane is presented
in the following subsections

a.

Turningratesrvs.ControlplanedeflectionsliY

The zigzag manoeuvre isan indicator of the efficiency of the control planes to control
the vehicle's heading. The ease with which a vehicle can change its course is measured
by its turning rater, which in tum depends on the effectiveness ofthe control planes.
Figure 4.59 thorough Figure 4.61 show the phase-plane plot of turning rale, r, versus
the efTective control planedenection, oY, for difTerent speeds anddegrees-of-tum.The

phase-pl,nc pl<>l ,.... crcaled ,,,,,,iden.goolylhe lurning reg""',ofthe'r.>jceloty
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The width of the loop indicates the stability of the vehicle. The larger or wider the
loop, Ihe less stable the vehicle is. A closer look

al

the figures reveal t hat lhe loops for

positiverudderdeflectionsorstarboardtumsarewiderandlargerthanthatfortheport
turns, in almost all the cases. The disturbance noticed in the 3D plots (see Figures
4.520 through 4.58a) during the starboard turns may explain the reason for the
instabiliryand consequently the asymmetry in the loops.

Figure4.6J shows the phase-plane plotoftuming rate for two difTerent trajectories

(Yo-IO & Yo-20), at the same speed. Note that there is no significant difference
between the tuming rates for thc two cases because the loops more or les sQveriapeach
other. This indicates that the width-of-path (Yo 10 or Yo 20) or in other words the
degree-of-tum have hardly any efTecton the tuming rate of the vehicl e but only the
speed. Figures 4.62 and 4.63 further prove this point, which is only a different
representation of the cases shown in Figures 4.59 and 4.60 where the tests pertaining
to the same speed are grouped together. It is clear from those figur esthatthetuming
rates remain the same regardless of the degree-of-turn and that indicates the turning

rate is dependent only on the forward speed apart from control planedencctionOY

b.

State-Space Plots

Another important parameter that is ofintcrcst during a tum in a horizontat plane is the
drift angle or the sideslip angle fJofthe vehicle. In order to generate a radial force
sufficient enough to tum the vehicle, the hull should be held at an angle withrespectto
the flow. This angle, which the hull makes with respect to the flow, is called the drift
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angle or sideslip angle. Asa result of this sideslip angle, the vehicle experiences an

increased drag, which consequently reduces the speed of the vehicle. It was seen in
Figure 4.46 through Figure 4.48 that there was a loss of speed associated with each

region of turn but a spike in propeller rpm compensated the loss of speed almost
immediately. Just as the turning rate or yaw rate is affected by the control plane
deflection, so is the drift anglej10fthe vehicle.

A difTerent way of visualizing the variation of these three parame tersi.e.,turningrate

r, control plane deflection

oY

and the drift angle or the sideslip angle j1, during a

manoeuvre, is through a state-space plot, as all three parameters are interrelated. The

time series of these parameters are shown in Figures 4.64a through 4.66b while
Figures 4.64b through 4.66b shows their state-space representation. It shows how
variation in one parameter affects the other two or vice-versa. Th ephase-planeplotsof
turning rate vs.control plane deflection, discussed in the previ oussubsection.area
special case of this state-space plot. In other words, they are the projection of the state-

space plot on to one of the coordinate planes. Similarly, the phase-plane plots of
tuming rate (r) vs. drift angle (jJ) as well as drift angle (jJ) vs. control pianedeflection
(oY) are also a special case of the state-space plot depending uponalong which axis
they are viewed at. In all cases, the loops fall ina roughly diagonal plane, which has a

positives!ope, i.e., as one parameter increases, its effect is to increase the other two
parameters as well. Finally, it is observed that the loops corresponding to the more
stable manoeuvres seemingly fall on a steeper plane than theothe rs
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Sway velocity (v) vs.Drift angle (/JJ
Another important parameter during a horizontal tum is the sway velocity or the drift
velocity, v. The variation of sway velocity v' with respect to the drift angle Pis plotted
in the Figure 4.67. The sway velocities from all the six different zigzag tests are
represented in their nondimensional fonn and are shown in figures 4.67a, 4.67b and

4.67c. Figure4.67a shows the sway velocity results when the vehicle followed the
same trajectory (Yo 10, Lc 160) at two different speeds and Figure 4.67b shows the
same when the vehicle followed a different trajectory (Yo 20, Lc 160) at two different
speeds.Ontheotherhand,Figure4.67cshowsthevariationofsway velocity for two

different trajectories or degree-of-tums at the same speed (1.5 m/s).ltappearsfrom
this figure (4.67c) that for the same speed (1.5 m/s) the degree of tum is immaterial

The data shown in the figures corresponds to the regions of turn and containsonlythe
data selected from those regions.

Further, it is clear from all the tests that there exists a linear reiationship between sway
velocity and drift angle, given by the following relation

v'=-0.017p

(4.19)
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a) Although thezigzagtrajeclories traced by the vehicle do not resemble exactlya
conventional zigzag manoeuvre. it does demonstrate the ability ofthe AUV to
preciselyfoliowapredefinedpath.Nevertheless,thevehicle'stumingability
can be simulated using the hydrodynamic model and the results can be

compared with the infonnation available from the actual vehicle over regions

b) From the initial four tests it was seen that the vehicle travelled a considerable
distance in a straight line (constant heading) while following the predefined

path. This is not characteristic ofa conventional zigzag manoeuvre inwhi eh
theheadingehangescontinuously, fonningasinusoidalpattern. Inanattempt
to reclifythis, the lastlWO leslswere performed by reducing the cycle Iengths
to half while retaining the same amplitudes or width-of-paths. The

modifications in cycle-length (Lc) indeed produced trajectories that seemed
much closer to a conventional zigzag. although not exactly. In the event ofa
need for similar experiments in future vehicle dynamics study, the above
infonnation can be used as a guide to refinetheexpcriments by adjust ingthe
amplitude and cycle length

c) Higherspeedsandsharperturnsproduccdlargerovershootsandconsequently
more turning time.

d) The loss of speed during the tum was sharply evident in the zigzag manoeuvres
unlike the tumingcircle manoeuvres. This is because larger drift angles (-15")

were noticed in horizontal zigzag manoeuvres, which in tum would generate

large drag forces that would slow down the vehicle. I-Iowever, the loss of speed
was immediately compensated by a positive spike in the propeller rpm. This
once again emphasizes the need for performing the test with constant propeller
rpm as the input rather than constant speed-over-ground.

e) The vehicle was slightly unstable during turns to the starboard side than when
it turned to the port side. This was further shown by the presence of an
asymmetry in the loop for turning rates where the loops characterizing
starboard turns were seen to be larger and wider than the ones characterizing
the port turns.

f)

The turning rate was seen to be affected only by the speed of the vehi c1ewhile
the rate was not influenced by the sharpness or degree-of-turn. The maximum
degree-of-turnorchange in heading ever experienced by the vehi c1e during the
test was 90° and hence it is not known whether any further sharp turns would
affect it or not. Further, the speed also atTected the stabilityofturn with higher
speeds producing more unstable turns than the slower speeds. This was
characterized by larger and wider loops fortuming rates at higher speeds (2
m/s)lhanthatalslowerspeeds(l.5m1s)

4.5

Vertical Zigzag Manoeuvring Analysis

An underwater vehicle needs to be controllable in the vertical plane so as to enable

itself to maintain or change depth as required. Zigzag manoeuvre sintheverticalplane
are often performed with underwater vehicles in order to study their dynamic stability

and control in depth changing. With underwater vehicles such as submarines,
manoeuvres in the vertical plane are of more significance than tho seinthehorizontal

planeasmanysubmarinesarerestrictedtoalayerofwater,whichisoftheorderofat
most two or three ship lengths deep (Moll and, 2008). Similarly, underwatervehicles
such as AUVs, operate within a depth range, often limited by the depth ratings of the
pressure hull or the depth ratings of the instruments on board the vehicle, whichever is

less. Further, an underwater vehicle operating in a vertical plane has to deal with an
extra set of forces, viz., the hydrostatic or buoyancy forces.Th is isdifTerent from when
it operates in a horizontal plane

Autonomous underwater vehicles, in many scenarios, operate close t o the seabed either

mapping the seabed topography or monitoring geophysical features or marine life
While following a rugged seabed terrain at a constant altitude, the AUV may have to
make frequent depth changes along its path. This change in depth is facilitated by
means of hydroplanes, which as Molland (2008) defines, arecontro I surfaces that are

The depth-changing manoeuvres or the vertical zigzags with MUN Explorer were
performed by forcing the vehicle to followapredefinedpalh laid out bya series of
waypoints in a zigzag pattern. These paths were generated bypicking points at regular

intervals on either side ofa horizontal-line in a vertical plane. There are two distinct
modes by which the vehicle can achieve a depth change, (a) by using the tail planes or
(b) by using the dive planes, as will be explained later in this section. As mentioned in
Section 4.4, the vertical zigzags were performed in conjunction with the horizontal
zigzags (see Figure 4.35). The horizontal zigzags were performed in the South-toNorth direction while the vertical zigzags were perfonned in the North-la-South
directionontheretumieg. Hence, the origin

or the local Earth coordinates had to be

arbitrarily chosen asa point on the water surface at the north end of the line. A total of
six vertical zigzag tests were performed at varyingamplitudesandcyclelengths.Table
4.9 gives a list of these manoeuvring trials performed at two different speeds: 1.5 and
2.0 m/s. The tests were done over a span of three days
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1

1.5

1.5

140

2
3

2.0
1.5

1.5
3.0

140
140

4
5
6

2.0
1.5
1.5

3.0
1.5
3.0

140
60
60

IineolfolV

Iineollow

IineollolV
toret
lore'
target

A

I

A
A

I
I

C
B
B

3
2
2

4.5.1 Patterns of Vertical Zigzags
Initially, twodifTerent vertical zigzag paths were defined which had the same cycle
length (Lc)of 140m but different amplitudes, (Zo): 1.5 and 3.0 m.The vehicle was
commanded to follow these paths at two different speeds of 1.5 and 2.0 m/s thus
making a total of four runs. The first four runs shown in the Table 4.9 renect this
However, preliminary observations made from the three tests perfomled on Day-I
revealed that the cycle length (140 m) chosen was too large for the given amplitudes;

just as in the case for horizontal zigzags. Asa resuit, two new zigzags were designed
by making changes to the previous ones in which the cycle lengthwas reduced to 60
m. The two new paths had amplitudes of 1.5 and 3.0 m while the vehicle traversed
themataspeedofl.5m/s.

There were two further differences in the vertical zigzags that were planned. As
apparent from the Table 4.9, there was already aditTerence in the cycle length Le,

remaining two cases. Apart from that, there were two furtherditTere nces that need to
be mentioned. This is illustrated through Figure 4.68 in which the defined paths are
termed as Type-A, Type-B and Type-C.

Type-A zigzag paths had a flat base at the crest and trough and the vehicle used the

lineJollow command during the ascent and descent phases of the manoeuvre. It was
reasoned, that a vehicle descending the inclined path, say P6 P7, after hitting P7, would

overshoot it and would need some extra distance allotted so as to regain its upward
c1imbalongthepathPgP9. This was the reason why the flat bases were provided for
the initial tests. However,attheendoffirstday'stestitwasfound that the vehicle did
not overshoot as much as was expected. Thus the flat bases provided were of hardly
any use and were eliminated in subsequent tests.
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Type-Bzigzagmanoeuvreshadtheircycieiengthsreducedto60mandtheflatbases

were removed. The vehicle followed the defined paths using the target command.
Examples of each of the above mentioned types are shown in the two panesofFigure
4.68. Type-A shown in the first pane is typical of tests 1,2&3althoughTest#3had
amplitudeof3 m. Similarly, Type-B shown in the second pane represe nttests5&6
althoughTest#6hadampiitudeofJ.Om

Test #4 performed on Day-3, had a slight variation from the above mentioned two
types: A & 8. It was modified from Test #3 (Type-A) by joining the odd-numbered
points P3 PSP7 P9 ... etc., thereby getting rid of the flat base, asshown by the finn line
path in the first pane of Figure 4.68. Hence, the cycle length remained the same as

Type-A manoeuvres but the pattern looked like Type-B manoeuvres. Further, the
vehicle was commanded to follow this path using the target command as in Type-B
This is denoted as a Type-C manoeuvre in Table 4.9 and in Figure 4.68.

Although,zigzag paths have been planned using the IineJoliow and rargercommands,

executing a mission in the vertical plane, unlike in an horizonta I plane. This is because
in the vertical plane, the vehicle's depth controller overrides the secommands.

The responses of the vehicle to different vertical zigzagmanoeuvreslistedinTable4.9
are described through the following subsections

4.5.2 Vehicle Trajectory and Attitudes
The vehicle's response to the same predefined path, both of Type-A pattern, at two
different speeds: 1.5 and 2.0 m/s, are shown in Figure 4.69. This corresponds to tests
(I) and (2) in Table 4.9. For both runs, the vehicle used the/ineJol/owcornrnand
From Figure 4.69 it is obvious that the vehicle did not follow the line exactly but

reached the commanded depth quicker than desired. This is because the vehicle
decouplesverticalcontrolfromhorizontalcontrol.Althoughwaypointscanbedefined
in the vertical plane using the target or lineJollow cammands, the depth controlle r
works independent of the geographic (x,y) control in the vertical plane. Thus there
cannot be a path defined at a particular slope in the vertical plane. This means that the
vehicle will climb or dive ata rate determined by the tunings of the vertical PID

controllerandnotinalinearfashionfromonepointtoanother.Thus,inFigure4.69
the vertical control has reached its target (commanded depth) well in advance of the
geographic control reaching its (x,y) target.

Hence, the vehicle travelled a

considerable distance (-40 m) in level flight before it executed the next dive or climb
phase. This also indicated that the cycle length provided (140 rn) was too large for the
intended manoeuvre. Even though the vehicle did not followexactl y the defined path,
both runs produced trajectories that look similar to each other bu twiththeexception
that the manoeuvre at higher speed (2.0 m/s) had a slight overshootas it reached the
new depth level.
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Figure 4.70 shows the trajectories of the vehicle corresponding to tests (3) and (4). In
this case, the defined paths had the same amplitude (3.0 m)and cyc Ie length (140 m)

but were not exactly the same in their pattern. In terms of pattern, Test #3 followed a
Type-A pattern zigzag using the lineJollo\V command while Test #4 followed a TypeB pattern zigzag using the target command. It was modified from Test #3 by

eliminating the alternate waypoints or even-numbered waypoints thereby eliminating
the nat bases. To signify the slight differences it made with Type-A and Type-B
manoeuvres, this particular zigzag was denoted by Type-C in Table 4.9. The results
from tests (3) and (4) (see Figure 4.70) look similar to that from tests (I) and (2) (see
Figure 4.69) in pattern, except that there is a phase lag between thet wotrajectories.
This happened because of the difference in the defined paths that the vehicle was
forced to travel. Here again, the vehicle trave!s a distance of about 3Om in level flight
at the crest and trough indicating that the cycle length provided was still too large for
the given amplitude (3m). This emphasized the need for designing new zigzags with
shorter cycle length. Consequently, test (5) and (6) weredesigned

Apart from vehicle's depth controller overriding the target and lineJollow commands,
in terms of hydrodynamic loads acting on the vehicle also, forcing a vehicle to follow
an inclined straight line in the vertical plane can be challenging. This is because the
deplh change is facilitated by the control planes that generate lift,which in tum are
dependent on the speed of the vehicle and control planedeOection . The higher the

speed,foragivencontrolplanedeOection(O),thefasteritasce nds or descends and
vice-versa. Further, an underwater vehicle manoeuvring in a vertic alplaneencounters
hydrostatic or buoyancy forces. Since AUVs are generally designed to be slightly

positivelybuoyanl, this funheradds to the problem offorcingthevehicle along a slope
in the vertical plane. Ontheotherhand,onecQuldarguethatbyadjustingthecontrol
plane deflection to suitable values, speed being set to a constant, onecould'fly'the
vehicle along a predefined inclined path. However, this was not observed to be the

Anotherobservationfromthesamefiguresisthatinallfourcasesthe overshoot of the
vehicle from the defined path was significantly small. This is contrary to what is
usually expected from a depth-changing manoeuvre and is an extremely important

criterion in deciding the operational depths of underwater vehicles;forinstancea
submarine. For AUVs, the overshoot in the vertical plane could be a concern
particularly when the AUV is deployed in shallow waters or operating in close
proximity to the seabed

In lest (I) and (2), a certain amount of overshoot happens at the trough for both speeds
whereasatthecrest(peak),theovershootoccursonlyforthehigherspeed;i.e.,at2

magnitude of maximum overshoot at the trough was also around 0.25 m for both
speeds. Following this initial disturbance, the vehicle stabilized whereafter it followed
a level flight at constant depth forabout40m.This level-flightsegmentcoincideswith
the flat base of designed path at the trough while the level-flightsegment at the crest
was off the flat base of the defined path by about 30 em. Thisoffselfromthedefined
path is not significantly large and is less than half the diameter of the vehicle. It should

be noted lhalthe trajectory plotted corresponds to the path tracedbythe cenlre of
gravity of the vehicle whereas the depth measurements were recordedbythepressure

sensor which was located approximately 15 cm below and almost 75 cm forward of
the e.G. Hence, in addition to the apparent verticaJ separation between the centre of
gravity and the pressure sensor, any change in pitch or roll attitude of the vehicle
would also affect the interpretation of the measured depth

Tesls(3) and (4) which had anamplitudeof3.0m also produced trajectoriesofsimilar
pattem as that of tests (I) and (2), exceplthat Ihey had a phase lag which was, as

explained before, due to the slight difference in the defined paths. This similarity is
despite Ihe faclthal the vehicle was driven by two different commands: test (3) by

IineJollow and leSI (4) by targel commands. This again shows that there is no

distinction between using target command and IineJollow command in the vertical
plane. Here again, the level-flight segment at the crest was around 30 cm above the
defined palh while Ihal at the lrough seemed 10 have coincided wilh Ihe defined path

The maximum overshoot from this level path at the crest was about 20 cm and at the
Irough was 25 cm, which occurred only in Ihe case of higher speed (lesl#4)

Thereasonforthisrelativelyinsignificantovershootobservedi nail the above four
cases is explained by analysing the control plane deflections and attitude of the vehicle
during the manoeuvres. The control plane deflections for each ofthe four manoeuvres
are shown in figures 4.72a through 4.75a. A portion of the time series (I 00s10200s)

fromtest(l)consistingofonecompletecycle(includesadivea nd a climb segment) of
control plane deflections, shown in Figure4.72a, is enlarged inF igure4.71 to show in
detail the individual plane deflections during that period. Inthe first pane, the dive
plane deflections 01 and

5z

are shown. The effective single control plane deflection

oPo representing their combined effect is also plotted which over lapsthc&:-curve.ln
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Figure 4.72aand 4.73a show the time series of plane deflections fro m tests (I) and (2)
while Figure 4.74a and 4.7Sa depict the same from tests (3) and (4) respectively. The
first subplot in each figure depicts the dive plane deflections with their combined

effecl oPo. The second subplot in each figure shows the four tail plane deflectionswith
their combined effect oPas well. It is apparent from the figuresthatthediv eplanes
were instrumental in producing the deplh change while the tail planeshadrelatively
less role in helping the vehicle change its deplh. The role of the tail pianes is more like
a stabilizer to hold the vehicle at a certain pilCh attitude. With the dive planes primarily
aCling as the devices for depth change, lhe vehicle follows a gliding motion wilh a
nearly level pitch anitudeas it ascends or descends. This can be shown by examining
IhepitchaltilUdeofthevehicie.

The pitch attitude (8) and the corresponding angle-of-altack (a) oflhevehicleduring
eachofthc four trials are shown in figures4.72bthrough4.7Sb. Theangleofaltack
(a) was estimated using the relation: lana = (+wiu), where

1I

and

W 3fC

the linear

components of velocity in the surge and heave direction respectively, estimated as

describcdinSec/ion4./.2.2.TheetTectivecontrolplanedeflectionsoPoandoP,
already shown in figures4.72a through 4.7Sa, are re-plolled in the firs' subploLSOf
figures4.72b through4.7Sb along with thc depth profile of the vchicle. This is to show
exactly the actions of the control planes at regions where the depth chan geshappen.1l
is clear that the depth change happens in a relatively short period of timeand the dive
planes are instrumental in bringing about Lhis change. The second subplot sho\Ys Ihe
time series of pitch altitude (8) and angle of attack (a) corresponding to the depth
profile and effective control plane denections depicted in the firstsubp lot.
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Refer to Table 4.10 (page 225) for an estimate of the average magnitude of some of the
parameters shown in Figures 72 through 75 at each phase: dive, climb, crest & trough.
Foragivenmanoeuvre,themagnitudeofpitch(/iI)wasseentobelargerduringthe
dive than for the climb. On the contrary, the magnitude ofangle-of-altack (a)islarger
for a climb than for a dive. According to SNAME (1950), the angle of attack (a) is
defined as the angle in the plane of symmetry (Xl! -plane) measured from the projection
of the velocity of the origin of the body axes relative to the Ouid (tangentto the
trajectory in space). to the longitudinal body axis, positive in thepositi ve sense of
rolation about they-axis. Figure 4.76 isa schematic diagram showing the anitudes of
the vehicle at each phase during a typical depth-changingmission. The magnitude of
maximum pitch anitude observed among all the above cases was between-5°to-6°.
This relatively small pitch ani tude during its ascent and descenl phasesimply that the

vehicle wns in astateofgJiding motion rather than diving or climbing with a sharp

nose-up or nose-down attitude; whereby it maintained more or less a level pilCh
attitude during those phases. In other words, it can be described as the vehicle

approaching the flow with ilS 'belly' 3tanangle rather than 'head-on'. Ma intaininga
nearly level pitch anitude during ascent or descent increases the drag 0 n the vehicle
considerably, thereby damping much of the overshoot that would otherwise have
happened in a 'head-on' motion. This explains the reason for the relatively
insignificantovershoolobservedinallthemanoeuvres.

the Deplh-by-Heave mode. This was discovered only after the

the slclpe of the defined flathw:,s J in 10. However, when analysing the slope of the

I in 5 for all the four tests. This resulted in the vehicle reachingthe
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The above discussion on the slope of ascent or descent, or in other words the glide path

angle, can be summarized into a tabular fonn showing the comparison between the
designed slope and the actual glide path slope resulting from all the vertical zigzag
manoeuvres. These values, which are already presented in Table 4 .IO,arecondensed
to an easy-to-read form in Table 4.1 1

Test #

Forward

Speed

t

2
3
4
5
6

[m/sl

1.5
2.0
1.5
2.0
1.5
1.5

Delinedstope

ACluatslope

Climb

Dive

Climb

Dive

lin20
lin20
linlO
linlO
linlO
linS

lin20
lin20
linlO
linlO
linlO
linS

I in 7.7
I in 5.9
lin6.7
tin5.0
tin6.3
tin5.6

lin5.3
lin5.6
lin5.3
lin5.0
lin4.5
lin4.8

From Table 4.11, lesl(3) and lest (5) have the same design condilions of glide path
slopeandforwardspeed.Theonlydifferencebetweenthembeinglheircyclelenglhs;
140m forlesl (3) and 60 m fortesl(5). However, lheirglidepath slopesresullingfrom

the experiments, show some disagreement between each other, particularly during
descend. It is unknown whether this disagreement resulted from the tightness of test
(5),allhough both had the same design slope and speed. Further, the values in Table

4.ltcanbeusedasaguidelinefordesigningsimilarexperimentsi n future. Within the
bounds of ex isling features of the MUNExplorer AUV, a reasonably gooddepthchanging manoeuvre that resembles closely a conventional verticalzigzagmanocuvre
can be designed,as proven from these experiments. It can be inferredfromTable4.11
that a path, if defined with a slope of I in5 or closer, can result in a decent vertical

zigzag manoeuvre, at least for the case when the vehicle is operated in lhe Deplh-by-

Description of terminologies used in Table 4.10
Some important parameters estimated from the vertical zigzag manoeuvres such as the
overshoots, effective control plane deflections, pitch angles, angleofattack, rate of
ascent and descent etc., corresponding to different phases of the manoeuvres are shown
in Table 4.10. Thetenninologiesand notations used in Table 4.10 are described in

i)

Change in depth, L1Z: is the vertical distance through which the centre of

ii)

Advance, LlX": is the horizontal distance in x-direction through which the

gravity (C.G) of the vehicle has dropped duringaclimbordive phase.

C.Gofthevehiclehastraversedas it changed its depth byl!.Z.

iii)

Time/ochangedeplh, L1t: is the time taken by the vehicle to travel through

averticaldistanceofl1Z.
iv)

Raleo/ascen//descenl:isdefinedastherateatwhichthevehiclechanges

its depth and isestimatedasl!.Zll!.t. The vertical displacement l!.Z and the
time taken for that dispiacement.6.t are estimated from the steady phase of

v)

Slope a/ascent / descent: is defined as the inclination of the vehicle

trajectoryorglidepathtothehorizontai,providedthevehicieisinasteady
ascent or descent. In other words, it is the ratio of the change in de pthtothe

change in distance (advance) .6.ZJ.6.X. This slope when expressed as an
angle is called the Glide Path Angle (GPA). GPA also works out to be lhe
sum of the angle of attack (a) and pitch angle (8) as depicted in Figure
4.76. The estimates ofGPA by these two methods are presented in the

Table. The slope of ascent/descent also gives an idea about how far ahead
should the vehicle start its dive or climb so as to reach a specified d epth
while travelling at a constant speed.
vi)

Effective P/ane dejlections tSPD and tSP: are defined as the effective single
control plane deflection representing the combined effect of the dive planes
and tail planes respectively, averaged over a period of time during which
the vehicle undergoes a steady ascent or descent

vii) Pitch (I/)andang/e oJ attack (a): are the attitudes of the vehicle averaged
over a period of time during which the vehicle undergoes a steady ascent or

Crest and Trough Phase
viii) Leve/j1ightsegment: is the distance travelled by the vehicie at the crest or

trough in a nearly horizontal line between a dive and a climb. This
happened asa result of large cycle lengths and was significant inth efirst

ix)

Mean depth at the crest, Zc or trough, Z,: is the depth at the crest 0 rtrough

averaged over a period of time for which the vehicle travels in a level
flight

x)

Maximum overshoot depth, Znuu: is the maximum depth to which the

vehicle overshoots at the crest or trough before it stabilizes to the mean
depth,Z,orZ,

xi)

Overshoot: is estimated as the distance from the mean depth at crest or

troughtothemaximumovershootdepth.lnotherwords.itisthedifference
between Z.=and Z,(orZ,)

period of time during which the dive planes in particular are

deflection,theeffectivediveplanedeflectionoPDandthe
deflection oP have opposite sense.

From tests (I) and (2), at speeds of 1.5 and 2.0 mis, the
deflections oPo for the climb are almost the same (- 24") while

observed increase in effective tail planedeflectionOP.

during the level-night at the crest and trough. This isabout-1.5'atl.5rn1sspeedand
is almost level (0') at 2.0 rnIsspeed. The cOITesponding dive plane denections8Po are
O'and-3'respectivelyat 1.5 and 2.0 m/s speeds while the tail plane denections 8P are
3.3° and 1.8° respectively. In other words, it is the positive deflections ofthetailplanes

thatholdthevehicleatapitchattitudeof-1.5'at1.5m/sspeedwhileitistheelTortof
both tail and dive planes that holds the vehicle at a perfectly level attitudeat2.0rnls
speed

The rate of ascent and descent of the vehicle at both speeds during th edepth-changing
manoeuvres is examined here. This is critical in understanding how far ahead should a
vehicle start its dive orclirnb in order to reach a specified waypointat accrtaindepth

whilemovingaheadataparticularspeed

Atspeedsofl.5m/s,itwasfoundthattherateofdescentwasgreatert han the rate of

ascent. Since the AUV is generally designed to be slightly positively buoyant, one
wouldnormallyexpectthebuoyantforcetoactinfavouroftheclim bing motion of the

vehicle and hence a higher rate of ascent. However, the opposite was observed from
missionsatspeedsofl.5mJs. The answer to this discrepancy lies in the pitch attitude

(9) of the vehicle during ascent and descent. Duringadive,thevehiciemaintaineda

larger pitch angle than that during a climb. The maximum pitch angle during dive was
found to be around - 6° while that during a climb was approximately 1.5°. As a result,

during a climb,naturally the vehicle experiences an increaseddrag owing to its nearly
level attitude compared to its attitude of-6° during a dive. This explains lhe reason for

the slower rate of climb than dive. This may also explain why an overshoot was
observed only at the trough for all speeds while it was observed at the crest only for
the higher speed cases.

Atspeedsof2.0 m/s, the rate of ascent was equal to the rate ofdescent.Thisisbecause
the pitch attitude of the vehicle during both ascent and descentrnoreorelesswereof

4.5.4 Vehicle Speed and Propeller RPM
The vehicle speed and propeller RPM corresponding to each of the depth changing
manoeuvres are shown in figures 4.81 through 4.83. The first pane in each figure
shows the depth profile or trajectory of the vehicle while in the second pane the
forward speed and corresponding propeller rpm are plotted

It is seen from the figures 4.81 and 4.82 that throughout an entire manoeuvre, the
vehicle maintained roughly a constant forward speed; equivalent to the command
speed. However, in every case, the propeller rpm hadvariationsatregions of dives and
climbs. This indicates that the propeller had to generate some addi tional thrust so as to
maintain a constant command speed in those regions. Further, this increase in propeller
rpm was predominant at the beginning of dives rather than at the begi nningofclimbs.
An underwater vehicle manoeuvring in a vertical plane has to overcome the buoyant
force in order to push itself down and hence needs some extra thrust. This generation
of extra thrust resulted in the observed increase in propeller rpm du ring a dive.
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1Although the propeller generated an increased thrust at regionsofd escent,the
increased thrust was not responsible for the higher rate of deseentobserved,discussed

in earlier section. This is because the vehicle maintained aconsta ntspeedthroughout
regardless of the propeller rpm. Hence, the only factor, which contributed to the
observed increase in rate of descent, was the pitch attitude of the vehicle d uringthe

4.5.5 Phase-Plane Plots of Rate ofascentJdescent and Angle of Attack
with Control Plane Dellection
The following subsection shows the variation of some of the parameters such as the
rate of ascent ordescent(Z), angle-of-attack(a), heave velocity (w) etc., with control
plane deflection (BP o)
(i)

Rate ofascent and descent versus control plane deflection

The denection of the control planes is what facilitates the ascent or descent of the
vehicle. The rate at which this ascent and descent occurs isdependent on the forward
speed of the vehicle. The following figures show the rate of ascent and descent

produced by dive plane denections corresponding to different speeds. Only dive plane
denections are taken into consideration as they are the ones. which predominantly

innuence the depth change.
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Figures 4.84 and 4.85 show the phase-plane plots of the rateofchangeofdepth(i)
of the vehicle with respect to dive plane deflection oPo, at different speeds and

trajectories. Each figure shows the responses from the vehicle to two different speeds:
1.5 and 2.0 mis, while following the same trajectory. Figure 4.84 shows the vehicle's
response when following the trajectory with amplitude 1.5 m at 1.5 and 2.0 m/s and
Figure 4.85 shows the same when following the trajectory with amplitude 3.0 m
Hence, any difference observed between the two curves in each figure is expected to

be caused by the change in speed.
From figures 4.84 and 4.85, the response of the vehicle looks very sim ilar regardless of
the trajectory. Thismakessense,asthefactorsthataffectZ the most are the forward
speed Vand the dive plane deflection, oPo. The amplitude or consequentlythe slope of
the path does not have much influence in these cases.

At speeds of 1.5 mIs, it is observed that the loops corresponding to dives are larger
than the loops corresponding to climbs while at 2.0 m/s these two

100 pshaveroughly

was the same when the vehicle followed the trajectories at 2 m/s speed. This explains
the observed similarity in size between the loops at 2 mJsspeed. Ontheo therhand,at
1.5 mis speeds, the rate of descent was found to be greater than the rate of ascent.

Consequently, in the figures the loops corresponding to dives arelarger.Thereasonfor
this discrepancy was primarily attributed to the pitch attitude of the vehicle during the
dive (-6.2") compared to the pitch attitude during climb (0.8") whereby the vehicle
maintained a nearly level attitude. making it difficult to climb. In all the above cases.

the loops converge at the origin and clusters of data points can be seen at the origin
and at regions of maximum dive plane deflections. To i11ustrateth ispoint,considerthe
figures4.86aand4.86b.

Figure 4.86a and 4.86b are simply a replication·ofthe Figure 4.85 in which one
complete cycle, containing a dive and a climb phase, pertaining to 1.5 m/s speed (test
#3) and another pertaining to 2.0 m/s (test #4) respectively, are extracted and plotted

with time-markers on it to show the dive plane deflections and corresponding

t

at

Figure 4.86 shows the sequence in which the operation of dive planes and the
corresponding depth-changes happen at each speed. Figure 4.86a correspondstoa
portion of the time series from test #3 (Zo 3, Lc140&U 1.5 m/s) consisting of one
complete cycle. This cycle can be identified as the region betweenth etime-series 184
sand257s in the first subplot of Figure 4.74b. Figure4.86b,ontheotherhand,shows
one complete cycle from test #4 (Zo3,Lc 140&U2.0m/s)andcanbeidentifiedas
the region between time-series 110sand 180s in the first subplot of Figure4.75b.

In the figures 4.86a and 4.86b,the sequence of operations starts with the deflection of
dive planes to their maximum angles. This happens at a rapid rate taking only about
1.5 seconds in all cases and is denoted by the sparsely spaced data po ints on the plot
along the horizontal axis. This deflection initiates a depth change, the rate of which

shoots up to its maximum value in a few seconds. The vehicle maintains this
maximum deflection and maximum rate of ascent/descent for a certain period of time,
represented by the cluster of data points at the comers, after which the dive planes
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retract to zero deflection or neutral position. In both figures, there are three regions
where there isa clustering of data points: one at the origin whereth eloopsconverge
and the other two on the diagonally opposite comers of the loops. Thecl uster at the

origin indicates the time when the plane deflections are zero and consequently the
vehicle neither dives nor climbs but would 'fly' level. This corresponds to the region

ofthetrajectoryatthecrestortroughwherethelevel-flightsegmen ts are present. The
clusters at the diagonally opposite corners of the plot correspond to regions of steady

dive and climb when the dive planes are deflected to their maximum angle and held in
place such that the vehicle continues to dive or climb at a constant rate.

From all the above cases, as the dive planes were deflected to their maximum
allowable angles, the factor which affected the rate of ascent or descent, was mostly
the forward speed of the vehicle. The higher the speed the largertherate of ascent or

descent. The effect of the slope of path or the tightness of path was not seen as an
influencingfactorinalltheabovecases.lnordertoinvestigatethe effect of tightness
of path on the rate of ascent or descent, the responses from tests (5) and (6) which had
a shorter cycle length are considered

Figure 4.87 shows the rate of change of depth oflhe vehicle while following two
defined paths having the same cycle length (60 m) but different amplitudes (1.5 m &
3.0m),ata forward speed of 1.5 mls. The response of the vehicletothepathhavingan
amplitude of 1.5 m (test #5) is very similar in pattem to that of the pre viousfourtests

where there are two diagonally opposite loops converging at the origin; the loop
corresponding to the dive phase being larger than the loopcorresponding to the climb
phase. However, the density of the cluster of data points at the origin, representing the
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defined depth. The clusters of data present at the comers indicate that the inclined path
defined was long such that the vehicle remained ina state of stead y-diveorclimbfora

certain period of time. This implies that a conventional zigzag can be designed by
making certain adjustments or modifications to the size ors!ope ofth einclinedpath.

Consequently, the parameters of interest during a depth~changing manoeuvre such as
overshootdepth,pitchangle,timetocorrecttheattitudeetccanbestudied

Pitch angle (8) versus dive plane deflection (OPa)

The pilch angle (8) is the angle which the longiludinal axis of the vehicle makes wilh
the horizontal. The phase-plane plots showing the variation of this parameter, B,with

diveplanedeflection,oPo,attwodifTerentspeedsarepresentedinfigures4.88,4.89
and 4.90. Figure 4.88 shows the results from test (I) and (2) when thc vehicle fo lIows
the trajectory with amplitude of 1.5 m, at two different speeds. Similarly, Figure 4.88
shows the results from lest (3) and (4), when the vehicle follows the trajectory with

amplitudeof3.0m,attwodifferentspeeds.

The phase-plane plots of pitch angle also shows that, at speeds of 1.5 mls,the loops

corresponding to climbs are smaller than the loops corresponding to dives. The
maximum pitch angle during climb was 1.5° while during dive the maximum pilCh
angle was-6.0o. The nearly level attitude (1.5") of the vehicleduringclimbinducesa
large angle-of-attack (a) on the vehicle which in tum increases the drag experienced

bythevehicle.Consequently,theincreaseddraginhibitstherate of ascent during a
climb. Furthcr,thecentralclusteringofdatadenotingtheneutralpositionofthedive

planes during level-flight, from where the planes are deflected to their maximum
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When the cycle length of the defined path was reduced to 60 m, as inthe case with test
(5) and (6),the resulting phase-plane plots had some difTerence initspatternasshown
in Figure 4.90. The result from test (5) had two loops with the loop corresponding to
climb being smaller than that for the dive.

The result from test (6) had only a single large loop where the dive plane denections

oscillated between the maximum positive and maximum negative deflection angles
without stopping at zero deflection or the neutrai position. Asdepicted in Figure 4.76,
a positive value of Bindicates that the vehicle is in a state ofascent and a negative
value of Bindicates the opposite. Since both runs were performed atl.5m/sspeed,the

maximum pitch angle attained by the vehicle was same in both cases except that in the
latter case, when following a tighl defined path, the planes oscillaleddirectlybetween

their maximum positive and negative values without having to stop at the neutral
posilion. Figure 4.90 shows lhat the vehicle has a larger pitch angle duringdescent(6") than during ascent (1.5"). Consequently, the nowapproacheslhevehicleala low
angle-of-attack during the dive and the drag forcegeneraled is Iess.Thisenabledlhe
vehicle to dive faster than itclimbed,asexplained earlier. Theasymmetry in the pitch
angle during dive and climb is reflected in the figure where the loop as a whole is
shifted off the x-axis to the negative pitch angle region

AngleoJo/lock(~verslisheovevelocity(IV)

Theangleofattack,aisclearlyafunctionoftheheavevelocitywas it is derived from
the relation: a = tan'\ (w/u) and if a general relationship between the two be
established,the value of one can be roughly arrived at knowing the other. Figure 4.91
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The forward speed, V,combinedwiththediveplanedeflection,oPD,iswhatgenerated
the heave motions in MUNExplorer AUV for all tests discussed above. Therefore,if
one knows what heave velocity can be expected from a particular combination of
forward speed and dive plane deflection, the resulting angle ofattackcanbeestimated
from the above equation (4.20). This can be compared against results from simulations
in vertical plane for the purpose of validation. Further, rough esti mates of drag and lift
on the vehicle can also be estimated from the knowledge of angle ofallack of the

4.5.6 Summary of Vertical Zigzags
The following are some of the key observations inferred from the vertical zigzag
manoeuvres using MUN Explorer AUV. The vertical zigzag manoeuvres were
designed and executed within a band of depth ranging from 4 m to 10 m thus allowing
thevehicleamaximumdepthexcursionof6m
a.

From the vertical zigzags, it was observed that the vehicle produced small

because the vehicle utilized the dive planes for much of the depth-changing
manoeuvres as the controller was set to act in the Depth-by-Heave mode. This
indicates that while operating an AUV in regions of shallow water and at times
when it is manoeuvring closer to the seabed, this mode would be the most
preferable mode.
b.

Even though the task verbs target and lineJollow are used to plan vertical
zigzag missions, it is not these commands which detennillc the path of the

vehicle in a vertical plane. In other words, the vehiclecontrollerdecouples
vertical control from horizontal control which results in the dept hcontroller(z)
working independently of the geographic control (x,y).Thisis the reason why

the vehicle achieved the commanded depth much before it reached the
waypointatthatlevel in the initial five tests.
c.

The rate of dive was faster than the rate of climb although theoppos itewould
have been expected,since net positive buoyancy should work in Fa vouroFthe
ascending motion oFthe vehicle. This was explained from the pitchattitudesof
the vehicle during the climb and dive. During climb the vehicle had a near zero

pitch attitude compared to its pitch attitude during dive. The angle of attack
also helps explain this. During the dive, the flowapproachesthevehicleata
smaller angle of attack than during the climb. Consequently, the drag
experienced by the vehicle is less during a dive than when the vehicle climbs

d.

At speeds of 1.5 mis, and when the vehicle is operated in the Deplh-by-Heave
mode, the vehicle can climb roughlyata rate of 0.25 m/sand dive at a rate of
0.3 m/s while at speeds of2.0 mis, the vehicle dives and climbs roughlyatlhe

same rate of 0.4 m/s. Since dive planes were deflected to their maximum
allowable angles in all cases, the only factor controlled the rate is the Forward
speedVofthevehicle.
e.

At speeds of 1.5 mIs, the vehicle attains a pitch angle of 1.5° during the climb
and about-fJ° during the dive. where as at speedsof2.0 m/s, the pitc hangle

during dive and climb is almost the same about 4°. This is true only forthecase
when the vehicle is operated in the Depth-by-Heave mode.
f.

Further, the infonnation obtained from these trials can be used as a guideline
for designing experiments of similar nature in future should a need arise in
vehicle dynamics study -

perhaps when there is a change in vehicle

configuration or when other appendages are added

4.6

Helix Manoeuvring Data Analysis

The manoeuvres described in the previous sections were all planar manoeuvres; that
is, all of the manoeuvres discussed earlier happened in a 2-D plane; either vertical or
horizontal. Those types of manoeuvres need not necessarilyexciteallsixdegrees-offreedom (OOF) of motion: surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch and yaw. Therefore, it was
necessary to perform a test that would excite all six degrees-of-freedom of motion.
Hence, a special mission in 3-D space had to be designed so as toach ievethis goal. A
turn in the horizontal plane, such as a turning circle, would excite surge,swayand
yaw motions in particular and roll motion to a certain degree, depending on the
tightness of tum. A depth-changing manoeuvre, on the other hand ,would excite heave
and pitch motions of the vehicle. Combining the above two conditions in a single
mission would possibly result in a 3D manoeuvre that would excite all 6 OOF. In
essence, it was intended that a mission be designed such that the vehicle should dive
at a constant rate as it turned around in circles. The resuiting trajectory would then
have the shapeofa helix. Experiments of such 3D manoeuvres are few in literature
and validations of vehicle model against such 3D manoeuvres are rare. Therefore,a
helix manoeuvre was expected to provide some experimental data for testing the
validity of a vehicle dynamics model when it is subjected to 6 OOF motions

mathematical terms, is described as a three dimensional curve, turning about an axis on
the surfaceofa cylinder (or cone) while risingata constant upward angle from the
base. A different but simple way of describing it would be a circle whose start and end
points do not meet on the same plane; thus the start and end points havedifferentz-
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From Figure 4.94, it is evident that the vehicle performed turns between depths 3 m
and 9

01,

in each phase, at intervals of 1.5 m. The last tum at 9 m depth is common to

both phases and hence the entire mission consisted ofatotal ofninetums.Thisciearly
indicates that the depth interval between circles was short for the designed mission
This is one key reason for not achieving the expected helix trajectory.Moreover,the
radius cftum at each level was estimated to be around 26.0
than the commanded radius of 15.0

Ol.

01,

which was much larger

This scenario was seen in the case oftuming

circles discussed in Section 4.3 as well,where the actual radius oftum was larger than
the commanded radius in all tests. However, the helix manoeuvre when projected to
the XY-plane or as viewed from top resembles a perfect turning circle manoeuvre, as
seen in Figure 4.95. This indicates that the circles at different Ievels had their centres
along the same vertical axis as intended and the vehicle maintained a constant radius at
each level although the radius of turn was larger than desired. The perfect overlap
between circles at different level shows the vehicle's robustnav igational ability. The
total time taken by the vehicle to finish one complete revolution was estimated to be
around 108 seconds. Figure 4.95 also shows that the region of dive and climbbetween
every level, where six DOF motions are likely to be present, accounts to only a
fraction(II7~)ofthistotaltimeofabout 15to 16 seconds. In essence, the larger than

and-tum segment look even shorter and posed the major hindrance to perfonninga
successful helix mission. Nevertheless, the dive-and-tum segment of this manoeuvre is
of use for the purpose of studying the vehicle dynamics during motionsin3Dspace.
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RPM while that during a climb peaking to about 180 RPM. This scenario was the same
as observed in the case of depth·changing manoeuvres discussed inSeclion4.5,where
the propeller had to generate some extra thrust in order to overcome the buoyant force
and push the vehicle down, while maintaining roughly a constant forward speed

throughout.

Translational and Angular Motions of the Vehicle
The translational components of the velocity

ii,

v and w during the tum and dive

motions during the helix manoeuvre are shown in Figure 4.97. The surge velocity u
measured is almost equal to the command speed or resultant velocity of the vehicle
(1.5 m/s) even during the tum except for the slight disturbance observed from the
mean value at regions of dive or climb. No loss·of·speedthat is normally expected
during a tum was noticed and this is because the propeller RPM wasadj ustedtokeep
the speed constant as seen in Figure 4.96. The sway velocity v shows an oscillatory
pattem about a mean valueofaround-O.lS mls. The heave velocity w, has a mean
value of-0.04 mls throughout the manoeuvre except at regions of dive and climb
where it shoots up by an amount of 0.2 rnIs to either side of the mean value.

The angular displacements of the vehicle during the manoeuvreareshown in Figure
4.98. In the plot, the flat portion of the curve indicate the steady tuming phase at each
depth level while the spikes indicate the regionsofdive-and-tum The pitch attitude of
the vehicle was seen to be-I.SOthroughout. This means that the veh iclemaintaineda
slightly nose-down attitude throughout the entire manoeuvreexcept at regions of diveand-tum where the pitch angle dropped from-I.Sodownto-fJ°duringadiveand it
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increasedto3.5°duringaclimb.ltisthisinherentnose-downattitude «(J=-1.5°) that
caused the negative heave velocity (w=-O.04 m/s)observed in Figure4.97.Figure
4.96 also shows that the roll motion of the vehicle was negligible duringallthosedives

The translational and angular motions of the vehicle observed here are consistent with
the responses of the vehicle observed in similar scenarios earlier. For instance, from
the turning circle manoeuvres, described in Section 4.3, it was observed that the
vehicle neither rolled nor suffered a loss of speed while negotiating the turns; both
being typical ofa turning vehicle. In almost every case when the vehicle was operating
ata forward speed of 1.5 mis, there was an inherentnose-downattitudeof-l.5°to2.0° attained by the vehicle.

The roll, pitch and yaw rates (p,q. r) of the vehicle during the manoeuvre are shown in
Figure 4.99. The roll ratep is negligible. The pitch rate qalso is ins ignificanthavinga
mean of zero except at regions of dive-and-turn where it shows some disturbance from
the mean value. The yaw rate, r, has a wavy pattern as it oscillates between 2.5°/s and
4.00 /s while also having a slight disturbance noticeable atregions corresponding to the
dive-and-tum segments. An average yaw rate of 3.3°/s was roughly estimated for one
complete revolution

Figures 4.97 and 4.98 in combination, shows the six different DOF that were expected
to be excited by perfonning a helix manoeuvre. However, the response of the vehicle
shows that only certain regions, which constituted only a fraction of the entire

defi«'ion,. 5,.1), and th<ir combincd crr"'t liP", It i.cvident from the fig........t'he
di.'c plan«""' ...gagtd ""Iydu,ingth<,jin.and.tum pIwc and for ,he mn.il'ldefof
th< mi.. ion, they"", 001 used at .11. At tile di,'.~ ...um scgmmt,lhc di... pl...... r<
...gogtdforaboutIOO<>c<>rl<b,1hccrrc<'i.. 'ingl.<OI1trolpl..... defiW;".,

third pane. In the downward spiral phase, 8Po angles are negative initiating a dive
while in the upward spiral phase 8Povalues are all positive initiating a climb.

The individual tail plane deflections 0" 04, 0, and 8,; and their combined effect in
producing pitch (Op) and yaw (OY) motions are shown in Figure 4.10 I. The port upper
(0,) and lower (0,) control plane deflections are shown in the firs t pane ofFigure4.l01
while the starboard upper (0,) and lower (8,;) control plane deflections are shown in the
second pane. The effective single control plane deflections representingtheir
combined effect in producing pitch (OP) and yaw(oY) are shown in the third pane.

The effective tail plane deflection in producing pitch, 8P, has an average value of3.2°
that remained steady during much of the mission except at region sofdive-and-tum

where a peak value of about 7.5° was observed in the downward spiral phase and a
negative highofabout-3.3° in the upward spiral phase. What makes oPchange its
peak values from 7.5° in the downward spiral to-3.3° in the upward spiral can be seen

from Figure 4.101 asa result of the change in configuration of the four tail plane
deflections. A positive valueof8P indicates that such a configuration of tail planes
tend to pitch the nose up. Therefore, a positive value of8P (7.5°) a tregionsofdive

indicates that the tail planes were merely holding the vehicle from excessive nosedown attitude during the dives; because the dive planes were prim arilyresponsiblefor
the depth-change. During the tums when the dive plane deflection 8Po remainedzero,
the tail planes maintained an average 8P valueof3.2° in an effort to hold the nose up.

Despite this effort by the tail planes, the vehicle still had a nose-down attitude of
approximately-l.5°during the tum, as seen in Figure 4.98.

The tail planes, in addition to providing a vertical forcetopitcht he nose up are also
engaged in generating a horizontal force that would produce a yaw motion. The
effective tail plane deflection in producing yaw. BY. shown inthethirdpaneofFigure
4.IOI,iswhatmakesthevehicletumaroundincircies. Thus, the tail planes perform
two functions at the same time. A positive value of BY indicates that it tends to tum the
vehicle to the starboard side and a vehicle undergoing a steady tum is expected to hold
the control planes at fixed angles. However, the effective single control plane
deflection BY in producing yaw have a periodic change with its values oscillating
between 4° and 7° showing distinct crest and trough. This indicates that the planes
were not held at constant deflection angles but were fluttering. Thisisexactlywhatwe
observe with the time-series of individual control plane deflections shown in Figure
4.101. However, note that only the value of BY changes with time while the same
configuration of the tail planes does not produce any appreciable change in BP.except
at regions of dive and climb. So the planes must have oscillated in such a manner that
oPremainedconstant.Consequently,thisperiodicchangeinoYmay very well be the
reason for the observed oscillations in sway velocity. v (see Figure 4.97) and yaw rate,
r(seeFigure4.99).ThesmoothperiodicnatureofoYisdisruptedonlyatinstancesof
dive and climb where spikes are present in conjunction with the peakvaluesofoP.
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manoeuvre and be chiefly responsible for producing the starboard tum. However, the
pair of planes steering the vehicle during the dive and climbsegme ntofthetumsseem

tobedifferent.ln the downward spiral phase, when the dive planes are engaged to
descend the vehicle, planes 3 and 6 are deflected further to produce the turn as well as
to produce a positive oP to pitch the nose up. NotethatthediveplanedeflectionoP D
was chiefly responsible for dive and climb and the tail plane deflectionoP helps to

hold the nose up. However, in the upward spiral phase, when the dive planes are
engaged in ascending the vehicle, planes 3 and 6retractcloserto neutral position in an

attempt to hold down the nose from excessive pitch angle. During this time, it was the
other pair of planes 4 and 5 that were chiefly engaged in steering the vehicle to
continue in a starboard tum. The fact that the combination of planes 4 and 5 could
produce a starboard tum of exactly the same radius as the combination of planes 3 and

6indicatesthatdifferentcombinationofplaneanglescanprodu ce the same etTect.
It is possible to explain this phenomenon with the help of the expression used to

describe the factors oY and oP. If we consider the effect of planes 3 and 6 only while
ignoring the effects of4 and 5 (0, =

0, =0), the equations' foroP and oY will be

reduced to the following expressions:

oP"=(o,;o,)=Oy,,

(4.21)

where oP3,6and OY3,6 indicates the effective single control pia nedeflectionconsidering
planes 3 and 6 only. This relation implies that the pitching moment produced by the

1

See Equations (4.1) &(4.2) on page 93

deflection of the diagonally opposite planes 3 and 6 is equal to the yawing moment
produced by the same combination. Also, note that both are positi ve,whichmeans,a

combination that produces positive pitch moment (nose-up) will produce a positive
yaw moment (starboard tum) and vice versa.

Similarly, if we consider the effect of planes 4 and 5 separately, ignoringtheeffectsof
planes 3 and 6, the same original equations for

I5P and I5Y will

be reduced to the

following expressions:

I5P•.,=(I5,;I5,) and I5f,.,=(-\+I5,)

(4.22)

In other words, the pitching moment produced by the combination of planes 4 and 5
will be equal in magnitude but opposite in sign to the yawing momen tproducedbythe

same combination. This means that a combination that produces a positive yaw
moment (starboard tum) will also produce a negative pitch moment (nose-down) and
vice versa. In the upward spiral phase, when the vehicle was ascending, the role of tail
planes, apart from turning the vehicletothestarboardside,wastohold down the nose
from excessive positive pitch angle. Hence, the

oP

should be negative. From the

expressionforOP3,6itisevidentthatacombinationofplanes3a nd 6 which produce
negative pitch moment would also produce a negative yaw moment which means that

the vehicle has to tum to the port side. Since this is not the case with the upward spiral
of helix manoeuvre where the vehicle continued its starboard tum, the only option is to
use the planes 4 and 5 to produce a positive

oY

and at the same time produce a

plan<su=ldunngthc:di.'condclimbsegmenl5ofthehelixmo".,.uvre
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The pitch attitude of the vehicle during the entire manoeuvre with respect to control
plane deflections is shown in Figure 4.105. Since the tail planes are also involved in
helping the vehicle maintain a certain pitch attitude, when the dive planes are engaged
in diving or climbing the vehicle, a3Dpiot is made showing the variation of pitch
angle (e) against both effective dive plane (oP D) and effectivetailplanedeflections
(oP)

The maximum pitch angle attained by the vehicle during the dive segment was -60
This was similar to the pitch attitude attained by the vehicle during verticalzigzagsata
forward speed of 1.5 mis, discussed in Seclion 4.5. However, the pitch attitude of the
vehicle during climb (3j, in the case of helix manoeuvre, is somewhat larger that that
in the case of vertical zigzags, which was estimated to be around 1.5°. During the
vcrtical zigzag manoeuvres, all the tail planes were solely engagedinassistingwiththe
pitch attitude of the vehicle, but in the Case ofhclix, the tail pianesdohavean
additional role of turning the vehicle as well. This extra job of producing the tUnl
while countering excessive pitch produced the observed difference in pitch angle

The radial force necessary to produce a turn is generated by holding the hull at an
angle relative to the flow. This is known as the sideslipangleorthe drift anglep. The
drift angle pand the angle of attack, a; arc angles usually used to express the
orientation of the vehicle, which in tum is specified by the veloci tycomponents[u, v,

w], derived as shown in Section 4.1.2.2. SNAME (1950) defines drift angle as the
angle to the principal plane of symmetry from the velocity ofthc origin of the body

"'~_."I..,p./I_.·_·"PiFI·'daaoy.··"""··
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The variation of drift angle pwith non-dimensionalised sway velocity, v' is also shown
inthesecondpaneofFigure4.I06.TheswayvelocitY,visnon-dimensionalisedusing
the relation vN, where Vis the forward speed of the vehicle. A trend is clearly visible
from the plot although there is some scatter. The expression for the linear fit is given

P~--4lv'+I.4

(4.23)

The above expression (4.23) fordriftanglep,denotedasa function of non-

dimensional sway velocity, v' comprises the data from the entire helix manoeuvre.
This expression is somewhat different from a similar expression (4.19 on pg. 92)
derived for drift angle from the horizontal zigzag manoeuvres disc ussedinSection4.4
The expression (4.19) can be rearranged to have the fonnofexpression (4.23) as'

p~-58.8v'

(4.24)

The expression (4.24) from horizontal zigzags implies that the drift angle Pis zero
when the sway velocity, viszero. However, this is not the case with the expression
(4.23) which implies that when the sway velocity, viszero;there is still a residual drift

angle,pofl.4°.Thisdiscrepancymaybeduetothelargescatterint he data as the drift
angle oscillates with considerable amplitude about a mean value as seen in Figure
4.106. Further, it should be noted that the helix manoeuvre consistsofthreedifferent
segments in conjunction. That is, itconsistsofadive-and-tum segment, a steady-tum

segment and a climb-and-tum segment. If the drift angles of these three segments are
separated and analyzed,the causes for the discrepancy can be further investigated. The

..gmon"'l'¢as follow<:

Di,'.·and·tumsogmonts:
Chmb-and-lUm ..s,n..,.

.......

f1~-2(,..'+l,1

1l~-21v'.l.6

-...,-.,..0'
1I7Y......,.O(dn~""""'.6~·-:..-::.=.:~-.y,·_"Y.·

(~,25b)

(4.25<)

....__..

The expressions in (4.25) indicate that there clearly exist a differenceindriftangle
between the steady tum segments and the dive and climb segments. The coupling
between thetum-and-dive motions present in dive and climb segments of the helix
manoeuvre is what brings about the difference in these expressions.ltisreasonedthat
the fluctuation in drift angle brought about by the periodic variat ion in tail plane
deflections is what creates the large scatter of data.

Type or
de

20.8

161.5

-1.8
3.3

21.5

-1.8
-1.4
2.3

The parameters obtained from the arc of the circle or the steady tum segments of the
helix manoeuvre are compared with corresponding parameters obtained from a similar
or close to similar steady tum or turning circle experiments, describedinSection4.3
Some afthese parameters are presented in Table 4.12.

Table 4.12 shows the mean value of some parameters such as the radius afturn,
propeller rpm, yaw rate, pitch angle, angle of attack anddriftangleobtainedfromthe
turning circle manoeuvres with command radii of 14 m and 16 m. The results are
compared with the same set of parameters estimated from the steady turning portion of
the helix manoeuvre having a command radius of turn of 15 m. There is some
discrepancy in the results from both cases, particularly in the response of the vehicle to
the command radius and the drift angle. Since both are functions of tail plane
deflections, it may be reasoned that the fluctuations in the tail pianedeflectionscaused

the discrepancy in the results. These fluctuations in tail plane deflections were
describedasnecessarytomaintainaconstantoPvalue,whichintumwasresponsible
for holding the vehicle at a particular pitch attitude.

The angle of attack, ais another parameter used for specifying the orientation of the
vehicle. It de tines the angle at which the flow approaches the vehicle with respectto
the longitudinal axis of the vehicle and is predominant during the ascent and descent of
the vehicle in a helix manoeuvre. The variation of this parameter with the heave
velocity, W', is shown in Figure 4.108

The plot shows that there exist a perfect linear relationship between the angle of attack,
aandthe nondimensional heave velocity, w'. The expression for the linear tit is as

(4.26)

The expression (4.26) is in exact agreement with the result obtained from vertical
zigzag tests (4.20) shown in Figure 4. 91. The dive planes were solelyinstrumentalin
producing the depth change in both cases. Consequently, it isinferred that the heave
velocity,w is completely detennined by the forward speed and dive plane deflections

also, the vehicle was operated in the Deplh-by-Heave mode.

4.6.3
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fewverticalzigzagmanoeuvreswerealreadypublishedinlssacelal(2010). The key

a.

One of the drawbacks with the designed mission was that the intervals between

by dives (or climbs) instead of diving while turning simultaneously.Asitwas
found with the case oftuming circles, the actual radiusoftum was la rger(26.0
m) than the commanded radius of tum (15 m)

b.

The vehicle used predominantly the dive planes to change the depthas it was

found with the depth-changing manoeuvres. This is because the vehicle was
operating in the Depth-by-Heave mode.

c. Thecombineddive-and-tumsegmentofthemanoeuvretookonlyafraction of
the total time it took for the vehicle to finish one complete revolut ion. This can
be increased by increasing the depth interval between the circles

d.

The vehicle does not experience any loss of speed or roll angle during the tum
as it was observed in the case with turning circle manoeuvres

e.

By increasing the depth interval berween circles and reducing the radius of
turns, a helix manoeuvre of desired characteristics can be designed while

following the exact same procedure.

4.7

Conclusions

The following are some of the key observations and conclusionsregardingthegeneral
performance of the vehicle drawn from the open water manoeuvringtrials conducted
using the MUN Explorer AUV. As mentioned in the beginning, the main purpose of

these experiments were to acquire some real vehicle response data from different
manoeuvring scenarios such that it can be used to validate the motion responses from
a hydrodynamic motion simulation model developed based on theeornponentbuildup method. Consequently, a comprehensive set of experiments were planned and
executed, which to the best of the author's knowledge were never reported
comprehensively in the public domain for any of the seven Explorer class AUVsin
operation today. The experiments also fanned a database for understanding the
inherent behaviour of the vehicle and provided valuable information on what remedial
measures to be made in future. Some of the manoeuvres that were performed as a part
of the open-water trials included straight-line tests oracceleration/decelerationtcsts.
turningcirclcs. horizontal zigzags. vertical zigzags or depth-changingmanocuvresand

The straight-line tests or the acceleration-deceleration tests were perfonned by
running the vehicle in a straight line consisting of four equal segments. each spanning
100 m long. The vehicle was commanded to travel each segment at a particular speed.
In the upward leg of the run. the vehicle started from a speed of 2.5 mls and
decelerated in steps of 0.5 m/sto a speed of 1 m/s with which it travelled the last
segment of the line. This fonned the deceleration phase of the run. Upon reaching the

endoftheline,ittumedaroundandstartsfromthelastsegmentataspeedofl mls
and accelerates in steps of 0.5 m/s at each segment, reaching a maximum of2.5 mls
by the time it reaches the start point of the first segment. This test was repeated
making ita replication of the first.

The propeller rpm for the same speed during the acceleration and deceleration phase
was found to be different, the difference being predominant at slower speeds
indicating the presence of currents. The results showed that there existed an in-line
currentofO.2m/sin the southward direction. The time toaccelerate(decelerate) from
one speed to another and the distance traveled by the AUV during this transition was
also estimated. Further, the stopping distance of the vehicle from an optimum
operational speed was also roughly estimated. From the steady-state portion of the
manoeuvre, where the speeds remained constant, a relationshipbetweenthrustversus
forward speed was established, which in turn was used to develop a simple thruster
model for the hydrodynamic simulation model. It was observed that slower speed
required larger dive plane deflections in order to maintain level flight at constant
forward speed. The straight-line tests also demonstrated the ability of the vehicle to
follow a predefined path with minimum drift.

A set of22 turning circle manoeuvres were performed using the MUN Explorer AUV
at different speeds of I, 1.5 and 2 m/sand this again provided some insight into the
steady-state behaviour of the vehicle during a turn. The analysi s and observations
from these sets were reported in detail. Only a small subset of the setoftestsplanned
at2 rnlsspeed could be completed. The conventional wayofperformingatuming
mission,usingforwardspeedandrudderdetlectionastheinput,wasnotpossiblewith

MUN Explorer AUV. This was because the operator had no direct control over setting
the rudder deflection, as this feature was not built-in to theMUNExplorer during the
time of test. Hence, the alternative was to use forward speed and radius 0 fturnasthe
input variables.

TheactualradiusofturnRa,estimatedfromthedata,inalltests,werelargerthanthe
commanded radius,

Re.

The speed of the vehicle in the steady tum portion was

observed to be equivalent to the command speed in all cases and this happenedwithout
any considerable change in the propeller rpm. Theorelically, it is not possi ble to have
the same speed during a tum as that for a straight course without actually changingthe
propeller rpm. Nevertheless, this pattern was consistent with all the tests. The
magnitude of the speed loss in a tum is largely a function oflhe tightness of the
turning circle. It is reasoned that since the radii of turns were large with a

diameter~tow

Jenglh (D/L) ratio of JO and more, the eSlimated drift angle experiencedbythcAUV
generates drag not much different from that during a straight course although the exact
reason for this behaviour is unknown. As a recommendation, during future
experiments, it would be more appropriate to use constant propeller rpm rather than
constant speed as the control inpulsuch that any change in speed duringa tum or dive
could be closely estimated. The vehicleex.hibited negligible roll motionsevenduring
the tum. Thus, the ability of the control system to maintain a command speed through
out the tum with negligible roll ensures consistent sampling of data during a mission.
As in the case with straight-line tests. the vehicle exhibited a largenose-downanitude

at slow speed while it was much less

al

higher spccds. This is an essentialqualityofa

sensorplatfonn. Finally, the infonnation such as the rudder angle Sandforwardspeed

V estimated from the turning circle mission would form the inputs for the
hydrodynamic motion simulation model

Zigzagmanoeuvres,unlikestraight-linetestsandtumingcircles,are characteristics of
unsteady manoeuvres. Six horizontal zigzag manoeuvres were performed using the
vehicieduringtheavaiiabletesttime.Hereagain,duetolackofaccesstotherudder
controls directly, the missions had to designed in an unconventional manner. The
vehicle was programmed to follow a defined path laid out by a series 0 fwaypointsin
zigzag pattern. The angle between the lines formed by these waypoints defined the
degree or sharpness of the tum that the vehicle had to negotiate at speedsof 1.5 and
2.0m/s.Withintherangeoftestsperformed,thernildestturnhadanangle of about 28°
and the sharpest turn had an angle of about 90°. These results would form the basis for
testing the turning ability of the vehicle simulated using the hydrodynamic motion

The ability of the vehicle to precisely follow a predefined path was evident from these
horizontal zigzag manoeuvres. The results indicated that the initial trajectories
designed had too large cycle lengths such that the vehicle travelled for considerably
long distance in a straight line (constant heading) which is not characteristic ofa
conventional zigzag manoeuvre, where the vehicle changes its heading continuously
forming a sinusoidal path. The last two tests were designed inanattempttorectifythis
by reducing the cycle length. The result was better trajectories that resembled very
close to conventional zigzags. It was observed that higher speeds and sharper turns
produced large overshoots and consequently more turning time. Further, the loss of
speed during the tum was sharply evident from these manoeuvres unlike the turning

circle manoeuvres but the vehicle controller immediately compensated itbyadjusting

the propeller rpm. This again emphasizes the need for performing the test with
constantpropellerrpmastheinputratherthanconstantspeed.ltwasalsofoundthat
the tuming rale of the vehicle was influenced by the speed of the vehicle rather than
the sharpness of tum, within the range of test conditions. The speed also a ffectedthe

stability oftums with higher speeds producing more unstable turns than slower speed.
Vertical zigzags or depth-changing manoeuvres fonned the next set of unsteady
manoeuvring trials performed using the MUN Explorer AUV. A total of six tests were
perfonned at speeds of 1.5 and 2.0 mls. The missions were designed just like the
horizontal zigzags by picking points in a vertical plane at regular inte rvalsoneither
side ofa horizontal straight line and were executed within a depth band ranging from 4

m to 10m thus giving the vehicle a maximum depth excursion of 6 m.
The results from vertical zigzag manoeuvres show that for all thetes tsperfonned,the
vehicle utilized its dive planes for changing depth and consequ entlyproduced
overshoots that were rather insignificant fora vehicle of its size. Th is was because the

vehicle controller was set in the Depth-by-Heave operational mode. which was also the
default mode. The overshoots indicated that the safest mode of operat ingtheAUVin

shallow waters or close to seabed is also the Depth-by-Heave mode.
The ability of the vehicle to follow an inclined straight line in a vertical plane is

questionable unlike in the horizontal zigzag cases where the vehicle exhibited an
excellent capability to follow a straight line. This is because the vehicle's depth

controller isdecoupled from its horizontal or geographic control and therefore one

works independently of the other. It was also found that the rate of dive was faster than
the rate of climb although the opposite is normally expected due to net positive
buoyant force acting in favour of an ascending motion. The cause for this discrepancy
was attributed to the pitch attitude of the vehicle during dive and climb. Further,the
vehicle maintained the constant command speed throughout an ent ire manoeuvre and
in regions where one would expect a loss of speed it was compensated automatically
byanadjustmentinthepropellerrpm.Theabovetrialsprovidedinfonnationaboutthe
plausible slopes of path that could be adopted to design future tests of similar nature,
which would yield vertical zigzags that resemble a conventional depth-changing
manoeuvre. Infonnation about the rate of change of depth atdifferentspeeds,while
using dive planes, were also presented

A helix manoeuvre was the last in line to the whole set of open-water trials performed
using the MUN Explorer. It was performed with the intention of doing a 3D
manoeuvre, which would excite all six DOF. However, results from the manoeuvre
showed that the designed mission did not produce the intended resu It although some
portions of the manoeuvre did excite all six DOF. It was expected that the vehicle
would continuously dive as ittumed around in circies. This ledtothe mission being
designed as a series of circles performed at different depths. However, the response
from the vehicle showed that it performed almost a complete circle at one level before
it dropped to the next level and so on. This was because the interval between the
commanded circles was too close. Further, it was found that the turning circles had
much larger radius than the commanded radius. In future, tests perfonnedadoptingthe
same procedure can be rectified by reducing the radius of tum and increasingthedepth

In the helix manoeuvre also, the vehicle used primarily the dive planes for changing
deplh and lhe dive-and-turn segmenlwhere all six DOFare likely
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be present took

only a fraction of the total time it took for the vehicle to finish one complete
revolution. This was so because the vehicle controller was set in Deplh-by-Heave
mode. Further, the vehicle did not experience any loss of speed or roll angle during the
tum as it was found in the case with turning circles.

As a general conclusion, it can be stated that the MUN Explorer demonstrated an
excellent capability to follow a predefined path. Since the control overcontrol planes
was restricted, all manoeuvres were designed and executed in a way other than the
conventional ways. The radius of tum resulting from a manoeuvre was always larger
than the commanded radius of tum. In almost every case, slower speeds resulted in the
vehicle maintaining an inherent nose-down attitude which unnecessarily required
larger dive and tail plane deflections to counter it. The missions involving depth
change were all executed using the dive planes as the vehicle controller was set in
Depth-by-Heave mode. In future, the response of the vehicle to Deplh-by-Pilch mode
can be investigated. The ability of the vehicle to maintain a constant command speed
regardless of the type of trajectory and the negligible roll motions exhibited, even
during a tum, added with the ability to manoeuvre in a vertical plane without much
overshoot is characteristics ofa robust control system and isan essentialqualityofa
sensorplatfonn. As a recommendation, it would be moreappropriatetouseconslant
propeller rpm as the input rather than constant speed-over-ground soastocaptureany

infonnation about the change in speed during turns and dives and also from
environmental disturbances. As mentioned earlier, a portion of the results from
manoeuvring trials described through this chapter has already been peer-reviewed and
published in open lileralurenamely Issac el a/(2007a), Issacela/(2007b),Issacela/
(2008) and Issacela/(2010)

Chapter 5

Motion Simulator for the Explorer AUV
One of the key objectives of this research was to study the performance of a
hydrodynamic motion simulation model for axisymmetric streamlined underwater
vehicles, developed based on the componenl build-up method (CBM).An overriding
advantage of using the component build-up method is that the hydrodynam icforces
and moments acting on the vehicle can, for the most part, be detennined from semiempirical relations that require only the specific3tion of vehicle geomelryand hence

they are computationally rapid and inexpensive. Yet another advantage of the
component build-up method is that it retains the inherent nonlinear nature

or the

model and therefore is not limited to a region about the nominal operating

(equilibrium) state afthe vehicle, an assumption inherent in models, which are
linearized for small motions (perturbations), using the Taylor Series Expansion
method. However, the CBM does depend on factors that have some physical

constraints over the range of vehicle motions. These constraints must be accounted
for in the computer model or they constitute limits of validity forlhemodel. The
underlyingphysicsofsuchafullynonlinearhydrodynamicmodel,developedforthe

streamlined AUV C-SCOUT (Canadian Self-Contained Off the shelf Underwater

Testbed),wasdescribedinChapter2.Sincenoexperimentaldatafromfrce-running
trials were available from the C-SCOUT AUV, the experimental data necessary for

validating the model was obtained from open-water manoeuvring trials perfonned
using the full-scale MUN Explorer AUV. The data analysis and observations fTom

these manoeuvring trials were discussed in Chapter 4. However, along with the MUN
Explorer AUV, also came the need for development of a computer model specifically

A computer model enables the designer to test variolls design paramctcrsandvalidate

design choices as well as test ideas and algorithms before committing them to
harclware.lnordertocharacterizethemotionofthephysical vehic1c.the cornputcr
model was developed using MATLABTM and Simulink TM. The availability of such a

hydrodynamic simulation model at Memorial University, developed by Perrault
(2002) and Evans (2003) for the C-SCOUT AUV eased the problem of developinga
new model for the MUN Explorer AUV from scratch. However, necessary
modifications were to be made to lhe existing model in order to capture the geometric
features and inertial properties of the MUNExplorer AUV. This chapter gives a brief
layout of the structure of the existing simulation model and focuses mainly on the

modifications that were necessary to make the simulation adapt to the MUN Explorer
AUV. A second model of the MUN Explorer with a different ('+') tail plane
configuration was also developed along with the primary model that had 'X' tail

configuration. This demonstrates the ease with which a model based on CBM can be
reconfigured to adapt to a difTercnt vehicle ordifferenl configuT3tion.

5.1 The MATLAB'T." and Simulinknl Model
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to Simulink models'. The modular structure of the computer model also allows for the
separate development of the actuator and sensor dynamics·, as welias inclusion of
environmental disturbances [Perrault et al., (2000)).

The nonlinear model of the AUVconsistsofthree basic components:
The vehicle dynamics
ii)

The control actuator dynamics (control plane dynamics, propeller

iii)

The controller

dynamics etc.)

The Vehicle Dynamics block calls a MATLAB script file (m-file), which is a generic
implementation of the dynamics ofa rigid body in a Newtonian fluid, suitable for any
streamlined, axisymmetric body with control planes. These dynamics are the core of
the model. As for the MUN Explorer AUV, which has its stem planes arranged in an

'X' configuration, a minor modification to this module was necessary in order to
incorporate the dynamics for the 'X' tail configuration. The existing vehicledynamics
module fortheC-SCOUTAUY handles the cruciform, '+',configuration but not the

'X' configuration. The dynamics of the X-tail configuration and the hydrodynamics
of the Explorer control planes are discussed in detail in the follow ingsection

All vehicle specific parameters are defined in a MATLAB script file contained in the
Vehicle Specijic Paramelers block. This is an initialization file, which must be run
first, and only once, to load all the vehicle-specific parametcrs into the MATLAB

workspace to initialize the model. This file contains the geometric and inertial

parameters specific to the vehicle. As far as this simulation model is concerned,this
script file is the one tharneeds themosl updates every time the simulation is lobe
adapted to a new vehicle. Some of these modifications that are necessary to make the
existing model adapt to the MUN Explorer AUV are also discussed in the sections

5.2

Dynamics of Control Planes in 'X' Configuration

The MUNExp/orerhas a total of six control planes: two dive planes and four tail
planes, which enable the AUVto manoeuvre in 3D space. The lWodive planes are
located on the forward payload seclion aft of the nose module and forward oftheC.G
of the vehicle. Also, the dive planes align themselves with the horizontal plane
containing the longitudinal axis of the vehicle, at zero deflection. The four tail planes,
arranged in an X-tail form, are located on the faired portion of the aft payloadsection

5.2.1 X-Tail Configuration: A Brief History and Advantages
Model tests and experience from the past century had indicated that an UX"

configuration of the stem planes would be superiorto"+" (crucifonn) a rrangement

as it improved the manoeuvrabiliry. An excellent reponon the advantages of "'X"
stem configuration is contained in the paper by Heggstad (1984). It states that the

introduction of X-planes in submarine design was originally a US Navy concept,
possibly stemming from missile and aerospace activities and was first tried at sea in
the USSAlbocore,foJlowingextendedmodel basin tests. From USSAlbocoresea
trials, reported inJackson(I993),itwasdemonstratedthatan 'X' arrangement of aft

control planes gave a much tighter turning circle than with a conventionalcruciform
arrangement and is an aspect of modem submarine design [Joubert, 2006].

One of the key advantages of having an "X" stem configuration is its ability to
achieve a considerable increase in rudder forces without any increase in control
surface areas. This can be explained with the help of following figu res (5.2) and (5.3),
as illustrated in Heggstad (1984).
Figure 5.2 shows schematically the cruciform rudder configuration. If the aft rudders
(planes 2 &4)andtheafthydroplanes (planes I &3) are denected simultaneouslyto
the configuration as shown in Figure 5.2-B, it would result in producing rudder
forces. Fyand aft hydroplane forces, F=. in the horizontal and vertical directions
respectively. The resultant of these two forces,F,called the steering force actingat
the stem, is the vector sum of Fy and F=. which will act in the diagonal direction as
shown in the figure.
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configurations, it is usuallyappropriatc to apply a correclion factortoreduccthelifi

eocffieienl byaboUl40% [Hopkin and den Hertog, (1993)], to aeeount for thi,effcct.

5.2.2 Dynamics of Control Planes

In order to calculate the chord-wise flow component as well as to

start ollr explanation with the dynamics of a crucifonn, '+' configuration and
thercafiermove to the dynamics of'X' configuration
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Fig. 5.5 View: looking forward wilh thc approach now coming fromanarbiuaryangle of
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Figure 5.5 shows Ihebody-fixcd frame and the approaching flow. shown in Figure
5.4, when looking from the rear of the vchiclc. Thcrolation angle, cb, spccifics the

oricnlalion of the velocity vCClor PRon thcbody-fixcdYSZlrplanc. Thclongiludinal
axis (Xn) of the vehicle in the body-rixcd frame is pcrpcndicularand dircclcdinlolhc
plane of the paper. The circularcross-scclion of the AUVwith stcm planes arranged
incnlcifonl1(+)configuralion is shown superimposed ovcrlhcbody-fixcd frame. In
the crucifonn configuration. the horizontal s(crn plancsarcoricnlcd along Ihc)'a-axis
and thc venical planes orruddcrs arc orientcd along the:8-axis. The dynamicsofthe
horizonlaJ andvenical control planes have already bcen discusscd in dctail in Chapter

2. \Vith regards to the MUN £rplorer AUV, the dynamics of the dive planes
resembles the dynamics or the horizontal stem planes of the C-SCOUT AUV. except
that the dive planes arc located forward ofthc C.G of the vehiclc. Therefore. the
dynamics of the dive planes can be easily modeled using the formulation for the
horizontal control planesortheC- CO T.Thisisbrienydeseribcdbclow.
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where the lift and drag coefficients. eLand CD, are functions of the flow angle of
attack which is the sum ofthedefleclion of the control plane, OHDP, added 1o the angle
ofattack,a;ofthehuII.Theforcesarethenrotatedaboutthey..-axisbyJr+ut0
expresslhcminthebodyframe.
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0

0

(5.4)

0 -costa) L HDP

The angles of attack a; (J,u' , j3' are to be determined for each dive planeandtheir
calculation is made possible from the knowledge of velocity components 3t the centre
of pressures of each control plane, given bylhe relalion in Eq.(5. I). In order 10 build
a second model of the MUN ExplDrer with '+' lail planes the method described in
ChaplerZ forlhetail planes ofC-SCQUTAUV was applied.

b) X-Tail Configuration
TheMUNExplorer'stail planes are arranged inan 'X' configuration and in order to
fonnulate the dynamics of such at'ailconfiguralion, it is required to introducean
addilional reference frame (xlpoYrpo zrp).Thisnewreference frame is ali gnedwilhlhe
tail planes, as shown in Figure 5.6. and facilit3testhecalculation of tail plane forces.
These tail plane forces are lhentransfonned into the body-frame by a mere rotation of

-45°aboutthexraxis of the vehicle. Thextp-axis coincides withxs-axis, which is
perpendicular to, and directed into, the plane of the paper.
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Chapter 2, can be derived for the case of the 'X' configuration as well . These angles
will be useful in detennining the angle of attack and sideslip seen by the control
planes arranged inan 'X' configuration.

TheflowvectorontheYsze-planeofFigureS.6,isthesameasthatshowninFigure

5.5,whosemagnitudeisgivenbYVsin(A)=(~),(seeFigure5.4).Thisvector
was oriented at an angle. <J>,to theze-axis, (see Figure 5.5 and Figu reS.4).Thesame

vector. Vsin(A).whenviewedfromthecontrolplanecoordinates(x'p>Ylp,ztp),makes
an angle (<I> -45") with thez..-axis. If we denote this angle (<I> _45°) as~, this
corresponds to a case very similar to that in Figure 5.5, such that the flow vector on
theY~fp-planehastoberotatedbyanangleqinordertobringiltot heztp-axis.ln

otherwords,~inthey.,z ..-planeof(x..,y..,z..)referenceframecorresponds to the roll

angle, <1>, intheYBZLrplaneofthe body-fixed frame (X8,Y8,Z8); the only ditTerence
being that the control plane reference frame is oriented at an angleof4S0 from the
body-fixed frame. The problem thus simplified can now be visualized bya figure
very similar to Figure SA, in which the coordinatesxB,YB,ZB are to be re placedbyxrp,

y,p, z,p and the roll angle <I>

iSlobereplacedby~. Thecomponentsofthefree-slream

velocit'yaJongthetailplanecoordinatesxtp,Ytpandztpcanthenbeexpressed as:
u,p=Vcos(A)
v,p=-Vsin(A)sinW
w,p=Vsin(A)cosW

(5.5)
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deflections,b;addedtotheangleofattack,a;andangleofsideslip!fofthehull,for
the horizontal and vertical control planes respectively.

A parallel approach to that described above can be made for the case of the 'X'
configuration. if we consider control planes (3 and 6),oriented along theylp-axis,to
correspond to the horizontal planes of the

'+' configuration and thatorie ntedalong

thez,p-axis(4 and 5) to correspond to the vertical planesof'+'configuration.The
anglesofattackaq.,p..

a,. , !f"aretobedeterminedforeachcontrolplane.

Control Planes (3) and (6)
The now that is relevant to control planes 3 and 6, oriented alongtheytp-axis is

represented by VCfCOS<P~), where Vcp, is the velocity of the flow at the centre of
pressureoflhecontrol plane. The lift and drag forces on planes 3 and6aregivenby:

(5.IOa)

(5. lOb)

where lift and drag coefficients. CLand CD, are functions oflhe sum of the con lrol
plane deflection,S,... and the angle of attack, a.,(Eq.5.7)ofthehull.Theforcesare

thenrolaICdabouttheylp-axisbY1C+alploexpressitinthetailplanereferenceframe.
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Ihc ccntrcofprcssure (COP)Oflhc control plane was assumed [0 heat the quartcrchord point of the section about midwaybctwccn Ihc root and tip chord

5.2.3 Hydrodynamic Cbaracteristics oftbe Control Planes
The hydrodynamic forces and momcntsgcncratcdby lhcnow Qvcrtheconlrolpiancs
can bccstimatcdonlyby knowing lhchydrodynami acrodynamiccharnctcristicsof
that particular airfoil section. The principal acrodynamiccharactcrislicsofan airfoit
scclion such as lift. drag and pitching moment arc often cxprcsscd ascoeffici cntsC,.,

CDandC.urcspcctively. Thecurvcs showing lhcsc cocfficicnlS as a function of angle
of ~lllack arc known as charaCleristic Cllrres. These characteristics depend on the

shape of the profile, lhe angle ofaltaek

a. the aspeel ratioAR oflhe airfoil and the

Reynolds Number Re, (Mises. 1959). All six control planes oflhe MUN Explorer arc
identical, with a NACA 0024 section and have a geometric aspect ratio

(AR) of onc.

knowledgc, wcre not available from any of the existing literaturc in the public

domain. On theotherhand,extcnsivcexpcrimcntnl data was available forlhcclosely
rclalcdfal11ilyofNACA0025seClion.

..

~:
J

The sectionprofilesofNACA 0024 and 0025 airfoils, generated using the NACA4
Digits Series Profile Genera/o?, are compared in Figure 5.7. Since there appears

only a minor difference in thickness (-1%) between the section profiles of both

airfoils,itisassumedthattheirsectioncharacteristicsarethesame.Therefore. for the
purpose of calculating hydrodynamic loads on the control planes of the MUN

Explorer, which use a

ACA 0024 section, the section characteristies of the

ACA

(1940) as well as from Sheldahl and Klimas (1981). For instance, the aerodynamic
characteristics of a wing of NACA 0025 section are shown in Figure 5.8, which is
reproduced from Figure 5 of Bullivant (1940). The wing had an aspect ratio (AR )of
six and was tested in the wind tunnel at an average Reynolds Number(Re)of3.2x
106• Both, the Reynolds number, Re, and the aspect (AR) reported by Bullivant
(1940), were well over the operating range and aspect ratio of the MUN Explorer
control planes. The operating range of the MUN Explorer vehicle (Re,),calculated
basedontheoveraJllengthofthevehicJe,andthatofitscontrolplanes(Re",),
calculated using the chord length as the reference length, are shown in Table 5.1.
Both Bullivant (1940) and Mises(1959) report that the inOuence ofRe on the airfoil

characteristics is comparatively small while the aspect ratio, AR, has signilicilnt
impact on I.he 3D wing characteristics. This argument is fairly substantiated bythe
data from heldahland Klimas(1981),shown in figures 5.9 and 5.10, which depict
the lift and drag characteristics, respectivelyofa wing of infinite aspect ratio (20)

1:http://www.ppan.dcfaerodynamicslprofilesINACA4.html#
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2D Drag coefficient data (Cd) forNACA 0025 section atdifTerent Re numbers
IShCldahl&Klimas(198Il03tal

In order to lise Ihe lift and drag data from either of the above two sources with the
MUN Explorer control planes. it becomes necessary

10

reduce the data to Ihal

corresponding to a 3D wing having the same efTective aspect ratio as the MUN
Explorereontrolplancs.Theeffecli\'easpeClralio.aft.ofthecontrolplaneisdifTercnt
from ilS gcometrical aspect fatio and is defined as:

where bcp. is the span (measured as twice the distance from the root to the lip of
control plane) and Acp. is the plan-fonn area ofa set of control planes: without

in<ludirlllht -.a iolside 1he hull.
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SummaryojAssumplions'
In developing the theory behind the dynamics and hydrodynamics of the MUN

Explorer control

planes~

certain assumptions were made. They are summarized as

(i)

Only the chord-wise flow was considered for the estimation of

(ii)

The interaction between the hull and the control planes was not considered

(iii)

The section characteristics of a NACA 0024 wing were assumed to be the

(iv)

Theequations(5.16)and(5.22)usedtoreducethe2Dliftanddragdatato

hydrodynamic forces on the control planes.

for this srudy.

same as that foraNACA0025 wing.

3D data is applicable only in the linear range. However, it was assumedto
be applicable for the nonlinear range as well

These assumptions. of course, are expected to bring some errors in the simulation

5.3

Vehicle Specific Parameters: Geometric and Inertial

As mentioned earlier, the vehicle specific parameters such as geometric and inertial
properties are all compiled in a MATLAB script file. This file is run at first and only

once to initialize the simulation model and load these parameters into the MATLAB
workspace. The geometric parameters consist ofinfonnalion pertaining to the vchicle
components such as hull,appendages, their shape, size, and location with respect each
other etc. A short list of some ofthc vehic1eextemal geometric parameters andthe

fonnuwionfotnlimalingtholifl.d",g.ndmomenlcoefflCieI'lu"",dlowninTal>k:
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Mass and Inertia Properties
The inertial parameters of the vehicle consist of mass and massdistributionproperties
such as the moments and products of inertia. The simulation model developed here
assumes the vehicle to be a rigid body and therefore these parameters are taken to be
constants. The MUNExplorer isa freeMflooding vehicle and part of the mass and
inertial properties inc)ude the effect of flood-water. The flood-water inside the vehicle
actually tlavels with the vehicle (except in dynamic roll) and is therefore included

with the vehicle component masses to give a 'wet' mass. This flood-water also affects
the buoyancy, centre of mass, centre of buoyancy and hydrodynamic response of the
vehicle. While submerged,theseeffectsare nonnally st3tic and nott ime-varying.The
term centre of gravity here refers to the e.G of the 'wet' mass. A short list of some of

Mass and Inertia Properties oftbe MUN Explorer AUV

ITotaldisDlacement
INetdisplacement

ISlatic pitch angle
Moment of Inertia about the body x-axis, lu

1432.7
1446.3

13.6
m

2.083
2.086
-0.003
0.017
-10.7

de

86.08

kg.m

m

m

Momemoflneniaaboutthebodyy-axis,lyy

1881.71 kg.m

Moment of Inertia about the body z-axis, 1_

1877.19 kg.m'
kg.m

Product oflnenia, I",. I,.
0.29

kg.m

3.09

kg.m
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86.08 -0.98
-3.09]
=-0.981881.71 -0.29
[
-3.09 -0.291877.19

kg.m
kg.m
kg.m
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2
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Added Mass of the MUN Explorer AUV
lnadditiontotheaboveparameters,anadditionalsetofparameterscailed the added

concerned with movement of water external to the hull and it is the hull geometry
alone that affects the extemal tlowand is the generator of added mass effects. A
detailed study on the sensitivity of added mass to changes in vehic1e geometry can be
found in Perrault (2002). The added mass mustaccounl foraccelerations in all the six
DOF that result from each of the forces and moments. Therefore, the generalformof
added mass matrix has 36 elements. However, for any body, thereare really only 21

unique elements in the added mass matrix, because of its symmetry about the
diagonal[lmlay,1961].

The added mass tenns for the MUN Explorer vehicle were estimated numerically by
means of an omine program called the ESAM (Estimation of Submarine Added
Mass), developed at the Defence Research Establishment Atlantic (DREA) in
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, Canada [Watt, 1988]. The ESAM program calculates all the

added mass tenns of a deeply submerged multi-component submarine-like rigid body,
analytically. ESAMcalculatestheaddedmassbyapproximatingthebodyas a finned

prolat.spboroid ... horelhovehiclooompo"""...... roplo=lbyoquivalrn'dlipsoi<h
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Added mass ma<ri. forIhoM/JNExp/or-or",'ith·X' tailtooroguno'ion

-"··"
-

r

0.0
0.1
0.0
0.5
0.0
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0.0
_1.2

00
102.1
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0.0
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0.0
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0.0
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0.0
01
0.0
0.3
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0.0
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0.0
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0.0
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0.0
-6H
0.0 -SS3.6
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95.6
0.0
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0.0

"
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Note that the second model is oblained by merely rotating the tail planes in 'X'
configuration by 45°. This is not expected to produce any change in the mass
distribution or moment of inertia of the vehicle but only the added-mass of the
vehicle. A comparison of two matrices shows that the differences in the added-mass
coeflicientvalues are small. This would bea good justification to use the 2"dmodelof
the MUN Explorer with '+' tails for simulating manoeuvres perfonned by the vehicle
with 'X' tail. Consequently, such a study would also give some insights into the
possibility of mapping complex 'X' tail actions to simplc '+' tail actions.

kg
kg
.
Units:

kg
kg

kg
kg

kg.m
kg.m

kg
kg
kg
kg.m
kg.mkg.mkg.mkg.m2
2
[ kg.mkg.mkg.mkg.m
2
kg.mkg.mkg.mkg.m

kg.m
kg.m
kg.m
kg.m2
2
kg.m
2
kg.m

kg.m1
kg.m
kg.m
kg.m 2
2
kg.m
2
kg.m

The elements of the added mass matrix can be considered constant fora deeply
submerged vehicle, such as an AUV. However, they may have frequency
dependencies near the free surface ora boundary. In this study a deeply submerged

5.4

Propulsion System

The rear thruster for the existing simulation, described in Chapter 2, was modelled
simply.s. force exerted along the longitudinal axis of the vehicle. Evans (2003)
simulated it as a propulsor with constant power output. In order to model the
propeller thrust from the MUN Explorer AUV, the thrust versus forward speed
relationship shown in Figure 4.12 of Chapter 4 was used. This relationship was

theoretically established (see Seclion 4.2.1.3 of Chapter 4) from the propeller rpm
versus forward speed data obtained from the straight-line tests conducted using the

MUN Explorer AUV. This information will be used in the simulation as a look-up
table to model the propeller thrust of the vehicle.

The relationship between propeller torque and forward speed

W8S

also theorcticatly

established in the same section of Chapter 4. but they were not usedformodelingthe
propulsion system. This is because, during the experiments. it was foundthat any roll

motion induced by external moments or the propeller torques was actively
compensated by the vehicle controller using the tail control planes. Since the
simulation model at its present state cannot perform adaptivecontr01 of the vehicle.
introducing this torque information may induce unwanted roll motions in the

simulation, which would carry the results further away from the measured data.

5.5

Conclusions

This chapter was aimed at discussing the modifications that were necessary to make
the existing simulation model adapt to the MUN Explorer AUV. This simulation,
developed in MATLAB/Simulink environment, was a modular, nonlinear model. The
modular structure of the simulation model ensured that changes were made only to
the vehicle-specific parameters module while leaving the remaining modules
relatively unchanged. Apart from the vehicle-specific parameters, the major changes

that were necessarily incorporated into the MUN Explorer simulation were the
dynamics of 'X'-tail control planes and the hydrodynamic characteristics ofNACA
0024 airfoil sections as discussed in this chapter. In addition, a secondary model of

the MUN Explorer AUV with an assumed '+' tail configuration was also developed.
This second model was developed to conduct a comparative study 0 fthe two different
tail plane configurations: 'X' tail and

tail, in manoeuvring the vehicle. The

discussions in this chapter also demonstrate the ease with whichasimulationrnodel
based on component build-up method can be reconfigured to make it adaptable to

Chapter 6

Model Validation UsingMUN Explorer
Manoeuvring Trials

The major focus of this chapter is to evaluate the performance of the hydrodynamic
model developed for the MUN Explorer AUV in simulating full-seale manoeuvres. The
underlying physics of this hydrodynamic model based on the component build-up

method, which was originally developed for streamlined axisymmetric underwater

vehicles by Nahon (1996), Perrault (2002) and Evans (2003), was described through
Chapter 2 and the modifications made thereof to adapt it to the Explorer AUV were

discussed in ChapterS. In order to validate the modcl,the numer icalsimulationshaveto
be evaluated against the results from sea trials. Toachievethi sgoal,aselectnumberof

manoeuvres performed using the MUN Explorer AUV, described through Chapter 4,
were simulated using the hydrodynamic model

Out of the whole series of sea trials that were performed, which consisted of straight-line

tests, tuming circles. zigzags in horizontal and vertical pianes. heiix,etc., only a small

subset of the total number of tests were selected for the purpose of simulation and these
are presented in this chapter. The type of manoeuvres chosen for simulation and the
comparison of results with the experimental results are described through the following
sections. The efficiency and accuracy of the model prediction is assessed by comparing
the virtual and real vehicle responses/trajectories as well as by evaluating the error in
predicting certain parameters of interest such as the turning radius, tumingrates, pitch
angles etc.

6.1

Numerical Simulations vs. Sea Trials

In all numerical simulations, the control inputs to the hydrodynamic model were the

forward speed and control plane deflections measured from the experiments at sea. It
should be remembered that this procedure is slightly different from the way in which the
corresponding experiments were performed at sea. During the sea trials, as reported in
Chapter 4. due to lack of direct contro) over the control planes, the input variables to the

Explorer vehicle were fonvard speed and radius of turn - in the case of turning circles,
whilefonvard speed and waypointfollow were the control inputs to zigzags in the
horizontal and vertical planes. All sea trials were performed by comrnandingthevehicle
to operate in constant speed mode because it was known that one of the inputs to the
hydrodynamic model was the forward speed. However, this choice was made at sea
without recognizing that the constant speed mode would compensate for any speed
variation that occurs during turns and dives due to changes in drag or due to some

In Chapter 4, in order to conveniently represent the control planedeflectionsfor
describing the experimental results. a set of expressions whichcalculated efTective single
control planedeflectionwasdefined-OY,OP,ORelc. These were called the efTective
control plane deflection angles. which represented the combined effect of all the tail
control planes deflection. The valuesoY, oP and oR were the effective control plane
deflection in producing a yaw, pitch or roll response respectively. Similarly, the
combined effect of dive planes in producing pitch and roll was represented by values
denoted byoPDand ORD, respectively. To see if these representat ions had any physical
meaning or practical use in mapping the complex control plane deflections of an 'X' tail
configuration toa

'+' tail configuration, the simulations presented here in this Chapter

were perfonned using the second model of the MUN Explorer AUV. This model had a

'+' tail configuration and used the effective control planedeflectionvaluesas its inputs
instead of the actual individual control plane deflections recorded during experiments.
The actual individual control plane deflections will be used laterwiththeprimarymodel
of MUN Explorer for a more accurate simulation and is therefore not presented in this
chapter at present

control plane deflection value ofoY is applied to the set of vertical control planes or
rudders in the

'+' tail model. Similarly, to simulateadive using stem planes,theefTective

control plane deflection value ofoP should be applied to the set of horizontal stem planes
in the '+' model. In manoeuvres, where both oY and oP hadsignifican t values, they were
applied in combination for the corresponding simulation. The effective plane deflection
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Note that the propulsion module for the simulator, in its present state, functions as a
source of constant power output a!ong the longitudinal direction of the vehicle. Therefore,

it was not possible to simulate any change in speed (acceleration or deceleration) at
present. Instead,the constant speed straight-ahead motion was simu!ated and the steadystate pitch attitude of the vehicle at different speeds was compared with the corresponding
values from the experiments. Table 6.1 shows the listofconlrol inputs and the measured
and simulated outputs.

The values shown in bold in the first three columns of Table 6.1 representlhe inputs to
the simulator. Here, the effective dive plane deflection, oPo,and the effective tail planes
deflection in producing pitch, OP, were the inputs along with the forward speed. The
values ofoP o andoP were calculated from the mean values of the individual control
plane deflections Ol,~•....•

&. measured from the sea trials. using expressions (4.1)

through (4.4)

At a forward speed of 1.0 mis, the vehicle behaviour was erratic with the pitch angle

Ouctuatingbetween OOand-25° from the initial setva!ueof-IO.7°. This initial pitch value
of-lO.7°originate from the longitudinal separation between centre of gravity (CG) and
cenlre of buoyancy (CB) of the vehicle and lhenet buoyancy of 13.6 kg acting aft of the
CG, as calculated and presented in Table 5.3.

Ata forward speed of 1.5 rnIs, the vehicle maintained a steady pitch angleof-L5°, which
was very close to the measured value of _1.7 0 • However, with time, the vehicle gained
depth slightly ata rate of 0.12 m/s.

At a forward speed of2.0 mis, the vehicle achieved a steady pitch angleof-3.2' but
gaineddepthataslowerrateofO.08rn1s.However,whentheforwardspeedwas2.5m1s

the vehicle achieved a steady pitch angle of-9.1o and was seen to diveatarateof0.36

m1s. In the actual test, for both speeds 2 and 2.5 m/s, the vehicle maintained a constant
depth at near zero pitch angle.

Note that, there is no speed controller or attitude controller built i nto the simulation model

as yet. On theotherhand,duringtheactual test at sea, the vehicl econtrollercontinuously
adjusted any change in attitude or change in course by adjusting th econtrolplane
deflections. This often resulted influctu3tions in control planedeflection about a certain
mean value when the vehicle was in a steady state of motion. For ins tance,inSeclion4.3
of Chapter 4, which describes turning circles, all circles had perfe ctiysmoothtrajectories
(see Fig. 4.17, 4.18 etc.) but this was produced by plane denections that were not so
smooth (see Fig. 4.27). The measured values indicated byo"0,,03,

.... ,o.inTable6.1

are

averaged value of individual control plane deflection over a period of steady motion
Therefore, using mean values is expected to produce some error particularly when the

6.1.2 Turning Circle Simulations
A set of turning manoeuvres were also simulated using the same '+' tail model. The

effective control planedeflectionsoY, BPand oPoalong with the!onvardspeedformed
the control inputs to the model. Table 6.2 shows the outcome from the turning circle

simulationsperformedatspeedslmlsandl.5m1s
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1.9

Table 6.2 shows the comparison of steady-state parameters such as turning radius, drift
angle, turning rate and pitch angle, estimated from thesimulation,with measured values
from the steady-state phase of the experiments. Only the steady-state phase of the turning

circles was simulated because it was found from the analysis ofturning experiments data
that in several cases the vehicle actually started the transientp haseevenbeforeitreached
the commanded depth. Therefore the approach or transient phase of the manoeuvre was

Figures 6.1 and 6.2 shows turning circles simulated at speeds 1.0 m/s and 1.5 m/s. These
correspond to turns perfonned at sea for the commanded radius Rc-12a t 1.0and 1.5m/s.

These two examples were the same two tests (out of the four) chosen for the purpose of
illustration in Chapter 4. The attitudes of the vehicle from these
shown in Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4

tw o

simulations are also
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In the simulation of test Rc-12 at I mis, although the radius of tum obtained is close to
the measured radius (2.5% error), the pitch angle of the vehicle osc illatedbetweenOand-

25° from an initial value of -IO.'fl, as shown in Figure 6.3. On the other hand, from the
simulation of the same test Rc-12 at 1.5 mis, the vehicle attained a steady-state pitch
angleof-I.9°which was very close to the measure pitch angle of-l .6° during the steady
tumingphase. This is seen from Figure 6.4.

All the tuming circle experiments perfonned at speeds 1.0 mlsand 1.5 mlshave been
simulated. From Table 6.2, the error associated with predictingthe radius of tum for the
most cases is found to be less than 10%. The turning rate,r, is also found to be predicted
fairly well. The pitch angle of the vehicle appears to be oscillating for slow speed. The
initial conditions of inherent nose-down attitude (-10.7j produced by the separation of
CO and CB, combined with the net buoyancy of 13.6 kg, when coupled with the inability
of control planes to generate sufficient lift forces during the slow speed manoeuvres is
what triggers the oscillatory motion observed. At higher speeds the vehicle has a steady
pitch angle comparable to the measured values

All turning circle experiments reported in Chapter 4 were performed to the starboard side.
Although, attempts were made during the sea trials to do a turn to the port side for the
case of Rc-18, this tumed out unsuccessful. Therefore, a turning simulation to the port
side was performed for the case ofRc-12 using the above same modeI. The trajectory and
attitude of the vehicle are shown is Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 respectively. The control

inputsforthiscasewasthesameasthatusedforthecaseshowninF igure 6.2, except that
the effective control planedefiectionOY has a negativevaJuc.
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The results from turning simulation to the port side, which produced results exactly
similar to the case in Figure6.2,indicatesthegoodsymmetryof the vehicle simulation

6.2

Conclusions

As a preliminary step to evaluating the perfonnance of the hydrodynamic motion
simulation model, a set of steady state manoeuvres was simulated at different speeds.
Along with forward speed,the simulation used the effectivecontroI plane deflections as
their control inputs instead of the actual individual control piane deflections. This
procedure assumed a vehicle the same as the MUN Explorer but with '+' tail
configuration utilizing the efTectivecontrol plane deflection an glescalculated from the
'X' tail configuration as its control inputs.

Only simulations from straight-lines and turning circles were presented in this Chapter
The results from the turning simulations show that the error associated with predicting the
turning radius for the most part was less than 10%. Other steady state motion parameters
such as yaw rate were predicted with reasonably good accuracy. At slow speeds, the
vehicle attitude such as pitch angle was found to be oscillating duringsteadyphaseofthe
tum.ltappearsthatthedampingforcesgeneratedduringslowspeedsare not sumcientto
damp the pitch motions of the vehicle while higher speeds producedlargedampingforces
sufficient enough to damp the pitch motions. This may explain the reason for the
observed steady pitch angle during high speeds.

This initial set of simulations addressed steady-state manoeuvres in lhe horizontal plane
only. Simulations of the remaining trials are expected to shed more Iight on the feasibility
of using this model to predict the vehicle behaviour and also establish a performance
envelope to the model. This can be established only after the rest of the simulations are
completed

Another goal of this set of preliminary simulations was to investiga teifthereexisteda
direct mapping between deflections of an

'x' tail

configuration and deflectionsofa '+'

tail configuration. Ifso,to what degree of accuracy can the motions ofavehiclcwith'X'
tail configuration be predicted using simulation models with

'+' tail configuration. The

results from the tumingsimulations indicate that the usage ofefTective control plane
deflections, in place of actual
reasonable-to-goodaccuracy.

<ex..

tail deflections, can produce manoeuvres with

Chapter 7

Conclusions and Recommendations
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An overriding advantage of using component build-up method is the simplicity with
which it can be developed or adapted from one vehicle to another. This is because the
hydrodynamic loads acting on the vehicle are determined from analytical and semiempirical (ASE) relations, which only require the specification of vehicle geometry
and therefore the method is computationally rapid and inexpensive. This prompted the
research question of how easily a model based on component build-up method can be
adapted to other vehicles or even used to reconfigure the samevehicle.Further.itwas
also of interest to study the possibility ofa mapping between the complex control
plane actions of one configuration eX' tails) to that of another simple configuration

('+'Iail).
The first step in answering the above stated objectives was to conduct a number of
manoeuvring trials that would resemble the real-life operating scenarios ofa typical
AUV. A large commercial class AUV available at Memorial University was used for
this purpose and an extensive set of experiments were performed at sea.Consequently,
a major portion of this thesis focused on presenting the results andobservationsfrom
data analysis of the vehicle responses to various mission scenarios. The mission
scenarios ranged from motions in straight lines to steady and unsteady turns in
horizontal planes to motions in vertical planes and in 3-D space. Th is comprehensive
set of data was believed to provide sufficient information toestabl ish the bounds of the
hydrodynamic model in all six degrees-of-freedom. In addition to providing an
extensive set of data for validation purposes, the results from manoeuvring trails also
provided first insights into the Explorer class vehicle behaviours to various mission
scenarios, which to the best of the author's knowledge were never reported from any

of the six other Intemational Submarine Engineering (lSE) Explorer class AUVssold
worldwide. This can be considered asa majorcontribulion of this research work.

The next step in accomplishing the research objectives was to develop a computer
model specifically tailored for the MUN Explorer AUV. This was achieved by

modifying and adding necessary features to an existing model of a streamlined
underwater vehicle, developed based on the component build-up method, for the CSCOUT AUV. The modular structure of the simulation model required that only one

or its modules needed most of all the changes. which contained the vehicle specific
parameters. Therefore, the adaptation oflhe model from one vehi cle to Ihalofanother
can be done fairly quickly, provided all the infonnalion necessaryfordesc ribingthe
vehicle-specific parameters are easily available. Funher, the work reportedhereshows
that the response of the vehicle to some of these parameters can be very sensit iveas

described below and care should be exercised in measuring or calculating these

The geometric and inertial properties of the MUN Explorer AUV were calculated from
some basic infonnation that was available from the manufacturer(lSE). As far as the
work reported in this thesis is concemed,the calculation of these parameters was not

trivial. Calculation of geometric properties such as the longitudinal and vertical
position oflhe centre ofgravily and centre of buoyancy (LCG,VCG,LCB,VCB)can
dramatically affecllhe hydrostatic pilch angle of the vehicle when it isatresl. For

instance, the LCG of the dry vehicle as obtained from the manufacturer was 2.44 m aft

Therefore,whentheeffectoffloodwaterwastakenintoconsideration,theCGshifted

forward by about 35 em. Similarly, the vertical separation between CO and CB was

also found to change from a supplied value of 4 em to an estimated value of 17 mm,
when the effect of floodwater was considered. A longitudinal separation between CO
and CB by an amount of 3 mm (CB aft of CO) was also estimaled. The stalcd test
condilionfortheseatrialswaswith13.6kgofnetpositivebuoyancy.Thelongitudinal
separation between CO and CB by about 3 mm combined with the net posilive
buoyaneyof 13.6 kg resulled ina static pitch angle of the vehicle by about-IO.7" (see
Table 5.4). This estimated value of static pitch angle (-10.7") was nol unusua I because
from the experiments perfortned al slow speeds (-I m/s), the vehicle was found to
maintain a nose-down attitudeofaround-6°, even when the dive planes weredeOected
to counteract it. This shows how sensitive the "at rest" condition isto the changes in
the location of CO and CB,just by few millimetres.

From the manoeuvring experiments, the actions of the "Xl! tail control planes were
found to be complex with all four control planes being engaged at all times. Further,
from thedifTerent manoeuvres performed (in particular the helix manoeuvre), it was
also found that different configuf3tions of control plane deflections eQuid produce lhe
same effect or vehicle response. This prompted lheresearchquestiononthe possibility
of representing the complex actions of the four control planes by a simple single

effective control plane denection. Expressions available from the missile research
community were used to estimate lhe single effective control plane denections.
However, the usefulness of these representations for practical purposes such as
mappinglhe denectionsofan 'X' tail control plane configuration to lhat ofa simple

'+' tail configuration was unknown, since information in lheopen Iiterature, to the best

of author's knowledge, pertainingloa similar approach was not 10 be foun d.ToSludy
this. a second model of the MUN Explorer with a '+' tail configuration of control
planeSW3sdcvelopedwhichusedtheefTectivecontrolpianedefeClionsestimatedfrom
the 'X' tail deflections, as its control inputs. A sct of steady-state simulations
consisting of straight lines and tuming circles were perfonned using this model and
results were presented in Chapter 6. The results from the turning simulations showed
that the error associated with predicting tuming radius. for the most part, was less than
10%. The turning rate of the vchicle was also predicted with reasonably good
accuracy. However, oscillatory pitch motions were noticed at slow speed manoeuvres
but at higher speeds the pilCh anglessenled 10 a sleady state. It may bepossible thaI
the forces generated at slow speeds are not sufficient to damp theoscillatory motion.
Further, the results from tuming simulations also indicate that the usage of effective
control plane deflections, in place of actual "X" tail deflections, can produce
manoeuvres with reasonable-to-goodaccuracy. This indicates that the expressions used
for mapping "X" tail deflections to"+" tail deflections can be useful in simulating
steady-state manoeuvres. Further simulations of unsteady manoeuvres are needed to
draw a similar conclusion on the usefulness of such expressions in mapping the control
plane actions between two configurations during complex manoeuvres.

It was found from the straight-line simulations. that under the conditions ofa net

buoyancy of 13.6 kg and stalic pilCh angle of-IO.7",achieving a conslanldepth
trajectory was not possible; instead a descent rate was observed under these conditions.
This shows how sensitive the simulation results are to the ballastconditions, and thus,
how important it isto know the actual ballast condition used during eachrun

In conclusion, while a complete achievement of the stated researc hobjectivesisnot
c1aimed,a major portion of the work necessary to achieve the stated goals has been
accomplished through this thesis work. They are listed as follows :

•

Development of two motion simulation models, based on component build-up
method for the MUN Explorer AUV: one with 'X' tail configuration and the
other with '+' tail configuration.

•

Collection and analysis ofa comprehensive set of experimental data necessary
for the validation of the model,obtained by conducting manoeuvri ng trails at

•

The manoeuvring trials also provided first insights into Explore rclassvehicle
responses to different mission scenarios.

On Operational Aspecls:
•

The AUV was very efficient in following a predefined path and this was seen

•

The AUV was capable of maintaining a constant speed during turns, dives and

from straight-line tests and horizontal zigzag tests.

climbs. Negligible roll motions were noticed even during the turns. The ability

to maintain constant forward speed and negligible roll motions ensures
consistent sampling of data and is an essential quality of asensor platfonn.

•

Quickness to make heading changes at different speeds and corresponding

theinfonnaliongathered is useful fordevelopingconlrollersforobslacle

•

The insignificant overshoots that were observed from vertical zigzag tests
indicale thaI Depth-by-Heave mode is preferable while operaling the vehic Ie in
shallow water or close to the seabed. However, this method is not practical
when the vehicle is programmed to dive large depth. In such scenarios, the

Depth-by-Pitch mode should be preferred.
On SimuJalionAspeclS'
•

Thesrudypresentedinthisthesisdemonstratedtheeasewithwhichamodel
based on componenl build-up method can be adapled from one vehicle 10
another. II also showed howlhe model could be modified 10 studydifferenl
configurations of the same vehicle. On the other hand, the work also
emphasized the need for the degree of accuracy in estimating various
parameters necessary for the model.

•

Preliminary results from simulation of steady-slate manoeuvres show the
possibility of mapping complex "X" tail deflections to simple "+" tail

Recommendations for Future Work
Recommendationsfor the Simulation Model
Only a small subset of the experimental manoeuvres was simulated with the motion
simulator during the available time. Thesimulalionresultsreportedwereperfonned

only in the horizontal plane. Thelaskofseninglheperformanceenvelopeforlhe
simulation model requires that simulations of all possible manoeuvring scenarios be
performed. The preliminary simulation resulLS. presented in Chapter 6, provided
reasonably good results despite some deficiencies that are plainly inherent in the
existing model. This implies that there is room for improvement of the model and
consequenllyhope for better and more reliable results.

The firsl slep 10 modi tYing lhe hydrodynamic model iSloincorporalelheinteraclion
effects between hull and appendages. This is expected to improve the simulation
predictions, particularly during moderate and extreme manoeuvres.

The existing propulsion module is modeled as a conslant poweroutpul unil. This could

be modified such lhal a forward speed conlrollercan control lhespeedoflhe vehicle
byadjuslinglhelhrusldeveloped.

The simulation model can be modified to accept active control plane deflections rather
than a constant fixed control plane angle. This feature would enable the model to
accept the recorded control planedefleclion data from the real vehicleas its input

RecommelldafionJorVehicleOperafiollsbasedolltheexperiments:
The study shows that from a vehicle performance orapplicalion poinlofview, it is
appropriate to operate the vehicle in the conslontspeedmode. This helps thevehicleto
maintain a stcady command speed throughout and thus collect data at a consistentratc.
On the other hand, if the intent of the study is the vehicle dynamics or vehicle
response; it is more appropriate to operate lhe vehicle in theconstanI propeller RPM

mode rather than constant speed mode. This would capture the vehi cle'sresponseto
any external disturhance, and factors such as speed loss during a tum or dive, if any.

The radii of turns from all turning manoeuvres were much larger than the commanded
radius.Thisdemandsaninvestigationandpossiblymodificationofthatportionofthe
vehicle control software which controls the controJ planedeflecti ons

All the depth-changing manoeuvres were perfonmed in the Deplh-by-Heave mode
where the AUV primarily used its dive planes to change depth. Depth changing

operations in Pitch-by-Heave mode can provide information on the overshoot and
pitch angles achieved by the vehicle when the tail planes are used for depth changing.
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APPENDIX-A
Vehicle Log File and Mission Plans
A-I

Data Header of the Log File

The parameters that are logged in by the Vehicle Control Computer (VCC) during a
typical mission are listed below:

AT

AW

Ivccthruslervoltscmd

The Automated Control Engine (ACE) follows a specifiedpaltem or convention in
naming the events. Event names can be noun or verb phrases with words separa ted by
underscore.

Thus

a

typical

event-name

would

follow

the

general

ronn:

system_substem_identifier_description_unit. The event abbreviations I used by ACE

and their meanings are listed below'

dE!<l

ds

A-3

Geographical to Rectangular Coordinates Conversion

The following algorithm is used for the conversion of position estimates between
geographical and rectangular coordinates and is reproduced from the manufacturer's
Technical Manual 2 •
The algorithm below converts the X and Y position estimated by the DVL (in metres),
to an absolute position in geographiccoordinates-lalifude and Iongitude.
One degree of Latitude, mpd_lat' = 1853.184*60 metres
Latitude(4))=4>I+inputylmpdJat
One degree ofLongitude,mpdJong'= mpd_lat*cos(16)
Longitude(A)=A,+inpuU<!mpdJong
where 4>,= initial latitude or latitude of the reference point (degrees)
A,=initiallongitudeorlongitudeofthereferencepoint(degrees)
input_x = offset (in metres) estimated by DR-positiveeasl.
inputy = offset (in metres) estimated by DR-positive north
LatitudelLongitude = computed values of current position.

The AUV position information, as estimated by the DVL and obtained from the log
files, are in geographical coordinates. To convert the geographica1 coordinates to
Cartesian coordinates, the above algorithm is simply reversed such lhallhe initial
Imilllde(4),)andini/iallongilude(A,)becomestheoriginOoftheEarthfi xed Cartesian

coordinate system. Hence, the current position of the AUV (4),A) with respect to the

initial position ($;, A.i) or origin (0) can be obtained in Cartesian coordinates (in
metres) as follows:
X=(4)-ejl,).mp<Uong;
Y=(A-A().mpdJat

The followinl&n:oamplemmion pi... f.1e.sIIowingthelypical.ynta>; in ",hich the

J<'Olf2phicwl<vt1bs,.man..I""'lcunbedefinedlS.oeriesof"'..),po;nts.

U ••Jol......·
ll"._!011""'~~~::::~·~i~;',1,O"9""<O,O,O''''':~~;",Pt~.0.o
T1'"I"
tar9". o.,.SU)1S.-0Sl.Ult...
11.o.tlt_.Long"'_1

dr.l••

).~,i9nor.,O.O,dvl,I.S.<Iopt~.).O

047.)SOO~O,-O~).U)270. l~.O,

1_)

rot.tlon.,2.~,""I,I_S.<Iopt~.).O

l " . t l t _ , « - r ' _ ) I...... ~.1

I_I

A I)'pinl m-.k commatId '0 lUm the vehicle II. nodi... of 12 m about I cmw poinl
fooB revoILllions.TheJ<'Olf2phi<aI""""'inatc.ofd.. ccnl'" poim&n:gi'-enbythe
Laliludeondlo<lgin>dcondthepoinli,localcdll'd<Jllb of )mbclowtheourf..,.

APPENDlX- B
MUN Explorer Geometric Parameters
B-1

BARE HULL

SIIop<._DDIlO:~.~_

....... _ _

~ - O . 6 9 .

=-r:;":~d~:·*_~-OM.
1'7
Surf_-'.s.·~(Tr+L.oo°T-;_IftlIl(,.)

(I)

"1b2+~'I.-l(r)).I.l7l!m'
Swf_areabylhtomi<alformul.o(1)-,.17.lm'

Volu"", of the ocmi-clli"",idol oooe,

v~ .~JIt>2.a_ ~,.O.34S1 ~(l.69 _0.172O",J

" ..... aand~ ... ...",i·majo< .......mi...hw ... j.

__ .......... MAI'L£

~"ftfaIkwJal_cf_~

>1nWI;

~~.69'"oqr(O.69"'2·....-n

y(.. ).o.5010.416I-~

>y,:=y,'2;
[y\(x)f=O.25

0.47:~-X2

>1:=sqn(I+y2);

~
2

1=1+0.25-0.4761-x 2
>S":=2'pi'y'l;

Sn=I.001r~0.4761-X2~I+O.250.4761-x2
2

X

i"I(S",x=O..0.69);
Sn=!21l)'(X).Ji+]Y;W]2 dx

s.

~ 0.4068749592,,=1.2782m'

The surface area obtained from Eq. (I)and by numerical integration is exactly the

Nose Cone of the MUN Explorer AUV

2. ParaUelMid-bodySection
The parallel mid-bodyseclion can be broken down inlo three parts: (see Fig. 3.4)

Forward payload section
Lengthofforwardpayloadseclion,Lp/=52"=I.3208m
Surface area, Sp/= n:DxL,,=2.8631 m'

a.

VOlumeOfthepaYloadseclion=".f xL,,=0.4939m)
b. Parallel portion ofthe Pressure hull
Lengthofparallelportionofthepressurehull,Lp,=29.5"=O.7493"'O.75m
urfacearea,Sp,=n:DxLp,=1.6258m'
VOlumeOfthe pressurehull'seclion=".f xLp,=o.2805m)
Co

Parallelportionofaftpayloadseetion(althestartofrailsection)

Lenglhoftheparallelportionofthelail,Lp,=15.5"=O.3937m
Surfacearea,Sp,=n:D x Lp,=O.8534m'
VOlumeoftheportion=".f xLp,=o.1472m)
Total SlIrface Area & Voillme ofparllllel mill-bally sectioll

JThisvolumcisnotthcactualvolumcoftheprc:ssurehullinstaJledin""ExpkKtt""asthc:aewalvolumc
will have the volume of the t\li'O hemispheres auaehedon either ends. This is only the volume of the
parallel portion of the PR$Sun: hull.

3. Tail Section
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There are a total of six control planes for the MUN Explorer AUV. All control planes
are identical with a NACA 0024 section and have the following geometric parameters:
Chordlength,c=14"=O.36m
Half-span,b=14"=0.36m
Maximumthicknessofthechord,t=O.24xI4"=3.31"=O.0853m
Locationofmaximumthicknesssectionisat30%ofc=.30x 14"=4.2"=0.11 m
Thicknessofroot-basealongspan=1.5"=O.0381m
Geometric aspect ratio.AR =

~= 1

wherebcp, is the span, measured as twice the distance from the rootto the tip of the
control plane and Acp, is the plan-ronn area of a set of control planes; without
including the area inside the hull

~L.

~/o~v,o,

I

I

8-3 Paramctcn E55-Cnlial for thc MUN Explorer AUV Simulalion
J\1odci bascd on Componcnl Huild-UpJ\1cthod
1hefollo..'mg .... li"off"U1lmot.rsWI ........nli.lforthe,imubtionmodelond
.... obtained from lit.",'u",,,,.iewofthe h)·drod)'I..m". of the hull and fin'uoed for
the AUV. Thedilfertnl pafllmeters with l~ir <lefinition, are h.~ "'101".
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APPENDIX-C
MUN Explorer Inertial Parameters
The calculation of Mass. Moment oflnenias and Product of Inertias of the MUN
ExplorerAUV are detailed below:

C-I

Estimation of Wet-Mass, Centre of Gravity (CG) and Centre of
Buoyancy of the MUN Explorer AUV

The mass of the vehicle in operational condition includesthedrymassofthevehicle
with all its components and instruments plus the mass of the flood-water in the flooded

Dry mass of Explorer as per manufacturer' (ISE Ltd.) specification = 630.6 kg

lI1osso/flood-water
Mass of flood-water ~ Mass of Hull volume of water - Wl. of water displaced by the

Pressure Hull & equipment inside.
Mass of water displaced by the ex lerna I geometry of the bare hull
V =V.p",~,,,=1.3670x 1025= 1401.2 kg

This does not contain the mass of water displaced by the components external to the
hull such as conlrol planes and propeller.
Total displacement of the individual componenlS of the vehicle inseawater = 644.2 kg
(ISE supplied). This includes the displacements of external components like lhe
control planes and propeller and hence has to be deducled.
Displacemenlofthe fins and propeller in sea water = (43.3 +0.7)'1.025 = 45.1 kg
Therefore,massofflood-water~

1401.2-(644.2-45.1)=802.1 kg

Wet mass a/the II1UN Explorer
Wet mass oflhe vehicle = Dry mass + mass of flood-water

M= 630.6 + 802.1 = 1432.7 kg
I

Weight-Balance spread sheet "MUN_uplorer_lnertia_Propenies.xls" fordetailssupp liedbylSE
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In order to estimate the Moment of Inertia (Mf) of the vehicle, the entire vehicle was
decomposed inlonose,payload,pressure hull, fairedlail and rnil conesectio nswiththe
componentsthal fall within that section. Hence, all components within the nose sec lion
are collected together and the C.G and MI of that section were calculated. Similarly,
all components within the payload section were collected together and the C.G and MI
of that composite section calculated and so on. Finally, the results from all the
difTerent sections were added logether to obtain the total MI of the vehicl e

Massofdrynoseconeshellofthickness/(5mm)=9.32kg
Displacement of the shell in seawater = 5.2 x 1.025=5.33 kg
Mass of equivalent volume (exl. geometry)ofseawater=O.I72 x 1025=176.3kg
Mass of water that can be contained inside nose = 176.3-5.33= 170.97 kg
et displacements of all the equipment inside nose cone = 3.6 kg
Dry weight of the nose cone inc I. all components = 34.4 kg
Total mass of nose cone = 170.97-3.6+34.4 = 201.7 kg

Assumption-l

The

semi~ellipsoidal

GRP shell and the volume of water contained within can be

treatedasasinglesolidsemi-ellipsoidforMlcalculations.
Estimate the

c.c ofthe nose section

The C.G of the semi-ellipsoidal shell = 16" from the nose tip or II" from the base
The C.Gofthe solid semi-ellipsoidal nose [13] from the base is:

X=¥=3'0.69/8=0.259m
Distance of this c.G of the solid nose from the nose tip=0.69-0.259=0.431 m
The C.G of the all-inclusive semi-ellipsoidal nose cone is,

X

180.29XO.431+(2.3-I.4)XO;~~8; .... +(21.818-1.931)X0.567

x=0.442mfromthetipofnose

Massofnoseshell+watercontained=9.32+170.97=180.3kg
MI of a solid semi-ellipsoid about x-axis, lu =

III (b'

;C') , where

III

= flTl"bC

\Vhenb=caSinthepresentcase.l:U=~1ffXlb4
f==180.29(2XO;345')=8.584kg.m'
MJ of the semi-ellipsoid nose about the base', fyy=J r

=~II1(b2+a2)

=~II1(b'+a')=~(180.29XO.345'+0.69')

=21.46kg.m'

Total MI of (Shell + Water), fu = 8.584 kg.m'

:

~~:: ~: ~~~~~::: ~:::~~: ~::

i:::: ~::;:

The station point of base of nose cone is at 1.751 mforwardoftheC.Bofthevehicle.
The C.G of the nose cone with all equipment and flood-water is 0.246 m forward of
the station point but the C.Gofthe nose cone just filled with water is 0.259mforward
of the base.
Thus the moment of inertia of the nose shell about x,yandz-axes (w/o equipment)
passinglhrough the C.Gcan beoblainedas below:

'",=/zz=/a+ mx2
21.46=10+180.29*0.259'
ly=1,~9.37kg.m'& 1.=8.584kg.m'

Moment orInertia of the nose cone just filled with water W.f.t the C.G of the vehicle is

J==1.+lI1r'=8.584+180.29xO.017'=8.64kg.m'
f w =ly+lllr'~9.37+ 180.29 x 1.652'~501.4kg.m'
f==1,+lIIr'=9.37+ 180.29 x 1.652'= 501.4 kg.m'

2

Meriam,J. L.,DYNAM1CS, pg. 382

Produd of Inertia oftheNose Cone
The PI of the nose cone was estimated using the parallel axis theorem. First. the
product of inertia of the nose cone filled with water is calculated w.r.t the c.G of the
nose cone. and then it's transformed to the C.Gofthe vehicle. The nose cone filled

with water being symmetrical about xy and

7,,=7==7,,=0. The PI of the

.tz

plane. the PI about C.G of nose cone

nose cone w.r.t the C.G of the vehicle is calculated

using the relation:

whert:d,andd,areX3J1dydistancc:softioeC.()ofth,e nos<: cone from planes planes
yz andxz respectively.

Fortheabovenoseconesection.thePI/xy./y:./:::x are:

Assumption-2
The moment of inertia contribution from the altimeter, trim weights and other

The moment of inertia produced by equipmenLS within the nose cone should be added
buttheirMI due to its displacement has to be deducted from lhe MJ value obtained for
inner volume completely filled with water.

b. Forward Payload Section
The forward payload section is 52" (1.32 m) Jong having a diameter of O.69mgivinga
total external vo!umeof0.494m 3. This section contains asemi-hemisphericai portion
of the AI pressure hull, which has to be deducted from the volume, and consequently
the mass of the water occupied by that volume.

Estimate the c.G ofthe Section
For the purpose of calculation ofC.G,the dive planes & all extemal components have
to be considered as well. Hence the total weight of payload section with theseextemal
components=67 kg considered

The stalion point of base (end-point) of the payload seclion is 79" (2.0066 m) from

C.Gof(Shell+Water)unitfromthenosetip=0.69+1.32112=1.351m
C.G of the hemi-spherical shell is,

~r=~xo.34=

0.1275 m from the base of the

payload section.
C.Goflhishemi-sphere from the tip of nose cone = 0.69+1.321-0.1275= 1.884 m
C.G of the forward payload section from the tip of nose =

x

516.7IXI.351-11;:I~;1.884+ ...Un, xx,

1.21 m

Mass of the composite unit = 24.3 + 492.41 =516.71 kg
Mlofdrysheliaboutx-axis=m.,J=24.3x0.345'=2.89kg.m'
MI

ofwatercontajnedaboutx-axis,I~= ~m.,J=

±x 492.41 xO.345'~29.31 kg.m'

TotaIMlaboutx-axisof(Shell+Water)=2.806+29.307=32.lIkg.m'

Mlofthecompositeunitaboulyandz-axespassingthroughlhemid-poinl(C.G)of
the composite unit:

Mlofthesheliaboulyandz-axespassinglhroughtheC.Goftheseclion

I", =1: = Tz m(6r' +1')=Tzx24.3(6xO.345' +1.321')=4.98 kg.m'
MI of the flood water abouty and z-axes passing through the C.G of the section

I", =1: =Tzxm(3R' +1')=Tzx49241(3XO.345'+1.321')=86.17 kg.m'
TotaIMlof(Shell+water)aboutyandz-axespassingthroughtheC.Goftheseclion
=4.938 + 86.26 = 91.14 kg.m'

hemi-sphereis,

1",=1= = 0.259.mr'= 0.259 x-I 17.88 x 0.34' =-3.53 kg.m'

IOyy=lyy+m.F2~4.98+24.3xO.73'=17.93kg.m'
10zz =lzz+lII.r2=4.98+24.3xO.73'~17.93kg.m'

IGyy=l yy +m.F 2 =86.17+492.5xO.73'=348.62kg.m'
10= =1= +m.F2~86.17+492.5XO.73'=348.62kg.m'
Moment of Inertia of the hemi-sphere about the C.G of the vehicle'

10;a=/;a+m.F2 =-(5.45+117.88 x O.0I7')=-5.48kg.m'
I"",=I",+m.r'=-(3.53+117.88 x O.197')=-8.llkg.m'
Ia==I=+III.F'=-(3.53+117.88xO.197')=-8.1Ikg.m'
Total Moment ofInertia oftlteforwurd payload section with water about the CG of

MI and PI ofDive Planes
The moment of inertias of control planes (dive planes) were estimated using some
approximate methods. A plan view of the dive plane is shown below. The C.G of the

::~::.t~~2:emm:i:;:.ep~:-:~Pe::II:Sd::d::n~~::as~'l
mA:~ '·"f~.=".
Massofonediveplane=8.3kg

_._._.

~~~~:'r:r~~~t~=~~:d~'~~ rectangular nat plates

'-'-'1 CO '-'-'

.

·_·-x

Olosm~

of mass 8.3 kg having a C.G offset as shown.

I

1==0.088kg.m'

ft(~.~5~Oix~;~~

PI = 4.1
= 16.6 kglm'
p,=4.15/(0.3556xO.l05)=111.I5kglm'

This result was used to calculate 1m 1= was also calculated in a similar way by
assuming a small element of area dxdy and summing up the Mis of each element with
respcct to a vertical axis passing through the CG.
1:=0.095kg.m'
Since the control planes are symmetric about.xy.-planeas well as the xz-plane, the PI
J~I::xand/)':arezero.

MI and PI ofAcoustic Telemetry Transducer
The~acoustictelemetrytransducerisnotconsidercdasapoinlmass.rather

it was considered as a solid cylinder having the followingdimensions l :
Overall length, 1=286 mm =0.286 m
Housing diameter, d = 144 mm = 0.144 m; r = O.072m;
Weightinair~7.6kg

Wcightinwater=4.lkg

Ihttp://www.link-quest.comJhtmVuwm4000.htm
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The C.G of the battery assembly is 0.34 m aft of the C.G of the vehiele and 0.06 below
the CG. The MI of the battery assembly w.r.t the C.G of the vehicle are:

1,=I,+m.i"=0.385+23.5xO.085'=O.SSSkg.m'
1,=I,+m.i"~O.l58+23.5x(0.69'+0.085')=II.SI6kg.m2

1,=I,+m.i"=0.3S3+23.5xO.69'=II.S4Ikg.m2
Lead Blocks:
MassofIOrowsofieadblocks=110.7kg
Dimensions of the whole array of 10 lead block slacks, 0= 19cm, b = 9 cm & 1= 82
cm. This array oflead blocks has their C.G at 13.5 cm below the e.G of the vehicle or
15 cm below the C.B of the Vehicle.

Mlofleadblocksaboutx-axis,I",=~XII0.7X(0.192+0.092)=0.408kg.m'
Mlofthereclangularblockabouty-axis,

lyy=~XII0.7X(0.092+0.822)=6.278kg.m2
Mloftherectangularblockaboulz-axis,

Jzz=~XII0.7X(0.192+0.822)=6.536kg.m2
The C.G of the array of lead block isO.18 m aft of the e.G oflhe vehicle and 0.135m
below the CG. The MI of the lead-block array w.r.tthe C.G of the vehicle are:
2
1,=I,+m.i"=0.408+110.7xO.lI'=1.7S8kg.m
1,=I,+m.i"~6.278+110.7x(0.172+0.112)=9.478kg.m'

I, =1,+m.i"=6.536+110.7xO.17'~9.781 kg.m 2
Battery Trny:

The banery tray is assumed to be a thin plate.
Weight ofthe battery tray ~ 2.8 kg with dimensions a = 1000m & b = 38.5cm
MI of the thin rectangular plate, I",

=~mb2=~x2.8XO.3852=0.035 kg.m2

2
2
MI oflhe thin rectangular plate, Jyy=~ma2=~X2.8X 1.0 = 0.233 kg.m

MIofthethinreClangularplate,I==~m(a2+b2)
=~X2.8X(O.3852+1.02)=0.268kg.m'
The C.G of the array of lead block is 0.10 m forward of the C.G of the vehicle and
0.16 m below the CG. The MI of the lead-block array w.r.l the C.G of the vehicle are:

1.=7.+m.i'~0.035+2.8xO.I86'=0.132kg.m'
ly=7y+m.i'~0.233+2.8x(O.25'+0.186')=0.509kg.m'
1,=7,+m.i'=0.268+2.8xO.186'=0.45kg.m'

The products of inertia ofa body are measures of symmetry or dynamic imbalance. If a

particular plane isa planeofsymmetry,then lhe products of inertia associated with
any axisperpendicu!ar to lhat plane are zero. The producl of inertia of the Batterytray
assumed as a thin plate, about the C.G is all zeros. Iq=Jy; =I:/f =0

d. AftPayload
The aft payload section consists of a portion of the parallel mid-body section

immediatelybehindthepressurevesselcombinedwiththcfairedtailsectionfonninga
single unit. Hence the total volume of this unit is equivalent

10

the volume of the

cylindrical aft portion plus the volume of the faired lJlil portion. Also embedded in this
section is lhe aft hem i-spherical section oflhepressure vesscl, wh ichislobededucted

fromLhenoodvolumeofwater.
Dryweightoftheaftpayloadsection=19.S4Skg

~~~::c;:~~~;~~~::~~i~~a::;.~~~~:~a4;~:';; 10.919x1.02S = 11.192 kg
Mass of equivalent (exL) volume of water = 0.409S x 102S =419.736 kg
MassofwaterthatcanbeconlJlinedwithin=419.736-11.192=40S.54kg
Mass of dry shell + water = 40S.54 + 19.54S =428.085 kg
Mass contributed by the cylindrical portion of the aft section = ~:~~~~X42S.1
=IS3.SSkg
Mass contributed by the faired tail portion of the aft section = ~:~~~~X42S.1

The location ofC.G of the cylindrical portion of the aft section from nosetip=2.9S3
The location ofC.G of the faired tail section from the nose tip= 3.S36 m
The location of C.G of the hemisphere from nose tip = 2.SS3 m
Cy/indrica/oorlionoftheafipayloadseclion
MlofthecylindricaJportionoftheaftsectionfiliedwithwater,whichisIS.SO' (0.3937
m)longandhastheC.GatI16.2S"(2.9S3m)fromthetipofthenose.
Mlofthesameaboutx-ax.is,

I, =~mR'=~xIS3.9xO.34S'=9.I59kg.m2

MIOfthesameaboutyandz-axes,I.=ly=~1II(3R'+h')

1.=ly=~XIS3.9x(3XO.34S'+0.3937')=6.567kg.m2

The C.G of this unit is located 0.51 m aft of the C.G of the vehicle and is above the
C.G by 0.04 m. The moment of inertia of the same unit w.r.t the C.G of the vehicle is:
1t::W=/s+mx(y2+ z 2)
=9.I59+153.9xO.04'=9.405kg.m'
2
2
ICGy=/y+mx(x +z )

=6.567+ 153.9 (0.51'+0.04')=47.27 kg.m'
lm=l,+mx(x'+y')
=6.567+ 153.9(0.51'+ 0.0')=47.025 kg.m'
Fairedtailoortion fFTPJ ofthe aO PlIl'/oadsection

The fairedtail portion has it C.G at 3.536 m from the tip of the nose.
MI of the FTP'O about x-axis, 1,= 12.308kg.m'
M1oftheFTPaboutx-ax.is.I,=I,=~·mr-'+m.x'=Y,·12.308+60.21=66.37kg.m'

This I, & I, are MI about the base of the FTP and hence the I, & I, about the C.G of the
FTPshouldbeidentifiedwhichisO.386maflofthebaseofFTP.
66.37=/G+274.2x0.386'=25.52kg.m'
Therefore 1,& I,about the C.G of the FTP = 25.52
MlabouttheC.Gofthevehicle
Icw=/x+ mx (y2+ z 2)
=12.308+274.2xO.04'=12.747kg.m'
ICGy=/y+mx(x2+z2)

~25.52+274.2(I.IO'+0.04')=355.IOkg.m'
lm=l,+mx(x'+y')
=25.52 +274.2(1.10'+ 0.0') =354.66 kg.m'

~~ :f~:J~:::~:~:~~~t=~~o:f(~;:~;:~:~:, hull
l=~

fm.l= fx-, 17.88xO.34 2 =-5.45kg.m'

MI of the hemi-spherical section aboutyandz-axes passing through the C.Gofthe
hemi-sphere is,

Iw=I==0.259.mr'=0.259x-117.88xO.34'=-3.53kg.m'

The C.G of the hemi-spherical ponion is 0.44 m aft and O.04m above the C.G of lhe

lc&=l,+mx(y'+z')
=-(5.45+117.88xO.04')=-5.639kg.m'
ICG>=ly+mx(x'+=')
=-[3.53+ I 17.88(0.44' x 0.04'») =-26.893 kg.m'
Ia;,=l,+mx(x'+y')
=-[3.53+ I 17.88(0.44' x 0.0'») =-26.70 kg.m'
MloftheRDIWorkhorseDVL
The RDI Workhorse DVL can be approximated as a cylinder of following

dimensions l2 :
Height = 244.5 mm, Diameler = 201.9 mm
Since the instrument is bonom looking, the height hdimension corresponds to thezaxisoflhevehicieand/=.correspondstotheMI estimated w.r.tthisaxis.
MI aboulx andy axes passing lhrough the C.Goflhe DVLis

J,=Jy=~m(3R'+h')=~XI4.s(3XO.IOI1+0.2445')=0.109kg.m'
J, =~mR'=~xI4.sXO.l0l'=0.074kg.m'

e~u:~~h;;~::I~~ln;; ~~o~glained

= 0.0111 m3
Weighlofwalerdisplacedbythevolume=O.OIII x 1025= I 1.378 kg
Displacemenlofshellinseawaler=0.857xI.025=0.878kg
AClUalweightofwalerthalcanbeconlained=IO.sOkg
TOlalweighloftheshell+waler=10.5+1.S3~12.03kg

Displacemenloftheinsideequipmenl=9.9kg
Nel weight of the dry shell + ftood water = 12.03-9.9=2.13 kg
Dry mass of all equipmenlS (ucludingshe/l) =25.05 kg
TOlalmassofthetailconeseclion=2.13+25.05=27.18kg

;3~~ensionstaken from:

M"U1wrdin.flnlnlllnlf

I'j<lI1l·dafa~hefwworkJ/()r£enm' dv Irpdf. Accessed 31-

MloftheThrusterAssemblv
The propulsion motor consists of3 solid cylindrical pieces in tandem.TheMlofthe
entire unit is estimated by clubbing the MIs of each individual pieee that has difTerent

Dryweighlofthrusterassembly~22.6kg

Displacemenlofthesame=9.3kg
This mass is distributed to the 3 cylindrical pieces of the thruster assembly in lhe ratio

Wt.ofV,=12.095kg
Wt. ofV,=8.777 kg
Wt.ofV,=1.728kg
190"

___~';;'t:'

~'/W I ';i I : !~! I "'if I
Assumption

Consider the 3 pieces together as a single solid cylinder (imaginary cylinder) having

the same volume and mass with a chosen diameter. The diameter here can be chosen as
the diameter of the middle piece (5.74"). The centre of the cylindercanbearbilrarily
posilionedtocoincidewiththeC.Gofthethrusterassemblyandthelenglh of such a
cylinder can bedetennined knowing the volume.
Total volume of the 3 pieces =0.0076 m'
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=0.1231 kg.m'

Distance of the C.G of the frustum from lhe C.G ofthe vehicle
=2.083-(0.69+2.46+0.9906+0.0955)=-2.153m

Ml of the fruslum w.r.t tbe e.G of tbe vebicle.
1n;=I~+M.d'~0.0988+12.03(O'+0.017')=0.2kg.m'

1,o=I".+M.d'=0.1231 + 12.03(2.15'+0.017')=56.113kg.m'
I",=I=+M.d'=0.1231+ 12.03(2.15' +0')= 56.109 kg.m'

Moment oflnertia of the MUN Explorer AUV

IJ
~

86.08kg.m'

In

1881.71kg.m1
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1877.19kg.m
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